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WATERJET FRACTURE-DIRECTED STEERABLE NEEDLES

Abstract

by Mahdieh Babaiasl, Ph.D.
Washington State University
August 2020

Chair: John P. Swensen

Robotic needle steering is a proposed method in the literature for controlling long
flexible needles through curved paths in the soft tissue. Needle steering is proven to
be effective in correction of insertion errors, steering around obstacles to reach the
targets unreachable through conventional methods, and reaching to multiple targets
from a single insertion.
In spite of their many advantages and potential applications, they are limited
by a number of factors. First off, they have constant curvatures and the attainable
radius of curvature is a function of the needle and soft tissue parameters. Buckling is
another issue that happens when the needle goes through structures and tissues that
it cannot penetrate. This imposes a large force at the base of the needle and causes
it to buckle.
The use of the waterjet in medical applications has been developed more recently
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and it is used for different applications such as soft tissue resection, bone cutting,
wound debridement, and surgery. Because of the many advantages that the waterjet
provides like selective cutting of the tissue layers in which the tissue layers can cut
deliberately by controlling the pressure of the waterjet, it is an appealing technique
for surgery instead of knife.
From the marriage between conventional steerable needles and the waterjet technology, waterjet steerable needles is born. In this technique, the direction of the
fracture is controlled by high velocity waterjet and then the flexible needle follows
the fractured path. This process continues until the needle can be steered in the
soft tissue. Waterjet steerable needles resemble ”drilling” in the sub-millimeter scale
which has been proven to have superior advantages to conventional steerable needles.
Our results showed that cutting the tissue with the waterjet can eliminate the
cutting force and thus reduces the force at the base of the needle resulting in reduced
buckling. Moreover, waterjet steerable needles showed the possibility of smaller radius
of curvature with reduced tissue damage. Waterjet steerable needles promise tissueagnostic steering in which the needle can be chosen to have a low bending stiffness
(because the waterjet does the cutting) to obtain super small radii of curvature.
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CHAPTER ONE
ROBOTIC NEEDLE STEERING: STATE-OF-THE-ART AND
RESEARCH CHALLENGES

Medical robotics is an interdisciplinary field that came to existence to improve
the medical procedures utilizing robotics technology. Medical robotics range from
minimally-invasive surgeries using robotics to robots that support patients in rehabilitation (exoskeleton, and end-effector-based) to image-guided systems for different
medical interventions. Different advantages of robots made them appealing to be
used for medical interventions. Among these advantages are being precise, untiring,
dexterous, and the ability to work in environments that are not safe to human clinicians. Limitations of robots include being expensive, hard to install, and occasional
failure due to damage or wear that can be deadly in clinical environments.
This dissertation relates to the waterjet application in medical robotics including
waterjet-soft tissue interaction, and waterjet steerable needles that can be used in
interventional radiology and other medical procedures for percutaneous applications.
In order to address several challenges and gaps in the literature, a new needle
steering system is proposed in this dissertation that we call Fracture-directed Waterjet Steerable Needles in which the direction of the tissue fracture is controlled
by the waterjet and angled tip after which the flexible needle follows. The major
contributions of the research in this dissertation can be summarized as follows:
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• Waterjet Soft tissue interaction is characterized and validated with experiments
in terms of developing finite element model, and mechanics-based model based
on fracture mechanics to predict the penetration pressure as well as depth of
cut of the waterjet into soft tissue as a function of the waterjet properties (diameter, velocity), and soft tissue properties (constitutive response, and fracture
toughness).
• Proposed and developed a curvature-controllable waterjet steerable needle system that is improved over conventional steerable needles in terms of being curvature variable without the need for rotational duty cycling, smaller radius of
curvature even in softest soft tissues, no buckling issue while inserting with
the waterjet, no rotational duty cycling for controlling curvature and thus no
torsional friction, as well as reduced insertion forces compared with the conventional needles.
• Proposed, and validated a discrete kinematic model for the waterjet steerable
needles that consist of two parts: (1) the mechanics-based model that predicts
the cut-depth of the waterjet in soft tissue based on soft tissue properties,
waterjet diameter, and water exit velocity, and (2) a discrete-step adaptation
of kinematic bicycle model of the steerable needle travel.
In this Chapter, the motivations for needle steering as a whole are first demonstrated and then the state-of-the-art of the different needle steering techniques in the
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literature are analyzed. This includes their modeling, path planning, control, and
clinical applications. Finally, a discussion of the advantages and limitations of these
existing techniques is presented, and concluding remarks as well as contributions and
overview of the current dissertation are provided.

1.1 Motivation
Needles are least invasive surgical tools that are used to administer or draw liquids
to or from the body. The wound made by a needle is self-healing for most insertion
using needles up to 5 mm in diameter [128, 133]. Inflexible needles often cannot reach
to targets in difficult anatomical places without deformation of the needle or of the
anatomical structure between the insertion point and the destination point. Thus,
the need arises for flexible needles that can be steered around the anatomical obstacles, thus improving the placement accuracy of the tip of the needle and improving
outcomes for targeted drug delivery and biopsy.
Robotic needle steering allows for insertion of long flexible needles along curved,
and controlled paths through soft tissue [59, 270]. Robotic needle steering can improve
the medical interventions in different ways. First off, it allows the clinicians to correct
for errors during insertion and reach a target location with increased accuracy in
comparison to the straight insertion. Second, obstacles can be steered around to avoid
anatomical constraints to reach targets that were unreachable with the traditional
methods. Third, multiple targets can be reached from a single insertion site, and this
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will decrease complications such as bleeding, and infection.

1.1.1 Clinical Motivation
There are some clinical procedures that can greatly benefit from robotic needle
steering. Examples of these procedures are as follows:

Liver Cancer:
Liver cancer is the second leading cause of cancer deaths among men with about
500k deaths each year [244]. Radiofrequency ablation (RFA) is the most common procedure for treatment of liver tumors [130]. In this method, the tumor or other target
tissue is thermally destroyed by heat generated by high frequency alternating current
at the end effector of a small electrode that can be limited by the maneuverability
of the needle. Accurate placement of the electrode under image guidance can avoid
further dramatic consequences such as hepatic bleeding and destruction of healthy
tissues. Approximately three quarters of the patients are ineligible for surgery, and
thus minimally invasive ablations are preferred. Adebar et al. [6] stated the need for
needles with tighter curvatures to target more points per entry wound that reduces
the risk of hemorrhage. They also stated that minimum radius of curvature of 50 mm
or less is required for ablation of liver tumors.
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Biopsy for Cancer Diagnosis:
According to the global cancer statistics [244], there were an estimated 8.2 million
deaths from cancer in 2015. Prostate cancer, and breast cancer are two of the most
prevalent cancers among men, and women, respectively, and the lung cancer is the
leading cause of death in both men and women. Early diagnosis of the cancer is
important for the success of treatment and decrease mortality rates. Biopsy is the
common diagnostic method to identify the malignancy of the target tissues. In this
method, a needle is used to get small samples of the target tissues for further lab
analysis. Accurate placement of the needle is very important for correct diagnosis
since the needle should be placed such that it can sample the malignant tissue instead
of healthy tissue. Manual insertions can have different results and they are highly
dependent on the skill and expertise of the physician performing the operation. As a
result, robotic needle guidance under visual feedback has a great potential to enhance
biopsy performance [238]. Ultrasound (US) feedback, and Computerized Tomography
(CT) are examples of visual feedback used for performing biopsies [106, 287].

Brachytherapy:
Brachtherapy is the most effective known treatment for prostate cancer [84] in
which the radioactive seeds are placed in the tumors to destroy them. Success of
the treatment is dependent on the accurate placement of about 100 small radioactive
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seeds. In the case of inaccurate placement, sensitive surrounding tissues like bladder,
rectum, seminal vesicles, or urethra can be destroyed too. Robotic needle guidance
can be helpful here too since it can be used to perform accurate and repetitive insertions under transrectal ultrasound guidance [223, 106]. Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI) can also be used with robotic needle guidance device [222].

1.2 Prior Work
This section provides a review of relevant state-of-the-art. First, techniques, and
design approaches for needle steering in soft tissue is demonstrated. Then, modeling
approaches for steerable needles are classified into kinematic models, finite element
models, and mechanics-based models. After that, control approaches used in the
needle steering are discussed.
It should first be noted that there are steerable catheters such as the ones discussed
in [161, 268, 220, 269, 271, 63, 62, 236, 254, 237, 105, 262, 213] that operate in open
spaces through body canals. They are categorized into Continuum robots [210, 140,
111], Concentric tubes that are made of several telescoping pre-curved superelastic
tubes [86, 180], and active cannulae [212]. Steering the catheter through an open
space is fundamentally different from steering the needle through soft tissue, and
thus these state-of-the-art is out of the scope of this literature review.
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1.2.1 Techniques, and Design Approaches for Needle Steering in Soft Tissue
From the needle design and its mode of manipulation point of view [250], steerable
needles can be classified into passive and active categories. Passive methods include
base manipulation in which lateral translation and rotation motions of the base of
the needle are utilized during insertion [80], rotating beveled needle [9, 5], pre-curved
needle tip [272], pre-bent needle tip [232, 149] in which a needle with an asymmetric
tip design is used to create curvature, Stylet-and-Tube Steerable Needles [284], and
notched shaft [110]. Active methods include telescoping cannula [78], programmable
bevel [221, 36, 266, 151], tissue manipulation in which deformations of the surrounding
tissue is used to alter the position of the target and obstacles [243], and controlled
articulating tip [247, 6]. Active needles can take into account for any misalignment
using their actuation forces. However, they can increase the manufacturing cost and
the thickness of the needle. Fig. 1.1 provides an illustration of the some of the
common steering methods in literature.
For all techniques of inserting the needles into the soft tissue, an insertion device
is used that can insert and rotate the needle, and actuate other degrees of freedom
where applicable. Fig. 1.2 shows the general concept of the robot insertion device
which is recreated from [267].
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Figure 1.1: Some common steering methods proposed in the literature. (a) Tipbased steering of a needle with asymmetric tip, (b) Base manipulation
of a needle with symmetric tip, and (c) Base manipulation of a needle
with asymmetric tip. Note: tip geometry is not shown in the figure.

Rotation Drive

Insertion Drive
Figure 1.2: General Concept of the Robot Insertion Device. Recreated from [267].
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Figure 1.3: Needle tip designs in conventional steerable needles to steer the needle
through soft tissue.

Tip-based Needle Steering:
Once considered a disadvantage by physicians who would rotate the needle at the
base to avoid its deflection, tip-based needle steering use this as an advantage for
steering. Tip-based steering methods use the asymmetry of the needle tip to create
forces at the tip needed to steer the needle (see Fig. 1.3). These needles are usually
made of Nitinol which is a superelastic alloy of nickel and titanium. This allows the
needle to be more flexible than straight needles, relative to the surrounding tissue,
which allow for deflection of the needle as it cuts into tissue. This resultant needle
deflection has been described using kinematic models. Some of these first kinematic
models proposed by Webster et al. [270] apply to tip-based steerable needles. Control
of the needle is accomplished through 2 degrees of freedom (DOF): insertion and
rotation of the needle at its base along the central axis. Duty cycling control strategy
[67, 155] uses the cycles of pure insertion of the needle (maximum curvature), and
insertion with continuous rotation (straight path) to control the curvature of the tipbased steerable needles. The resulting needle tip path can be approximated by an
arc of a circle with an effective curvature κef f that can be tuned between 0, and the
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maximum curvature κmax . The relationship between κef f , and the duty cycle ratio
DC can be approximated by the following linear function [155]:

DC =

`rot
`rot +`ins

(1.1)

κef f = (1 − DC)κmax
Where `ins , and `rot are the insertion lengths of the pure insertion, and insertion
with continuous rotation, respectively. If the insertion velocity is constant, then the
duty-cycle DC can be found from the duration of each phase instead of their insertion
length [277, 251, 31, 188, 41, 153]. The limitations of the duty cycle control are as
follows. First, the maximum curvature κmax should be known beforehand to compute
DC. This parameter is difficult to find in practice and online estimation scheme is
required [166]. The other limitation is that continuously rotating the needle along its
axis is not always possible especially when there are sensors, or trackers embedded in
the needle.
The effect of the bevel angle on needle path has been studied in artificial tissue
simulants [267], ex-vivo tissues [149], and in-vivo soft tissues [146]. For bevel-tip
steerable needles, the smaller the bevel angle, the smaller the radius of curvature [215].
The curvature of the bevel tip steerable needles in very soft and biological tissues is
very low and this limits the use of duty cycle control in clinical practice. In order
to increase the curvature of the needle, pre-bent tips [6], and pre-curved tips [249]
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are introduced. However, these needle tips are not suitable for duty cycling control
due to increase in tissue damage during rotation of the needle. Needle curvature is
dependent on the needle, and tissue material properties, tip bevel angle, and friction
between the shaft of the needle and surrounding tissue.
Webster et al.

[267] developed a robotic needle steering device that include

force/torque sensor, horizontal needle insertion, and stereo image data acquisition,
and showed that during experiments in tissue phantoms, needle path is not dependent
on insertion velocity, but depends on bevel tip angle. They also measured the forces
acting on the needle during insertion, and showed that these forces does depend on
the insertion velocity. The rubber-like Simulated Muscle Ballistic Test Media from
Corbin, Inc. is used as the soft tissue simulant. The tissue simulant is fairly stiff with
stiffness of 4.9

N
mm

by a blunt indentation test, and applies less friction to the shaft of

the needle in comparison to the similar phantoms like silicone with similar stiffness.
The stiffness of the soft tissue used is more than most human soft tissues. The needle
used is a 0.83 mm diameter Nitinol (alloy of 55% Nickel and 45% Titanium, and when
heat-treated becomes a superelastic material) with a hand-machined bevel tip with
40o angle. Bevel angle has little effect on the axial force. Steering is found to improve (smaller radius of curvature) with decreasing bevel angle down to 5o . Fig. 1.4
depicts the axial forces with bevel-tip steerable needles. Increasing velocity increases
the axial forces.
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Figure 1.4: Axial forces reported in [267] with bevel tip steerable needles. It is
shown that increasing velocity increases the axial forces. © 2005 IEEE.
Misra et al. [158] obtained the minimum radius of curvature of 179.4 mm (which
is quite high) with 0.4 mm pre-curved needle in Plastisol soft tissue phantoms with a
plastic to softener ratio of 4:1. Park et al. [183] used a beveled tip needle of 0.57 mm
diameter in Plastisol soft tissue phantoms with a plastic to softener ratio of 4:1 and
achieved a radius of curvature of 161.3 mm. Reed et al. [199] used a 15o pre-bent
needle with a bevel tip of 45o with 0.61 mm diameter in Plastisol soft tissue phantoms
with a plastic to softener ratio of 4:1 and achieved a radius of curvature of 61 mm.
Majewicz et al. [149] used a pre-bent needle tip with 0.58 mm diameter and achieved
a minimum ROC of 34 mm in goat liver. They found that bevel-tip needle with the
diameter of 0.58 mm obtains 667 mm minimum radius of curvature. Wedlick and
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Okamura [272] used pre-curved needles with 0.48 mmm diameter made of Nitinol
and obtained a minimum ROC of 15.5 mm in Plastisol rubber with a 4 to 1 ratio of
regular stiffness plastic to plastic softener as a phantom tissue. However, they stated
that the methods of needle fabrication are not perfectly repeatable. The curvature
can only be controlled by duty cycling which causes considerable tissue damage.
Okazawa et al. [178] proposed a hand-held steerable needle of 0.902 mm diameter
consisting of a pre-bent stylet inside a straight cannula. They concluded that the the
curvature of the needle path increases as the phantom stiffness, and needle extension
increase. Stiffer tissues generate a more immediate lateral reaction against the curved
portion of the stylet, and thus resulting in a greater curvature. Tissue mimicking
phantoms are made of polyvinyl chloride compound. The insertion velocity is 5

mm
.
s

They showed that changing the insertion speed within the range of the velocities used
in clinical practice (1-10

mm
)
s

did not change the tip path curvature. Their steering

method is based on the fact that the cannula must be stiffer than the stylet, and the
tissue must be stiffer than the cannula. This limits the achievable smaller radius of
curvature. They obtained the maximum lateral deflection of 35 mm in tissue with
elastic modulus of 157 kPa, and with 12 mm extension of the inner stylet.
Swaney et al. [235] designed a flexure-based needle tip that provided the high
curvature of the pre-bent needles during insertion and low tissue damage of the beveltip needles during rotations. Duty cycling is used to control the curvature of the
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needle. The outer diameter (OD), and the inner diameter (ID) of the needle are 0.91
mm, and 0.6 mm, respectively with 10o bevel angle. The tip flexes to the maximum
angle of about 22o . The tissue phantoms used for the experiments are made of 10% by
weight Knox Gelatin (Kraft Foods Global Inc., IL), and ex vivo pork loin. They found
that curvature decreases linearly by increasing duty cycle rate with the curvature of 0
for 100% duty cycling (constant axial rotation) and maximum curvature for 0% duty
cycling (no axial rotation). The velocity of insertion into soft tissues is 0.5 cm
. They
s
got minimum radius of curvature (0% duty cycle) of 12.1 cm in gelatin phantoms and
17.6 cm in ex vivo pork loin. Fig. 1.5 shows the proposed steerable needle.

Figure 1.5: Flexture-tip steerable needle proposed by Swaney et al. [235]. (a) CAD
model of the flexture-tip needle with the dimensions. (b) Flexture-tip
steerable needle prototype. (c) When the flexture-tip needle is inserted
into the tissue it bends due to reaction forces from the tissue. It remains
straight during the duty cycling control. © 2013 IEEE.

Lee et al. [127] proposed a tube-wire type flexible steerable needles with variable
curvature. The design consists of the inner pre-bent wire and an outer tube. The
needle is controlled from the base inputs (insertion and rotation commands). The
performance of the needle is tested in ballistic gelatin and animal tissue samples.
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The wire has 0.8 mm diameter, and the outer tube is of 1 mm inner diameter (ID),
and 1.2 mm outer diameter (OD). The extension length of the wire can control the
curvature. They obtained a minimum radius of curvature of 20 mm in ballistic gelatin.
They obtained the minimum radius of curvature of 104.5 mm in cow liver, and 18.6
mm in beef. Fig. 1.6-Left gives an illustration of the proposed design by Lee et al.
[127].

Figure 1.6: (Left) Wire and tube steerable needle illustration recreated from the
design proposed by Lee et al. [127]. (a) Full extension, and (b) Full
retraction. The curvature is controlled by varying the extension length
of the wire. (Right) ”Airfoil” bevel needle with varying stylet offset
illustration recreated from [34]. (a) Needle’s design, and (b) Needle
under applied forces from surrounding soft tissue. The curvature can
be controlled by changing the control offset.

Bui et al. [34] proposed a variation of the bevel-tip steerable needles with ”airfoil”
tip. This steerable needle does not need duty cycling to control its curvature. The
proposed needle consist of a stylet with a bevel-tip and a cannula and the curvature
of the needle path can be controlled by varying the control offset (the amount of the
stylet retraction). The needle has an OD of 0.46 mm and is tested in vitro gelatin
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soft tissue phantoms and ex vivo cow liver tissue. The minimum radii of curvature
are 125 mm, 72 mm, and 263 mm in 6% by weight gelatin phantom, 10% by weight
gelatin phantom, and cow liver, respectively. They experimentally showed that the
curvature is a linear function of the control offset. Fig. 1.6-Right shows the proposed
steerable needle.
Khadem et al. [108] proposed a way to decrease the bending stiffness of the tip
steerable needles and thus increasing the maximum achievable curvature by adding
one or more notches on the needle shaft. The notched needle design achieved a
minimum radius of curvature of 198 mm in Plastisol soft tissue phantoms (80% liquid
plastic and 20% plastic softener resulting in elastic modulus of 35 kPa) which is
67% better than standard needles. In another study, Khadem et al. [110] used a
notched needle tip and achieved a minimum Radius of Curvature (ROC) of 171 mm
by increasing number of notches in Plastisol soft tissue phantoms.

Fracture-directed Stylet-and-Tube Needle Steering:
Yang et al. [284] developed a new method of needle steering called ”fracturedirected needle steering”, in which the objective is to first control the direction of
tissue fracture and then have the needle follow the fractured path. The principle
of fracture-directed steering promised the potential of significantly improved radius
of curvature and steerability that is currently attainable with tip-steerable needles.
Figure 1.7 describes the principle of the stylet-and-tube form of fracture-directed
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Figure 1.7: Principle of fracture-directed stylet-and-tube steering. First the inner
stylet is advanced, followed by the outer tube. The shape of the tissue
fracture closely matches the geometry of the inner stylet. After the
outer tube follows the inner stylet, the resulting tip position depends
on the static equilibrium of the wire, tube, and tissue.
steerable needles, where an inner stylet with a predefined geometry is first extended
from the tube to fracture the tissue, after which the tube follows the stylet along
the fracture direction. The proposed method of fracture-directed needle steering
consists of a straight outer elastic tube and an inner elastic wire stylet. Silicon rubber,
15%, and 20% SEBS soft tissue simulants are used as tissue mimicking materials for
needle steering experiments. The lowest insertion radius attained in experiments with
silicone compound tissue phantom (E = 687 kPa) using Nitinol tube (Tube ID = 0.6,
OD = 0.8, and needle diameter = 0.47 mm), and SEBS tissue phantom (E = 128
kPa) using SemiFlex tube (tube OD = 1.45, ID = 0.7, and needle diameter = 0.47
mm) are 29.58 mm, and 6.88 mm, respectively.
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Needle Steering Using Base Manipulation:
Base manipulation is controlling the needle tip trajectory using control of the 6
DOFs of the needle base. This is shown in Fig. 1.1-b, and -c. This is the natural way
physicians use to steer a needle when holding it by its base. Dimaio et al. [59] first
introduced the method of controlling the needle from its base. They performed the
steering in open-loop. Glozman and Shoham [79] performed closed loop needle base
manipulation under fluoroscopic feedback, and Neubah and Shoham [170] did it under
ultrasound guidance. Bending the needle and pushing on the tissues to control the
lateral motion of the tip which is used in base manipulation method can potentially
induce more tissue damage than only inserting the needle. This limits the use of base
manipulation in the real world scenarios.

Active Steerable Needles:
Ayvali et al. [19] proposed an active segmented cannula with pre-curved SMA
wires.They evaluated the proposed needle in Knox Gelatin. The cannula has 1.4 mm
inner diameter (ID), and 3 mm outer diameter (OD). Black et al. [33] developed active
needles with two degrees of freedom (DOF) with a single SMA wire. Evaluated the
needle in a tissue phantom simulating the mechanical properties of a human prostate.
No curvature data is given in the paper.
Konh and Podder [120] developed an active needle actuated by a single SMA wire,
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and showed the efficacy of the needle through 2D experiments [119]. The needle is
evaluated in air and in tissue mimicking gel. The tissue mimicking gel is made of
Plastisol with a 3 : 1 ratio of plastic (polyvinylchloride suspension) to softener. The
velocity of insertion into the tissue is 2.54

mm
,
s

and the maximum needle deflection

is about 32 mm in gels. Overall diameter of the needle is 2.6 mm. Konh et al. [121]
3D manipulated an active steerable needle via actuation of three SMA wires. The
experiments are conducted in free space and not in the soft tissue. Curvature can be
controlled by changing the applied current to the actuator wire.
There are also steerable needles that can be steered by cable actuation. These
needles are capable of on-demand steering at the tip in one plane [6, 77], or ondemand steering in two perpendicular planes [247, 142], and changing of the needle
trajectory ”on the spot” [216]. Cable-actuated steerable needles allow for a high level
of maneuverability, but they are more complex and diameters need to be larger than 1
mm since smaller diameters lead to smaller moment arms and higher actuation force
will be needed.
Scali et al. [216] developed a needle with 0.5 mm probe that can steer in 3D
without the need for axial rotations. The needle consists of 3 Nitinol wires each with
a diameter of 0.125 mm with a pre-curved tip inside a stainless steel tube. They
tested the efficacy of the needle in 10% by weight Gelatin soft tissue phantoms (they
obtained a Young’s Modulus of 17 kPa). Their design is a combination of the cable-
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actuated needles with the pre-bent needles. The insertion speed of the experiments
is 2

mm
.
s

Tip angles can only be 10o , 20o , and 50o . Fig. 1.8-Right shows the proposed

design.

C

Figure 1.8: (Right) Steerable needle designed by Scali et al. [216] © 2019 Scali et
al. (A, B) with its actuation unit (C). (Left) The tendon-driven needle
proposed by Van de Berg et al. [247] © 2015 ElSEVIER. FBG sensors
are used to sense and recreate the shape of the needle and measure the
tip position during insertions. φ can be up to 20o .

Van de Berg et al. [247] used four actuation cables running alongside the shaft and
connecting to the tip to change the tip’s angle (refer to Fig. 1.8-Left). They obtained
a minimum ROC of 181 mm. Fiber Bragg Gratings (FBGs) are used to sense and
measure the needle shape and tip position during operation. PI-controller is used
to steering to predefined targets. They achieved a targeting accuracy of 6.2 ± 1.4
mm (mean ± std), and steering precision of 2.6 ± 1.1 mm in 15% gelatin soft tissue
phantoms with Young’s moduli of 10 kPa which is in the order of the stiffness of the
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liver (it should be noted that the tissue stiffnesses are variable among the literature
due to variability in techniques an test conditions.). The needle consist of a 0.5 mm
radius (r1 ) stainless steel stylet, and 0.9 mm radius (r2 ) PEEK plastic cannula. The
outer needle radius is approximately 1 mm. 4 actuation cables are fixed at the tip
and each connects to one servo motor. The velocity of insertion during experiments
.
is 5 mm
s
Burrows et al. [36] developed a complex needle with 4 actuated shafts to change
the tip geometry and obtained a minimum ROC of 58 mm. Adebar et al. [7] developed
an actuated hinge near the needle tip and achieved a minimum ROC of 55.8 mm in
ex vivo liver with 16 mm tip length. They showed that increasing the tip length, and
tip angle decreases the achieved minimum radius of curvature. They obtained the
minimum radius of curvature of 46.7 mm with tip angle of 60o .
Ilami et al. proposed a magnetic needle steering method [97]. Unlike the traditional needle techniques that depend on the radial forces and rotation at the base
of an asymmetric tip needle for steering, and other magnetic steering of catheters,
and continuum robots that rely on mechanical or manual shaft advancement methods, this method uses magnetic forces and torques to both steer and advance a sharp
magnetic tip. In this method, the needle is magnetically pulled rather than mechanically pushed which avoids buckling and obtains minimal Radius of Curvature (ROC).
Needle tip has a diameter of 1.59 mm. They obtained minimum ROC of 10.2 mm.
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Their system has the ability of variable Radii of Curvature without duty cycling,
therefore it does not need rotation for steering. Possible disadvantage is prolonged
human exposure to powerful magnetic fields. Because of the limitations on magnetic
field strength, they have chosen soft tissue stiffnesses that are lower than human soft
tissues. They have examined two soft tissue phantoms with 1.96 (1.2 g of agar gelling
powder and 0.08 g of pure agarose powder per 100 mL of distilled water), and 2.70
(1.6 g of agar gelling powder and 35 µg of pure charcoal per 100 mL of distilled water)
kPa stiffnesses, respectively.

Figure 1.9: Magnetic Needle steering system proposed by Ilami et al. [97] © The
Authors 2020.

Dalta et al. [48] proposed a flexture-based active needle for needle steering in soft
tissue. Needle curvature is controlled by shape memory alloy (SMA) wires applying
actuator forces to bend the needle. They evaluated the needle in air, tissue-mimicking
gel (polyvinylchloride (PVC) gel with 3:1 ratio of plastic (PVC suspension) to softener
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with elastic modulus of 25.6 kPa comparable to elastic modulus of normal prostate
tissue (22.74 kPa)), and ex vivo pig liver. The needle consists of two hollow tubes,
an actuator wire, a flexible connector, and a needle tip. The hollow tubes are made
of superelastic Nitinol of 2.2 mm OD, and 1.7 mm ID. The velocity of insertion is
2.54

mm
.
s

The bend angle of the SMA wire can be controlled by applied current. The

maximum deflection of the needle in pig liver, and in gels are 41.9 mm, and 29.5 mm,
respectively.

Figure 1.10: Flexture-based active needle design proposed by Dalta et al. [48] with
SMA actuators. © 2015 by ASME.

Roesthuis et al. [206] proposed a flexible steerable needle with a tendon-driven
actuated tip. Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) sensors are used to measure the needle
tip pose. The performance of the needle is evaluated in porcine gelatin soft tissue
phantoms (14.9% by weight with Young’s modulus of 35 kPa which is in the order of
the stiffness of human breast tissue). The needle tip has conical shape with length
of 5 mm. The tips is on a ball joint and four steering tendons are used to actuate
the tip. The needle is made of a Nitinol stylet of diameter 1 mm, and a PEEK
plastic cannula of 2 mm diameter. The velocity of insertion in experiments is 5
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mm
.
s

Maximum curvature is obtained with an angle of 15o resulting in minimum radius of
curvature of 200 mm.

Needle Steering Using Tissue Manipulation:
Needle steering using tissue manipulation is done by deforming the internal parts
of the tissues by moving one [243] or multiple points [150, 189] of the surface of
the tissues. Accurate finite element modeling (FEM) of the tissues is required for
this type of control which is difficult to obtain in practice. On the other hand, the
computational burden of the FEM also hinders its real-time use that limits the preplanning. Tissue manipulation is only used to move superficial targets and not deep
anatomical structures.

1.2.2 Modeling Approaches for Steerable Needles
Needle-tissue interaction models provide an understanding of the flexible needle
interacting with soft tissue. This understanding is useful in the sense that the needle
path can be predicted before real needle insertion. This can be helpful for predicting
the behavior of the steerable needle in reaching to the targets. Needle modeling
approaches can be classified into kinematic models which consider the trajectory of
the needle tip, finite element models that can model the behavior of the needle and the
tissue, and mechanics-based models. Developing accurate models are also important
to construct efficient controllers and estimators.
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Kinematic Models:
Webster et al. [270] proposed and validated a nonholonomic model for bevel-tip
needle steering. The model is a generalization of the 3 DOF nonholonomic unicycle
and bicycle models to 6 DOF using Lie group theory. The models are validated
using experiments with needle insertion device into soft tissue phantoms. They used
a 0.7 mm diameter needle with bevel angle of 45o . Soft tissue phantoms used are
Simulated Muscle Ballistic Test Media (SimTest) from Corbin, Inc. The stiffness of
this soft tissue simulant is similar to muscle (4.9 N/mm). They found that the root
mean squared error between the model prediction and the observed data points is
1.3 mm for the bicycle model, and 2.6 mm for the unicycle model, thus concluding
that the two-parameter bicycle model describes the needle behavior better than a
single-parameter unicycle model. Fig. 1.11 shows the definition of the bicycle and
unicycle model proposed by Webster et al. [270].
These models are summarized as follows:

−1
ġab
(t)gab (t) = u1 Vˆ1 + u2 Vˆ2
 
 

 e3 
0
 , V2 =  
V1 = 
 
 
κe1
e3
n(t) = Rab (t)`2 e3 + pab (t), for bicycle model
n(t) = pab (t), for unicycle model (`2 = 0)
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(1.2)

Figure 1.11: Unicycle and Bicycle kinematic models for asymmetric-tip needles
(bevel-tip and pre-curved needles) proposed by Webster et al. [270].
Translation and rotation of the wheels are shown with straight, and
curved arrows, respectively. For the Bicycle model, the rotation occurs naturally, but for the unicycle model the rotation should be added
artificially.
Where κ, u1 , u2 , gab , Rab , pab , ,e1 , e2 , and e3 are curvature, insertion, and rotational
velocities, transformation matrix, rotational matrix, position matrix, the relationship
between R3 and the Lie algebra of SE(3), and unit vectors, respectively. n ∈ R3 is
the needle tip position.
It can be demonstrated that the needle tip pose can be calculated using the
following equation [270]:
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(1.3)

T
is the generalized coordinates for the needle

tip position and orientation, and κ is the radius of curvature of the needle path. This
equation is especially suitable for control purposes.
Minhas et al. [155] proposed a kinematic model to describe the trajectory of passive steerable needles with duty-cycled spinning. Duty-cycled spinning is the approach
to control the curvature of the passive steerable needles from the natural curvature
of the needle in the soft tissue to zero curvature. They validated the model in Knox
Gelatin (1.3 cc of Gelatin in 20 cc of water) tissue simulants which has similar insertion force profile to that of the brain tissue in vitro. The minimum radius of curvature
obtained in Knox Gelatin is 5 cm and it is found that the curvature decreases linearly
with duty cycle. The needle used in the experiments is a custom-made needle with a
1.27 mm diameter stainless steel hypodermic needle tip attached to a 0.28 mm diameter Nitinol wire. The bevel angle is 10o and is bent an additional 15o at a distance
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of 6.3 mm from the end of the tip. The proposed kinematic model is as follows:

g(t) =




ˆ
ˆ

g(0)e(u1 V1 +u2 V2 )t , jT ≤ t < T (j + D), j = 0, 1, 2, ...



g(0)eu1 Vˆ1 t ,

else

(1.4)

n(t) = R(t)l2 e3 + p(t)
Where T, l2 , u1 , u2 , g(0), R(t), p(t), and V1 , V2 ∈ R6 are duty cycle period,
back wheel to needle tip distance in bicycle model, insertion speed, rotational speed,
initial configuration of the needle, rotational component of the needle configuration,
translational component of the needle configuration, and twist coordinates of the
twists Vˆ1 , Vˆ2 ∈ se(3). V1 = [0 0 1 κ 0 0]T , and V2 = [0 0 0 0 0 1]T . e3 is
the z-coordinate unit vector.
Yang et al.[284] presented a discrete analogue of the bicycle model for the proposed
method of stylet-and-tube fracture-directed needles. In this model, the independent
variable is the step length of the stylet before following with the tube. Consider a
pre-curved stylet that is driven by step length from the end of the tube. As the
stylet exits the tube and enters the tissue, the stylet will nominally follow the predefined shape of the stylet. The step length is modeled as the input to the system.
A mathematical model is developed for position of needle tip with respect to the
base frame as a function of the step lengths and it is fit to the experimental data.
Fig.1.12 shows the three distinct stages of needle insertion into the tissue. First, the
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Figure 1.12: position and orientation of the needle tip

stylet is extended out of the tube, after which the tube follows the stylet. The z-axis
of the body fixed frame is the direction of insertion. The arc length of each step is
parameterized by l, in millimeters.
The twist coordinates of the system are defined as follows:
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(1.5)

The twist describes the discrete-step needle motion and is a function of l, which
is the length of the needle that is inserted before the tube follows. By inspection
of the vector field defined by the twist, the needle system has rotation around the
body-fixed x-axis and linear translation along the z-axis. The pose of the needle after
a step is calculated as the product of matrix exponential of the twist and the previous
pose using the matrix exponential of the twist describing the motion in each discrete
step of the stylet and tube:

gk+1 = eξ̂k l gk .

(1.6)

The discrete-step position/ orientation change is only a function of the length of
the needle that is inserted before the tube follows. The matrix gk ∈ SE(3) is the tube
tip position/orientation before the needle is inserted and gk+1 ∈ SE(3) is the tube
tip position/orientation after the needle has been inserted and the tube has followed.
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Kinematic modeling is easy to implement and is not computationally expensive.
The main disadvantage of kinematic modeling is that the model parameters should
be measured through performing preliminary experiments in the tissues. This is
not feasible in practice for real surgical operations, and therefore online estimation
of the needle trajectory using methods based on Kalman filter are necessary [166].
Kinematic models also do not consider the interaction between the shaft of the needle,
and the surrounding tissue. It is assumed that the shaft of the needle follows the tip
trajectory. This assumption is valid when the needle is very flexible and the tissues
are stiff so that the bending forces of the needle are small enough to cause little tissue
motions. These assumptions are difficult to provide in real clinical operations where
there are patient motions, and variable inhomogeneous tissues.

Finite Element Models:
Finite element modeling (FEM) is used to model the interactions of the needle
with the surrounding tissue [243, 189]. FEM needs geometry, and some physical
parameters of the tissues and the needle. A 1D beam model is often used for modeling
the needle. A rigid beam [57], a flexible beam [58], and a succession of rigid beams
linked by angular springs [82, 87] are used to model the needle in the literature.
3D models of the needle are also proposed in the literature [157, 282] to efficiently
represent the needle’s deformations and the effect of the tip geometry. Tissues are
modeled with 2D rectangular mesh with elastostatic behavior [58], 3D mesh with real
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organ shape [43], and dynamic nonlinear behavior [242]. The needle-tissue interaction
can be modeled through adding interaction forces due to the lateral displacements of
the needle, and tangential forces as friction and stiction along the needle shaft [64].
Konh et al. [121] proposed a Finite Element Model to predict the 2D, and 3D paths
of an active needle with multiple Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) actuators.
The computational complexity of FEM is high in comparison to the other modeling approaches. The time needed for computation is in direct relationship with the
detailed levels of the model (number of the elements), and the number and complexity
of the factors taken into account. Finding exact boundary conditions, and properties
of the real biological tissues are also challenging. Because of these limitations, using
FEM in real time is difficult to use [10, 88].

Mechanics-based Models:
In order to model the entire shaft of the needle and its interactions with surrounding soft tissue, mechanical-based models are used. The needle is usually modeled as a
1D beam with mechanical properties of the real needle. The tissues are not modeled
entirely (as is done in FEM), but rather the local interaction with the needle is taken
into consideration.
The first method to model the needle-tissue interaction is using Bernoulli beam
equations in which a set of discrete virtual springs are used along the shaft of the
needle which is cut into multiple flexible beams. This is done in 2D by Glozman
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et al. [80]. This is depicted in Fig. 1.14-Down. Bernoulli beam equations for small
deflections is used to compute the shape of the needle considering that the pose of the
needle base, and the position of the springs are known. The Euler-Bernoulli equation
that relate the needle’ deflection (δ) to the applied load (fi ) can be expressed as
follows:

d2 δ
d2
(EI
) = fi
dx2
dx2

(1.7)

Where x, and EI are position, and flextural rigidity of the needle, respectively.
This principle is used by Glozman et al. [80]. Under the same loading conditions on
the needle, the needle with less flextural rigidity will deflect more. This is shown in
Fig.1.13. Flextural stiffness for a needle with Young’s modulus of En , and radius of
rn is defined as follows:

(EI)needle =

En πrn 4
4

(1.8)

According to this equation, a needle with lower elastic modulus, and lower diameter has smaller bending stiffness and thus more flexible.
Distributed load applied along the needle shaft can be used to model the needletissue interaction instead of discrete springs to have a smoother behavior [107].
Bernoulli equations are also applicable here. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.14-Up.
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Figure 1.13: Bending stiffness of a flexible needle. Under the same loading conditions (for instance forces from the surrounding tissue), the needle with
less bending stiffness deflects more.
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Figure 1.14: Mechanics-based models for needle-tissue interaction using virtual
springs (Down), and a continuous load (Up).
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The second method of the mechanics-based modeling approaches is energy-based
method (also known as Rayleigh-Ritz method) that can be used instead of directly
using the Bernoulli equations to compute the needle shape. Misra et al. [159] used
this method to compute the shape of the needle minimizing the total energy stored
in the system. This energy is the sum of the bending energy stored in the needle,
the deformation energy stored in the tissues, and the works that are due to tissue
cutting at the tip and the insertion force at the base. Roesthuis et al. [205] used a
combination of virtual springs along the needle shaft, and continuous load at the end
of the needle to model the needle-tissue interactions. There are different approaches
proposed in the literature to find these continuous loads such as online estimation
proposed in [261]. Goksel et al. [82] modeled the needle as a succession of rigid rods
linked by angular springs to model the compliance of the needle.
The third method of the mechanics-based modeling is modeling the dynamic behavior. The previous modeling approaches allow for modeling the quasi-static behavior of the needle insertion into soft tissue. The dynamic behavior of the needle
insertion into soft tissue can be considered through adding a mass to the needle
beams, adding viscoelastic properties of the soft tissues, and adding a model of the
friction along the needle shaft [283, 109]. A model for torsional friction, and needle
torsion is also needed for needle rotation around its axis [240].
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1.2.3 Control Approaches Used in Needle Steering
The trajectory planning approaches for passive steerable needles cannot directly
be applied to active steerable needles because of the difference in their structure.
Motion planning for steerable needles is defined as a method to find a set of controls
(such as insertions and base rotations for tip-steerable needles) so that the needle
tip reaches to the specified target while avoiding obstacles, and not violating the
workspace constraints.

Control of Passive Steerable Needles:
Passive steerable needles are nonholonomic systems that are difficult to control
at joint space because they are under-actuated and have unintuitive kinematic constraints. Trajectory, and motion planning algorithms consist of the minimization of a
suitable cost function. Additional constrains such as obstacle avoidance and minimum
path can also be imposed on trajectory planning.
Trajectory planning is challenging with passive steerable needles because the curvature of the needle is dependent on the complex needle-tissue interactions [121, 118].
The other reason that trajectory planning is difficult for passive needles with bevel
tips or pre-bent tips is that the needle can only steer in 2D with a constant curvature
and in order to vary the radius of curvature, base rotation is needed which result
in the asynchronous angle between the base, and the tip rotation due to torsional
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friction. Thus, complicated trajectory planning algorithms are needed for passive
steerable needles.
Different image-guided control methods are proposed in the literature to autonomously steer the needles [79, 200]. Image-guided control of passive steerable needles guides the needle to the target based on a known target location in 3D [147, 104].
These control schemes can provide greater needle dexterity, and improved accuracy.
However, they usually cannot make necessary compensations when the path errors
arise [33]. Reed et al. [200] developed a needle steering system with several path
planners and controllers to drive the needle to a desired location. They initially used
plastisol artificial tissue simulants made of plastic and softener in the ratio of 4:1
which simulate the Young’s modulus of the prostate (approximately 60 kPa). Two
needles with the inner diameters of 0.37 mm, and 0.58 mm, and bevel angles of 45o ,
and 40o with 12o , and 37o bend angles with 4 mm, and 12 mm tip lengths are used
for the experiments. They obtained radii of curvature of 6 cm, and 5.5 cm with the
small and large needles, respectively. The velocity of insertion is 0.25 cm
. They also
s
simulated a brachytherapy procedure in ex vivo tissue using this needle.
Duindam et al. [61] discretized the control space of the flexible needles, and proposed an optimization problem that utilizes a cost function that minimizes the control effort and path length. They planned their needle trajectory while considering a
stop-and-turn strategy by alternating between rotation-only steps, and insertion-only
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steps. Hauser et al. [90] used the helical shape of the paths that are generated while
constant insertion, and rotation velocities are applied to the needle. Best velocities
are chosen based on the helical path that lets the final tip position to be the closest
to the target. A model predictive control approach is used in which the best chosen
velocities are applied for a short time and the procedure is repeated until reaching to
the target.
Park et al. [182] proposed a numeric diffusion-based method for trajectory planning of flexible bevel-tip needles in a 3D environment without obstacles. The path
is computed numerically based on this algorithm, and the algorithm does not handle
uncertainty of the response of the needle to insertion or direction change inputs. The
tissue is modeled as isotropic. Inverse kinematics that use the probability density
information are utilized to create needle tip paths to reach desired targets. This is
solely a theoretical work and the theories are not validated with experiments. The
planning problem is formulated as a nonholonomic kinematics problem based on a
3D extension of a unicycle model.
Alterowitz et al. [12] used a stochastic motion roadmap to model the probability
of obtaining a given 2D pose of the needle tip starting from another tip position,
and orientation. Based on the map, an optimal set of control inputs is computed
to minimize the probability of hitting an obstacles and maximizing of reaching the
target. Lee et al. [126] used fuzzy logic as a way to deal with uncertainty in control
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inputs. Glozman and Shoham [81] passed a spline trajectory through three points
of the location of the obstacle, needle tip, and the target that are obtained from
fluoroscopic images of the tissue before needle insertion. PID controller was used to
direct the needle to the target location and for a 40 mm insertion the error was 0.5
mm.
Rapidly exploring random trees (RRT) are used by Xu et al. [279] to find the feasible paths in a configuration space. RRT is a probabilistic algorithm that randomly
choose multiple possible control inputs and generates the corresponding output trajectories. Then, a best trajectory is chosen and is applied to the real system. Xu et al.
[279] used the kinematic model of the needle with constant curvature to predict the
motion of the needle tip knowing the insertion and rotation velocities. Because of the
constant curvature limitation, the control inputs were constrained to a stop-and-turn
strategy. In their method, a lot of trajectories should be generated before reaching to
a suitable one, and due to being slow, it can only be used for pre-operative planning
of the insertion. The concept of duty cycling control that helped to eliminate the
requirement of constant curvature for path planning is used in 2D by Bernardes et
al. [31], and 3D by [187, 29]. RRT is also used in 2D with FEM instead of kinematic models to provide a more accurate pre-planning that also considers the tissue
deformations due to needle insertion [189].
Alterovitz et al. [9] developed a finite-element modeling for planning paths around
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obstacles in deformable tissue. The planning algorithm is developed for bevel-tip
steerable needles and the obstacles are considered to be in a 2D plane. The planner
compensates for tissue deformations, and avoids obstacles. Finite element model
computes the soft tissue deformations that takes into account the effects of the needle
tip and frictional forces using a 2D mesh. The planning problem is a constrained
nonlinear optimization problem that is minimized locally with a penalty method. The
planner is not verified experimentally. This method assumed that the bevel direction
can only be set once before the insertion. The method uses a local optimization that
will fail to find a globally optimal solution while encountering obstacles.
Alterovitz et al. [11] proposed a motion planning algorithm for bevel-tip steerable
needles based on dynamic programming where the path of the needle is not certain
because of the uncertainties in tissue properties, needle mechanics, and interaction
forces. The algorithm involves a cost function to minimize in order for the needle
to reach to a target location while avoiding obstacles. The motion planning problem
is formulated as a Markov Decision Process (MDP), and infinite horizon dynamic
programming is used to compute an optimal control sequence (insertions and direction changes). Without uncertainty, the needle response to controls (insertion, and
rotation) is a certain and known constant curvature path. In the uncertain case, the
probability distribution of responses to control inputs is considered to be known. In
the case of discretization error, the planner may not find a feasible solution. Tissue
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inhomogeneity that causes uncertainty and noise into the needle tip orientation is
considered. No experimental validation is provided.
DiMaio, and Salcudean [57, 59] developed a model-based trajectory planning approach for passive steerable needles. They formulated a Needle Manipulation Jacobian that used numerical needle insertion models with needle deflection and soft
tissue deformation. The Jacobian is the relationship between the needle tip and base
velocities. Potential field-based path planning technique is used for target reaching
and obstacle avoidance. The insertion experiments are done in an open loop fashion.
Needle and tissue are modeled using Finite Element Analysis (FEA) approach. This
method is complicated and does not allow for online correction of the targeting error.
The inverse kinematics of the needle is solved by iterative numerical computing of
the needle’s Jacobian. Their work did not take the tip asymmetry into consideration.
Due to the computational complexity of FEM, only pre-planning of the needle tra
T
jectory was done, and the actual insertion was done in open-loop. If xt yt θt ,

T
and xb yb θb are tip, and base pose of the needle, then:
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(1.9)

The Jacobian defined as the relationship between the needle base and the tip
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velocities can be found using the following equation:
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Glozamn, and Shoham [80] proposed an optimal trajectory planning (defined as
the computation of the needle base pose for a given tip trajectory) for passive flexible
needle steering. Needle insertion into the soft tissue is modeled using a linear beam
supported by virtual springs, and the forward, and inverse kinematics of the needle
are solved analytically. Simulation and path planning are done in real-time. The experimental tests are demonstrated in 2D space. Fig. 1.14-Down depicts the proposed
virtual springs model for flexible needle insertion into the soft tissue. The reaction of
the tissue on the needle are modeled using virtual springs distributed over the length
of the needle, and friction force tangent to the needle shaft. The stiffness coefficients
of the virtual springs are found experimentally. They did not model the bevel tip.
Despite the attainable accuracy with autonomous needle steering systems, having
the physician in the control loop is desirable from clinical acceptance point of view
of steerable needles. Other than that, passive steerable needles exhibit unpredictable
behavior in nonlinear and anisotropic biological tissues.
Romano et al. [208] proposed a teleoperation control scheme in joint space. This
control scheme puts the burden of the prediction of the needle’s nonholonomic behavior on the user. Majewicz, and Okamura [147] proposed Cartesian and joint space
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teleoperation for nonholonomic steerable needles. The Cartesian space control allows
the user to select the desired position of the robot in Cartesian space, and provides
force feedback to represent kinematic constraints and the position error of the robot.
They showed the efficacy of the proposed control through simulations and not real
experiments.
Sun and Altrerovitz [234] considered the sensor placement directly during the
design of the planning and LQG controller to minimize the uncertainty on the tip
location along the planned trajectory. In that way, the obstacles are avoided without
the need to pass far away from them to avoid collision. Online re-planning of the
trajectory which is regularly computing a new trajectory based on the current state
of insertion can also be utilized instead of taken the uncertainties in the model into
account. This method is used by Bernardes et al. [32], and Patil et al. [188]. Online
replanning is only possible if simplified kinematic models are used and they are not
possible with FEM.
Sliding mode control can be used to control the bevel tip steerable needles. The
advantage of such a control method is that it does not depend on the parameters of an
interaction model with the tissue. Rucker et al. [211] used this method and showed
that by selecting a suitable ratio between insertion and rotation velocities, accuracy
can be reached. Different feedback modalities are used successfully with sliding mode
control such as electromagnetic (EM) tracker [211], fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors
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[1, 227], ultrasound (US) imaging [3, 70], and computerized tomography (CT)-scan
with EM tracking [226].
Visual servoing is a control approach based on visual feedback. Krupa [124], and
Chatelain et al. [41] used visual servoing with 3D US imaging and the duty cycling
method to control the needle trajectory. This method can compensate for modeling
errors because of the fact that the control is directly defined in the image.
Fig. 1.15 shows an example schematic of the image guided robotic needle steering
control and estimation-based control.

Control of Active Steerable Needles:
Active steerable needles are controlled with direct dynamic control of needle deflection without the need for complex robotic path planning [33]. Active steerable
needles provide controllable actuation from the proximal end and this gives the physicians real-time manipulation of the needle tip for quick re-orientation utilizing image
feedback. Common imaging systems include Ultrasound (US), Computed Tomography (CT), and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI).
Lyons et al. [143] used a cost function that depends on the tubular environment
geometry to plan trajectories for the active cannula used in lung biopsy procedures.
Black et al. [33] proposed an active needle with Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) that
is compatible with MRI guidance. Ayvali et al. [19] used a kinematic approach
for trajectory planning for the active cannula. They proposed an approach to find
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Figure 1.15: (Up) Example of closed loop control of image-guided needle steering.
Steering controller provides needle rotation and curvature needed to
reach to the target. Robot controller included motor controllers and
command motor control hardware to move the needle tip along the
desired path to the target. Imaging system provides visual feedback
for measurement of the tip pose. (Down) Example of an estimation
scheme for closed loop control of image-guided needle steering. Output of the estimation scheme is given to the steering controller which
identifies the needle rotation and curvature necessary to reach a target
point. Estimation scheme is necessary when the outputs of the imaging feedback are noisy. Kalman-filter is a common estimator used in
the literature [8].
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a minimum path between the desired and final configurations in an obstacle-free
environment. They used 6 markers along the shaft of the needle to find the pose of
the cannula, and stereo system for stereo imaging. The 3D locations of the markers
are found by triangulating the 2D location of the markers on left and right images.
Two PWM-based controllers for SMA actuators are proposed. One is a PWM-based
vision feedback controller and the other is a temperature-based feedback controller.
Overall, a position control with stereo vision feedback is used to control the cannula,
and the ultimate control goal is to combine the temperature feedback controller with
the image-guided position control so that the controller can shift to the temperature
feedback controller when the image feedback is not optimal. In the vision-based
feedback controller, a proportional controller is used to correct the error between the
desired angle and the current angle by adjusting the heating time of the SMA wire:

i
i
ti = k(αdesired
− αcurrent
),

(1.11)

i
i
where αdesired
and αcurrent
are the desired bending angle for the i-th joint, and

current joint angle for i-th joint, respectively. The position error is calculated using
the stereo image couples.
Van de Berg et al. [248] studied the ability of the human operator to manually
correct for errors in the needle insertion path. They used an active, tip-articulated
steerable needle with OD of 1.32 mm with flexure joint near the tip with retractable
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stylet. Bending stiffness is in the order of a 20-gauge hypodermic needle. They
achieved a targeting error of 0.5 mm ±1.1 during manual steering of the needle under
image guidance to 5 different targets. 4 wt.%, 8 wt.% Gelatin tissue simulants are
used to do the steering experiments. Moreover, Van den Burg et al. [251] proposed a
linear-quadratic Gaussian (LQG) controller in order for the needle to robustly follow
the pre-planned trajectory using RRT. The controller can compensate for the current
state uncertainty to minimize the probability of hitting an obstacle.

Sensing Modalities in Robotic Needle Steering:
Needle steering robotic systems should be able to monitor the state of the insertion
in order to accurately guide the needle. Different feedback modalities are used in the
literature to provide different information about the needle and the tissue. Different
feedback modalities include Shape feedback, Real-time imaging techniques, and force
feedback.
Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) sensors are used to reconstruct the shape of the needle
in the literature [184]. They consist of several optic fibers that are integrated into
the needle, and depending on the curvature of the fiber at certain location, the light
propagation vary allowing to measure the curvature of the needle and retrieve the
needle’s shape [184]. Integrating theses fibers into the needle makes the design of the
needle more complicated since the fibers should follow the exact same deformations
of the needle.
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Electromagnetic (EM) trackers are usually used to track the pose (position, and
orientation) of the tip of the needle. Currently, there are miniaturized trackers that
can be embedded in standard needles.
The above-mentioned sensors provide the information about the needle position,
and in order to know the target location, different imaging modalities should be
used. Imaging techniques can provide feedback both on the position of the needle
tip, and the target region. Ultrasound (US) is the most common imaging modality
since it has fast acquisition rate of 2D, and 3D images, good resolution, and safety.
Limitation of the ultrasound imaging is the low quality of the images. Computerized
Tomography (CT)-scan, and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) are other commonly
used imaging techniques. Unlike US, they provide high quality images, and large field
of view. However, their limitation for real-time image-guided robotic needle insertion
is long acquisition time, and they cannot be used in real-time. Another option for realtime imaging is CT-fluoroscopy. The limitation is that it can expose the physician to a
high dose of harmful radiations. Using them in tele-operated robotic needle insertion
systems also expose the patient to the radiations which is unnecessary for real-time
procedures. Patel et al. [186] used a fast MRI acquisition system for image-guided
needle insertion. They have acquired a 2D image every 750 ms by reducing the image
size, and quality.
Force sensors are used in the literature to measure the forces applied to the needle
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and the tissue. Force sensing is useful to evaluate the needle performance while
puncturing through different tissue layers [177]. Force sensing is also used with teleoperated robotic systems to provide to the physician or compensate for tissue motion
[193, 102].

1.2.4 Clinical Acceptance of Steerable Needles
There are several limitations of needle steering that have hindered the widespread
clinical use of steerable needles to date. These limitations are buckling and compression of the shaft, excessive tissue damage because of needle base rotation, difficulty of
control due to torsional effects on the shaft and needle deflection at tissue boundaries
(needle deflects from its desired path while puncturing a tissue interface), and limited
workspace because of restricted radius of curvature [267, 235, 202, 201, 240, 239].
There are also several limitations associated with the magnetically steered catheters
and continuum manipulators such as limited curvature and buckling.
Compression effects such as buckling of the needle shaft and torsional effects in the
shaft cause unnecessary damage in the tissue, inaccuracies in control, and increased
model complexity. Buckling can occur when the needle tip faces a tissue that it
cannot penetrate or due to collision and inhomogeneity in the tissue [169]. This can
be solved if the elastic shaft is not load bearing. The fact that the shaft should be
strong enough to withstand the compression stress contradicts with the fact that it
should be flexible enough to allow steering. Eliminating this conflict can show the
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potential to reduce restrictions on achievable ROC caused by load bearing shafts.
Torsion in the needle shaft can be caused by the friction between the needle shaft
and the tissue. Torsional effects can cause the base and the tip to rotate out of
sync. Differences between the base and tip rotations as high as 45 degrees for needle
insertions of only 10 cm are reported in the literature [203, 201]. It can also cause
difficulty in modeling and control [239, 240]. Another necessity for clinical acceptance
is the ability of the steerable needle follow complex trajectories and maneuver in all
three dimensions (3D).
Almost no steerable needle was used on a patient as one of the main components
of the needle steering system (see Fig. 1.16). However, there are some research in the
literature that demonstrate the use of steerable needles in the clinical environment.
Majewicz et al. [148] showed that an enlarged prostate cannot be reached with a
straight needle insertion due to pubic bone, and suggested pubic arch interference
(PAI). Webster et al. [270] proposed that robotic needle steering can be used for the
treatment of hepatocellular cancer using thermal ablation. Systems are proposed in
the literature [54, 10, 98, 144] for brachytherapy of prostate cancer. Needle steering
is useful for compensation of needle deflection, tissue deformation, and target dislocation during needle insertion. Needle steering scenarios are also designed to emulate
environments for neurosurgery [74, 66] in which deep tumors can be difficult to reach
by straight needle insertions. Fig. 1.16 shows a schematic of clinically viable steerable
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Figure 1.16: Clinically viable steerable needle system. Clinical trials with real patients has been one of the main components missing in the needle
steering research to date.

Majewicz et al. [146] evaluated the performance of tip steerable needles in inhomogeneous soft tissues in terms of radius of curvature and insertion forces. They
concluded that steerable needles curved more in kidney than in liver and prostate
because of the tissue properties differences. Higher insertion forces in liver was observed with pre-bent needles and they exhibited more curvature in vivo than ex vivo.
Minimum radius of curvature of 5.23 cm is achieved with prebent needles in ex vivo
tissue, and 10.4 cm in in vivo tissue. Bevel tip needles achieved negligible curvature
for in vivo tissue, and minimum radius of curvature of 16.4 cm in ex vivo tissue. They
only showed the feasibility of clinical application for needle steering through targeting
and ablating cadaveric canine liver. Needle diameter for insertions into the liver, and
the prostate is 0.74 mm, and for kidney it is 0.58 mm. Bevel tip needles had a bevel
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angle of 30o , and pre-bent tip steerable needles had a 15o pre-bent tip angle with 30o
bevel angle. Needles are made of Nitinol wires. Insertion speed for needle insertions
. Mean insertion force was measured to be 1 < Finsertion < 2 for bevel, and
is 0.5 cm
s
bent-tips in ex vivo prostate, kidney and liver, and 0 < F < 1 for insertions into in
vivo prostate, kidney and liver using bevel and prebent.
Constant curvature steerable cannula is used by Burgner et al. [35] to debulk
the simulated clot in the brain phantom to show an application of steerable needles
in neurosurgery. The tip of the cannula is controlled by insertion, retraction, and
axial rotation of the cannula under image guidance. In vitro experiments showed the
feasibility of evacuating 83-92% of hemorrhage volume.

1.3 Discussion
Needle steering systems came into existence with the aim of improving percutaneous interventions. Using a superelastic needle that can follow curved trajectories,
the needle can be steered around anatomical obstructions to a target area (lesion or
tumor). This can reduce trauma to the patient to a great deal. This potential has
drawn a significant research interest in this direction.
In most needle steering methods proposed in the literature, curvature is created
using an asymmetric force at the tip of the needle that changes the direction of tissue
fracture. Traditionally, this has been accomplished through beveled tips or pre-curved
sections near the end of the needle. These asymmetric forces between the needle tip
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and the tissue cause the deflection of the needle (see Fig. 1.17). Because of the radial
component of the force acting on the tip, the needle moves sideways. Orientation of
the tip is controlled by rotation at the base (see Fig. 1.18). Radius of curvature can
be controlled for a given tissue/needle combination using complex methods such as
manipulating the tissue via external forces and duty cycling (continual spinning of
the needle at the base). Note that with duty cycling, the needle curvature can only be
decreased and the maximum curvature can only be achieved through 0% duty cycling.
The mechanism at the tip that results in this asymmetric force can take on a variety of
design paradigms: beveled, complex, active, inactive, programmable, composite, and
articulated. Conventional steerable needles have large radii of curvature especially
in very soft tissues because the stiffness of the tissue is too low to apply forces large
enough to curve the traditional needles, and the needle tend to move in straight paths.
The steerability of a steerable needle is defined as the minimum achievable radius of
curvature which is the reciprocal of the curvature of the needle circular path. Large
radii of curvatures restrict the reachable workspace, and this shows the importance
of achieving smaller radii of curvature by proposing new and effective methods.
Bevel tipped needles made of superelastic materials (mostly Nitinol) dominate the
needle steering literature. The similarity in design to conventional clinical needles,
and ease of manufacture made them an attractive alternative to these needles. Several
researchers tried to tweak the bevel tipped needles to overcome their limitations. From
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Figure 1.17: Principle of steering in conventional steerable needles. Tip steerable
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Figure 1.18: Tip-based needle steering concept. Steerable Needles can steer around
obstacles and reach multiple targets from one insertion that are unreachable by straight needles. Anatomical obstacles can be veins,
bones, nerves, and other structures that a needle cannot penetrate or
can cause unwanted consequences. Steering direction can be chanced
by rotating the needle at the base.
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there, pre-curved, pre-bent [199], ”airfoil” tip [67], articulated tip [6], and flexture tip
[235] steerable needles came into existence.
Bevel-tip needles rely on the asymmetric force interaction between the surface
area of the bevel-tip and the tissue to steer. Steering in 3D requires the reorientation
of the bevel tip through spinning around its axis, and straight insertion needs continuous rotation while being pushed forward. Furthermore, rotating a flexible long
needle inside the soft tissue generates torsional friction on the needle body that leads
to difference in orientation of the needle tip and the needle body that causes loss of
control over the needle path [202, 200, 216, 240, 239] (see Fig. 1.19). Continuous
rotation can also causes spiral track in the soft tissue that increases tissue damage
[152, 30]. Especially for pre-bent, and pre-curved designs, duty cycling causes significant tissue damage [235]. Pre-bent needles also do not have direct control over the
needle curvature, and the only way to correct is to retract the stylet, rotate it, and
re-insert it. This increases the time of procedure, and damage to the tissue [202].
Therefore, the remaining challenges of conventional steerable needles to be solved
are: needle steering with less damage to surrounding tissues, decreasing the minimum radius of curvature for better steerability and controllability, especially in very
soft tissues such as brain and liver, and varying the curvature in a more efficient way
than duty cycling.
It is also proven that the needles with diameters less than 1 mm reduce the risk
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Figure 1.19: The effect of torsional windup and torsional friction when rotating a
long flexible needle. Torsional friction and rotational inertial effects
cause the tip angle to be out of sync with the base angle due to the
rotational dynamics along the length of the needle.
of complication, and patient’s discomfort [216]. Decreasing needle diameter decreases
the second moment of inertia which in turn lowers the bending stiffness of the needle,
and thus increases flexibility, and steerability [215]. Thus, it seems that proposing
steerable needles with sub-millimeter diameters to decrease patient trauma and increase needle curvature is necessary.
Without local actuation, the minimum radius of curvature obtained with the
steerable needles is limited which in turn limits the steerability. In the case of tissue
inhomogeneity, and also crossing tissue boundaries or going through one tissue to the
other, the needle deflects from its preplanned trajectory. Developing needles that
can exert localized forces to correct for errors in trajectory instead of dependency
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on the needle and soft tissue interaction forces for steering is a possible solution
for this. Active-type steerable needles came into existence in recent years to solve
this issue. These designs lack the proper modeling, and control developed for them.
Programmable bevel [113, 266], tendon-actuated steerable needles [247] (embedding
tendons in the steerable needle design increases the thickness of the needle), and Shape
memory alloy (SMA) steerable needles [121, 120] are some of the proposed designs in
the literature. The programmable bevel steerable needle proposed by Ko et al. [113] is
inspired by the ovipositor of the wood wasp and can achieve variable curvatures. The
proposed needle is too thick (12 mm) because of its special design. Moreover, using
SMA for Needle steering is promising, however there are currently size limitations for
it and are not suitable for thin needle manipulation, and navigation.
Recent research trends show a considerable effort on the control strategies for
steerable needles [247, 154, 165]. Control strategies and motion planners are developed for solving the control problem for dynamic environments with uncertainties.
Adaptive controllers [211, 166] in which parameters can be estimated and updated
on-line offer a potential advantage to steerable needles since the system does not
need to go through pre-operation calibration through prior insertions, and are best
for regions that tissue mechanical properties change. On-line adaptive path planning
became more and more frequent in recent years. Pre-operative planners are computationally expensive since they should find an optimal path based on the surgeon’s
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input. Moreover, they need the behaviour of the soft tissue beforehand to find the
best possible trajectory. Online planners can solve these limitations by adapting to
changing environment or uncertainties. They seem to be essential in case the target
location changes during the course of operation.
Robotic needle steering has now been a research discipline for over a decade, yet
the progress towards clinical testing and implementation has been slow. It is believed
that much of the slow adoption of steerable needles for real clinical applications has
been caused by the poor curvature performance of many of the needle strategies in
biologically relevant tissue stiffnesses. Only one case of in vivo studies is reported by
Majewicz et al. [146] that did some open-loop curvature measurements and did not
simulate a real clinical scenario. Most of the needle steering techniques are validated
in artificial tissues rather than actual biological tissues, and most of them have very
little curvature in soft tissues. Soft tissue phantoms made of Gelatin are very common.
According to literature, Gelatin 5 wt.% phantoms have stiffnesses of 4.6 kPa which
correspond to the stiffness of brain tissue (0.5 - 6 kPa) [71]. Gelatin 10%, and 20%
soft tissue phantoms have the Young’s moduli of 25 kPa, and 90 kPa, respectively
and can simulate normal fat tissue (E

22 kPa), and a cancerous prostate (E ≈ 96

kPa) [165]. 6% by weight gelatin soft tissue phantoms is reported to simulate the
resistance of the in vitro canine brain at 38o C [115, 204]. From compression tests
conducted in [51], it is found that the elastic moduli of the 5%, and 7% by weight
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gelatin phantoms are 21 kPa, and 80 kPa, respectively (note that the elastic moduli
reported by different literature differ significantly).
Despite the vast research in needle steering area, this research is still immature
to be used for clinical setting. However, almost all of needle steering experiments are
conducted in soft tissue phantoms such as gelatin, and agar [159] or ex vivo tissue
samples [149]. One in vivo study is reported in the literature that is carried out on
canine prostate, liver, and kidneys [146]. This is the only in vivo study reported
in the literature. This suggests that there are still fundamental issues to be solved
before clinical adoption of this technology. One limitation is the complex closedloop control of the steerable needles that makes their application in clinical settings
challenging. As an example, it is a big challenge to change the control parameters in
real time as the local tissue mechanical properties change. Other unsolved challenge
is registration of the needle and the local tissue environment in order to avoid large
placement errors.
Most of the needle steering systems are designed to be controlled autonomously
with the human operator to setup the system and monitor it during operation. However, for clinical acceptance, human-in-the-loop control is needed. Adopting a clinically acceptable placement error for needle steering procedures is challenging, and
successful procedure depend on how effective the therapy was (in brachytherapy for
instance this translates into accurate placement of the radioactive seeds). Typical
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misplacement errors are reported to be approximately 4 mm in the literature for
brachytherapy [141, 257], however this can be reduced to 1.8 mm with proper insertion method.
The vast majority of robotic steerable needles are validated in soft tissue mimicking phantoms. Phantoms are interesting because they can partially mimic the
properties of real tissues and thus steer clear of the need for testing these devices on
patients. Although no soft tissue mimicking phantom can simulate all the properties
of a real soft tissue, they can provide many advantages that make them appealing
to characterize and test different needle insertion modalities. This is also important
from training point of view since most residents and trainees do not have the required
licences to do medical operations on patients and thus using soft tissue phantoms can
improve their expertise during training. A soft tissue has several properties that
are important image-guided needle interventions including microstructure characteristics, mechanical properties, optical properties, and acoustical properties. Based on
the application, the soft tissue phantom should mimic one or more of these characteristics. Table 1.1 summarizes the soft tissue phantoms in the literature along with
their preparation methods. Table 1.2 summarizes different compositions of the soft
tissue mimicking materials, and the soft tissue that they simulate in terms of mechanical properties. Note a variation in the data among different literature. Table
1.3 provides information on the optical and acoustical properties of soft tissue mim-
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icking materials and their soft tissue counterparts. These information are useful for
image-guided medical interventions.
An overview of the robotic needle steering systems along with their design, modeling, planning, and clinical applications that are discussed so far is summarized in
Table 1.4. As can be seen from this table the majority of the literature is prevalent
with tip steerable needles in which the interaction of the needle tip with surrounding
tissue causes the needle to steer. The curvature is constant and can only be controlled
by duty cycling to worsen the radius of curvature. There exists only one radius of
curvature for a combination of a tissue and the needle. Active steerable needles have
some form of control on the tip of the needle and can steer in 3D without the need for
base rotation. However, because of the design complexity, they have larger diameters.

1.4 Conclusions
In this Chapter, the state-of-the-art in robotic needle steering is presented, and
the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed approaches are discussed. This
review has also identified many of the limitations of previously existing steerable
needle designs, and some of the potential reasons why robotic needle steering has not
gained much clinical acceptance.
Robotic needle steering came into existence with the promise of improving medical interventions. However, the clinical acceptance of steerable needles is hindered by
limitations of the traditional steerable needles. The most salient limitations in previ-
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Table 1.1: Soft tissue mimicking materials used in the literature and their preparation methods.
Soft Tissue Simulant
Polyvinyl Alcohol
(PVA) gels

Polyvinyl Chloride
(PVC) Plastisol

Gelatin gels

Agar/Agarose gels

Silicone gels

Preparation Method
PVA powder plus deionized water
and heated up to 93o C
while magnetically stirring.
Allow to cool down to room temp.
PVC resin in liquid plasticizer
then heating to (170 − 190o C)
while stirring.
Allow to cool down.
Gelatin powder with deionized water.
Heat to dissolve. For cooling refrigerate
at 4 − 8o C.
Agar in the gel form:
heated until becoming liquid and
then cooled and refrigerated overnight.
Agarose is a solution of 4% agarose powder
in distilled or deionized water
while magnetically stirring. Then cooling.
A mixture of polyorganosiloxanes (65-85 wt%),
amorphous silica (20-25%), platinum-siloxabe
complex (0.1 wt%), and some other ingredients (10 wt%).
Vaseline oil is added to improve acoustic properties.
Mineral oil is used to adjust the mechanical properties.

PVA is non-toxic, hydrophilic, and biocompatible. Properties can be controlled by
varying the ratio of the additive materials or changing the cross-linking method.
PVA, PVC, gelatin, and Agar phantoms are water-based.
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Table 1.2: Soft tissue simulants and soft tissues that they simulate in terms of mechanical properties.
Soft Tissue Simulant
Composition
PVA
PVA
PVA
PVA
PVA

hydrogel
hydrogel
hydrogel
hydrogel
hydrogel

1
2
3
4
5

5.3
8.05
0.23 ±0.04

Elastic
Modulus
(kPa)
11.4
1-2
116

-

9.44

0.11 - 0.16
5.2
0.04 - 0.36

Needle insertion
Peak force (N)

Soft
Tissue

Reference

0.997-50.71
3-200
6-45

human vitreous
porcine liver
prostate
brain
kidney
brain white
matter
liver
layers of skin
prostate
liver

[52]
[42]
[96]
[136, 135]

0.4 - 1

10.3-13

liver and muscle

[265]

comparable
insertion force
-

3-4.5
10
35

brain
liver
breast

[129]
[247]
[206]

-

brain

[155]

4.6

[71]

Gelatin 10 wt%

-

25

Gelatin 20 wt%

-

90

brain
normal fat
tissue
cancerous prostate

PVA hydrogel 6
PVA hydrogel 7
Gelatin gel 1
PVC gel 1
PVC gel 2
Silicone with 20, 30,
and 40 wt% mineral oil
Gelatin 3.4 wt%
Gelatin 15 wt%
Gelatin 14.9 wt%
1.3 cc of Gelatin in
20 cc of water
Gelatin 5 wt%

[134]
[100]
[132]
[263, 73]
[101]
[156]

[165]
[165]

PVA hydrogel 1: PVA hydrogel with Sodium trimetaphosphate (STMP) additive in
the ratio of 8:1. PVA hydrogel 2: PVA hydrogel with Dimethyl-sulfoxide (DMSO)
additive (3 wt% PVA + DMSO + deionized water). PVA hydrogel 3: PVA hydrogel
with 3 g PVA + 17 g deionized water + 90 g DMSO + 4 g NaCl + 1.5 g NaOH + 3
g ECH. PVA hydrogel 4: 6% PVA and phytagel (PHY) 0.85% separate solutions in
1:1 weight ratio. PVA hydrogel 5: PVA concentration of 8 g/dl with 4wt% NaCl
concentration with mix water/DMSO solvent prepared under 7 freeze/thaw cycles.
PVA hydrogel 6: (PVA + Polyvinyl pyrrolidone(PVP)) polymers are mixed with
deionized water at a concentration of 10 wt% heated to 85o C for 3 hrs. PVA
hydrogel 7: 4 m% PVA with 2 freeze/ thaw cycles. Gelatin gel 1: gelatin powder +
agar powder dissolved in distilled water (different concentrations for different layers)
+ (synthetic melanin powder + Intralipid-20% + molecular absorbing dyes + India
ink) for optical properties + (bovine serum albumin (BSA) + 40 m diameter
monodisperse silica microspheres) for acoustic properties. PVC gel 1: PVC polymer
solution and the softener diethyl hexyl adipate (different concentrations). PVC gel
2: PVC polymer solution and the softener diethyl hexyl adipate (soft PVC).
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Table 1.3: Optical, and acoustical properties of soft tissue mimicking materials and
their real soft tissue counterpart that share the similar properties. These
properties are useful for image-guided medical interventions.

PVC 1
PVC 2
PVC 3

0.1-0.6
0.4-2.8

Reduced
Scattering
Coefficient
(cm−1 )
5.9-16.2
0.1-2.8

PVC 4

-

-

1379.3-1397.9

0.29-0.94

soft PVC plastisol

-

-

1395

0.441

PVC 5

-

-

1393-1407

0.38-0.61

Agar 1

-

-

1050

0.08

Oil + Gelatin + Agar

-

-

1490-1570

0.1-0.9

PVA + water + DMSO
Silicone 1

-

-

1570
1030

0.58
2.8

Silicone 2

-

-

964.7-1250

0.546

Soft Tissue
Simulant

Absorption
Coefficient
(cm−1 )

Speed of
sound (m/s)

Attenuation
Coefficient
(dB/cm)

1499
1360-1400
1403-1409

6.2-22.7
0.5-0.69

Soft Tissue

Reference

breast
prostate
liver, fat
breast, and
lesions
fat, muscle,
liver
in, fat,
muscle,
prostate
skin, breast
breast tissue:
glandular tissue,
adipose tissue,
skin, and
Cooper’s ligaments
skin, breast
skin, breast
fat, muscle,
liver

[255]
[96]
[72]
[50]
[39]
[135]
[286]

[37]

[286]
[286]
[39]

PVC 1: PVC plastisol with glass microsphere. PVC 2: PVC polymer solution and
the softener diethyl hexyl adipate (different concentrations). PVC 3: PVC plastisol
(PVC + softener). PVC 4: PVC plastisol mixed with graphite (different
concentrations). PVC 5: polymer solution + softener phthalate ester with mineral
oil and sphericalglass beads (50 µm average diameter). Agar 1: 2% solution agar
powder in distilled water heated to 160o C while stirring and then cooling down.
Silicone 1: A two-compound silicone (9:1 mass ratio of platinum catalyst:hardener).
Silicone 2: Silicone mixed with silicone oil with different ratios.
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1

[190]

[238]

[213]

[180]

[160]

[157]

[151]

[148]

[148]

[120]

[110]

[36]

[8]

Ref.

Passive
Bevel-tip
(30o )
Passive
Bevel-tip
(30o )
Passive
Prebent (15o )
Bevel tip (30o )
Passive
Prebent (45o )
Passive
Prebent (15o )
Bevel tip (10o )
Passive
Bevel-tip (38o )
Passive
Cannula &
Pre-bent stylet
Passive
Bevel-tip (35o )
Passive
Bevel-tip (10o )
Flexure max. angle
(22o )
Passive
Pre-bent
Bevel-tip

Passive
4 sets of Notches

Passive
Articulated tip
(45o , 16 mm)
Passive
”Airfoil”
Bevel-tip (12o )

Needle
Design

0.88

OD = 0.91
ID = 0.6

SS (body)
Nitinol (flexture)

Nitinol

0.86

0.902

Nitinol

Nitinol

0.4

1.27 (tip)
0.28 (body)

Nitinol (body)
SS (bevel-tip)
Nitinol

0.58

0.58

0.58

0.38

1.02

0.46 (cannula)
0.24 (stylet)

Needle
Diameter
(mm)
0.8 (body)
2 (hinge)
1 (tip)

Nitinol

Nitinol

Nitinol

Steel

Stainless
Steel (SS)

Nitinol

Nitinol

Needle
Material

-

5

-

5

2.5

-

15

5

5

2.5

5

3

1.6

Insertion
Velocity
(mm/s)

52.3
104

ex vivo Canine Kidney
in vivo Canine Kidney

67
137

128
400

Simulated Muscle
ex vivo Bovine Liver

Simulate Muscle
ex vivo Porcine loin

-

PVA gel
(E = 157 kPa)

121
176

179.4

Plastisol
(4:1 Plastic to softener)

Gelatin 10 wt%
ex vivo pork loin

52

Gelatin 6.5 wt%
(Brain Phantom)

34

164.5

ex vivo
Canine Kidney

ex vivo Goat Liver

-

125
72
263

55.8

Best
ROC
(mm)

Plastisol
(3:1 plastic to softner)

Gelatin 6%
Gelatin 10%
ex-vivo Cow Liver
80% liquid plastic
+ 20% plastic softener
E = 35 kPa

ex vivo
Porcine liver

Soft
Tissue

2.5D US

-

EM Tracker

-

Camera

Simulated
Annealing

-

Adaptive

-

-

-

-

X-ray
+ Camera
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Planning

X-ray
+ Camera

X-ray
+ Camera

-

US Guidance

Camera

3D US

Needle
Localization

Table 1.4: Overview of the state-of-art in robotic needle steering, their design, specifications, Modeling, planning, and clinical applications.

Vibrating
Beam

-

Kinematic

Mechanicsbased

Mechanicsbased

Kinematic

-

-

-

Finite
Elements

Finite
Elements

-

Kinematic

Model

-

Bronchoscopy

-

Biopsy

-

-

Biopsy

Brachytherapy
Biopsy

Brachytherapy
Biopsy

-

-

-

Liver
Biopsy

Clinical
Application
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2

[129]

[275]

[185]

[69]

[201]

[273]

[156]

-

[184]

Passive
”Airfoil”
Prebent (16o , 6.3 mm)
Bevel tip (20o )
Passive
Bevel tip (45o )
Passive
Pre-curved
Passive
Tube-Prebent
Wire type

Passive
Prebent (15o
Bevel tip (45o )

Passive
Prebent (3 mm)
Bevel tip (30o )
Passive
Bevel tip (45o )

Passive
Bevel tip (30o )

Passive
Flexture needle tip
Bevel (10o )
Notched wall
Passive
Bevel tip (7o )
Passive
Base Manipulation
Passive
Bevel tip (20o )
Passive
Pre-bent (4.5 mm)
Bevel-tip (45o )

[2]

[7]

[34]

[59]

[281]

[276]

Ref.

Needle
Design

Nitinol

Nitinol

Nitinol

Nitinol

Nitinol

Nitinol

Nitinol

-

Nitinol

Nitinol

Nitinol

-

Nitinol

Nitinol

Needle
Material

1.5
-

0.48

2.5

-

-

5 to 25

-

-

4

-

-

-

-

-

Plastisol
(4:1 Plastic to Softener)
Plastisol
(4:1 Plastic to Softener)
Ballistic Gelatin
Cow liver
Beef

Knox Gelatin
(20 cc boiling water +
1.3 cc Gelatin)

Plastisol
(4:1 Plastic to Softener)

Simulated Muscle

Paraffin phantom
ex vivo Pork tenderloin

20
104.5
18.6

15.5

161.3

100

61

500
600

-

270

ex vivo
Chicken breast
embedded in Gelatin
-

51.4

60

-

333

91.4
224.11

ex vivo
Bovine liver

PVC Phantom
E = 20 kPa
Agar
+ 10% Glycerin

Kidney Phantom

Knox Gelatin 10 wt%
ex vivo Bovine liver

Table 1.4 continued from previous page
Insertion
Best
Soft
Velocity
ROC
Tissue
(mm/s)
(mm)

Wire (0.8 mm)
Tube (ID = 1,
OD = 1.2)

0.57

0.15

0.61

0.7

0.5

-

1

0.48

0.508

-

0.52

0.91

Needle
Diameter
(mm)

Camera

Camera

Camera

Magnetic
Displacement
Sensor

Camera

Camera

3D US

MRI

2.5D US

2.5D
US Doppler

Camera

Camera

-

-

Needle
Localization

-

-

-

-

-

Kinematic

-

Kinematic

-

Kinematic

Stochastic
Motion
Roadmap
(SMR)

Kinematic

Kinematic

Inverse
Kinematics
Rapid-RRT

Kinematic

Kinematic

Kinematic

Finite
Elements

-

-

Model

Rapid-RRT

Rapid-RRT

Inverse
Kinematics

-

-

Planning

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Liver
Biospy

-

-

-

-

Clinical
Application
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3

Flexinol

Nitinol/ Flexinol
Solid base/
Flexinol

Active
Single SMA wire

Active
Single SMA wire

Active
Three SMA wires

[172]

[35]

[122]

[123]

[116]

[38]

[216]

[208]

[50]

[99]

[250]

4

8

Special Flexible
and Rigid materials
VeroWhite

1.67

Needle (1)
Cannula (2)

Nitinol (needle)
PEEK (cannula)
Nitinol/ PTFE

OD = 2.2
ID = 1.7

1.59

Stylet (0.5)
Cannula (0.9)
OD = 1

0.5

OD = 2.6
ID = 1.8

2.6

Variable

0.908

Needle
Diameter
(mm)
OD = 0.711
ID = 0.394

Nitinol (body)
SS (tip)

SS Stylet
PEEK Plastic
Cannula
Di↵erent Gauge
Medical Needles

Nitinol wires
SS Tube

SS 20-Gauge
Bevel tip

Passive
Base manipulation

[81]

Active
Cable actuated
Prebent
(10, 20, and30o )
Active
Cable Actuated
(4 cables)
Active
Magnetic
Active
Flexture based
SMA wires
Active
Tendon-driven actuated tip
(conical shape, l = 5 mm)
Active
SMA-actuated
with Symmetric tip
Active
4 Actuated Shafts
Active
2-Segment
Programmable bevel

SS 22-Gauge

Passive
Base Manipulation

Ref.

[219]

Needle
Material

Needle
Design

0.5

1

0.5

5

2.54

0.5

5

2

-

2.5

-

100
70

Gelatin 6 wt%
(E = 7 kPa)

-

Plastisol
(4:1 Plastic to Softner
E = 40 kPa)
Gelatin 6 wt%

200

Gelatin 14.9 wt%
(E = 35 kPa)

387
267

10.2

Tissue 1 (E = 1.96 kPa)
Tissue 2 (E = 2.7 kPa)
Plastisol (3:1 Plastic to Softener)
ex vivo Pig liver

181

-

Gelatin 15 wt%
(E = 10 kPa)

Gelatin 10 wt%
(E = 17 kPa)

-

-

Plastisol
(3:1 Plastic to Softener
E = 25.6 kPa)
air

-

Prostate Phantom

Table 1.4 continued from previous page
Insertion
Best
Soft
Velocity
ROC
Tissue
(mm/s)
(mm)
Turkey breast muscle
Beef liver
Two-layer Dermasol
Phantom prepared with
TiO2

EM sensor
+ Camera

EM Sensor

Optical Fiber
Sensing

FBG Sensors

-

Magnetic
Sensor

FBG

Camera

-

Gradient-based
Optimization

-

-

Online
Estimation

-

PID

PI-controller

-

-

-

-

Optical FBG
Temperature
Sensors
-

Inverse
Kinematics

Inverse
Kinematics

Planning

US Guidance

Fluoroscopic
feedback

Needle
Localization

Kinematic

-

-

Kinematic

-

-

-

Neurosurgery

Neurosurgery

Prostate
Biopsy

-

-

-

-

-

-

1D Constitutive
Material
Model of SMAs
-

-

Percutaneous
Surgery
Biopsy

-

-

Clinical
Application

-

-

Virtual
Springs

Virtual
Springs

Model

69

4

Active
Segmented cannula
Pre-curved SMA wires
Active
4-Segment
Programmable bevel
Rubber-like

Flexinol

Needle
Material

12

ID = 1.4
OD = 3

Needle
Diameter
(mm)

1

-

-

178.6

Knox Gelatin
Gelatin 6 wt%
(E = 7 kPa)

Table 1.4 continued from previous page
Insertion
Best
Soft
Velocity
ROC
Tissue
(mm/s)
(mm)

2D US

OCT imaging

Needle
Localization

Inverse
Kinematics

Optical flow
Algorithm

Planning

Virtual
Springs

Kinematic

Model

-

-

Clinical
Application

Tissue 1: 1.2 g agar powder + 0.08 g agarose powder + 100 mL distilled water, Tissue 2: 1.6 g agar powder + 35 µ g pure charcoal + 100 mL of distilled water, US: Ultrasound, EM: Electromagnetic, FBG:
Fiber Bragg Grating, OCT: Optical Coherence Tomography, ROC: Radius of Curvature. Note that some of the values for Radius of Curvature are extracted from the data in the paper.

[115]

[21]

Ref.

Needle
Design

ously existing designs have been buckling, torsional windup, and a limited workspace.
This limited workspace is most affected by the poor degree of achievable radius of
radius of curvature in conventional steerable needles. Other ancillary limitations for
some past steerable needle strategies include unwanted tissue damage and increased
torsional friction that cause the rotation at the base to be out of sync with the rotation angle of the tip. Developing new techniques that can compensate for some of the
listed issues and move the steerable needles towards their clinical acceptance seems
to be of utmost importance.

1.5 Contributions
In order to address several challenges and gaps in the literature, a new needle
steering system is proposed in this dissertation that we call Fracture-directed Waterjet Steerable Needles in which the direction of the tissue fracture is controlled
by the waterjet and angled tip after which the flexible needle follows. The major
contributions of the research in this dissertation can be summarized as follows:
• Waterjet Soft tissue interaction is characterized and validated with experiments
in terms of developing finite element model, and mechanics-based model based
on fracture mechanics to predict the penetration pressure as well as depth of
cut of the waterjet into soft tissue as a function of the waterjet properties (diameter, velocity), and soft tissue properties (constitutive response, and fracture
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toughness).
• Proposed and developed a curvature-controllable waterjet steerable needle system that is improved over conventional steerable needles in terms of being curvature variable without the need for rotational duty cycling, smaller radius of
curvature even in softest soft tissues, no buckling issue while inserting with
the waterjet, no rotational duty cycling for controlling curvature and thus no
torsional friction, as well as reduced insertion forces compared with the conventional needles.
• Proposed, and validated a discrete kinematic model for the waterjet steerable
needles that consist of two parts: (1) the mechanics-based model that predicts
the cut-depth of the waterjet in soft tissue based on soft tissue properties,
waterjet diameter, and water exit velocity, and (2) a discrete-step adaptation
of kinematic bicycle model of the steerable needle travel.

1.6 Dissertation Overview
Chapter 1 provides the state-of-the-art in needle steering techniques in the literature. The advantages, disadvantages, modeling, path planning, and control methods
are discussed. In Chapter 2, waterjet - soft tissue interaction problem is studied.
It provides a Finite Element Analysis of the waterjet interacting with soft tissue.
This model can accurately predict the depth of cut of the waterjet in soft tissue and
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provided an insight in penetration pressure of the waterjet but it is computationally
time-consuming. Thus, a mechanics-based model is provided to solve the physics of
the waterjet - soft tissue interaction. This model provides a prediction for penetration pressure and depth of cut of the waterjet in soft tissue based on the mechanical
properties of the soft tissue (constitutive response, and fracture toughness) as well as
the waterjet needle properties (diameter, and waterjet velocity).
In Chapter 3, we have shown that the waterjet can get rid of cutting force and
thus decreases the forces applied to the base of the needle. This can drastically
decrease buckling of the needle while inserting into the soft tissue since the needle
will not do the cutting and it is the waterjet that does the actual cutting. Then,
design, modeling, and path planning for fracture directed waterjet steerable needles
are discussed. A kinematic model that is a discrete adaptation of the famous ”Bicycle”
model is proposed for the waterjet in which the length of the steps is predicted with
the mathematical description of depth of cut of the waterjet. The feasibility of the
waterjet steerable needle to reach different targets is shown, and the effect of step
length (= depth of cut) on radius of curvature is studied. Then, it is shown that
the curvature of the waterjet steerable needle can also be controlled by duty cycling
of the waterjet (alternate ON and OFF of the waterjet) and that the curvature is a
linear function of the duty cycling rate. It is shown that the radii of curvature for
tissues with Young’s moduli of 112, and 25 kPa are 49mm, and 78 mm, respectively.
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Chapter 4 provides the conclusions and suggestions for future research direction.
Fig. 1.20 depicts a visual organization of the current thesis.
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Chapter 1: Robotic Needle Steering: State-of-the-art and Research
Challenges
Chapter 2: Waterjet-Soft Tissue Interaction
Finite Element Analysis of Waterjet-Soft
Tissue Interaction
Mechanics-based Model for Waterjet-Soft Tissue Interaction

Chapter 3: Fracture-directed Waterjet Needle Steering
Waterjet Needle Insertion Forces
Fracture-directed Waterjet Steerable Needles

Chapter 4: Conclusion and Future Work

Figure 1.20: Visual organization of the current thesis. This thesis is organized into
four chapters.
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CHAPTER TWO
WATERJET SOFT-TISSUE INTERACTION

The use of the waterjet technology is now prevalent in medical applications including surgery, soft tissue resection, bone cutting, waterjet steerable needles and
wound debridement. The depth of cut (DOC) of the waterjet in soft tissue is an
important parameter that should be predicted in these applications to help improve
the desired medical outcome. For instance, for the waterjet-assisted surgery, selective
cutting of the tissue layers is a must to avoid damage to deeper tissue layers. For
our proposed fracture-directed waterjet steerable needles, predicting the cut-depth
of the waterjet in soft tissue is important to develop an accurate motion model, as
well as control algorithms for this class of the steerable needles. To date, most of the
proposed cutting models are heuristically determined and only valid in the conditions
of the experiments and if the soft tissue or the system properties change, the models
will become invalid.
The mechanics-based model proposed in this chapter is formulated to allow for
variation in parameters related to both the waterjet geometry and the tissue. In this
chapter, finite element model of the waterjet soft tissue interaction is presented and
argued that although FEM can be accurate, it is very time consuming and is not
suitable for real-time control and other applications. Therefore, a model based on
the properties of the tissue and the waterjet is proposed to predict the DOC of the
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waterjet in soft tissue. The cut-depths of the waterjet in soft tissue simulants are
measured experimentally and the effect of the tissue stiffness, waterjet velocity and
nozzle diameter are studied on DOC. In order to verify the model, soft tissue properties (constitutive response and fracture toughness) are measured using low strain rate
compression tests, Split-Hopkinson-Pressure-Bar (SHPB) tests and fracture toughness tests. The results show that the proposed model can predict the DOC of the
waterjet in soft tissue with acceptable accuracy if the tissue and waterjet properties
are known.

2.1 Introduction
The use of the waterjets in strong solids has been used for decades in manufacturing and machining. Models have already been developed for depth of cut of the
waterjet in strong solids [137], [259], [276], [260], [65], [176] and [258]. Wang et al.
[259] developed a predictive model for depth of cut of the abrasive waterjet in alumina
ceramics using a dimensional analysis technique. Other researchers used solid particle
erosive theories [276], an energy conservation approach [260], fracture mechanics [65]
and dimensional analysis [258] to predict the DOC of the waterjet in hard solids. In
all of these models, the constants are found by the cutting tests, so they are mostly
dependent on the experiments. On the other hand, the models developed for strong
solids are not applicable to soft solids since the penetration mechanism into the strong
solid is different from that of the soft tissue [228].
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Recently, waterjets have been used as a surgical tool in the waterjet-assisted
surgery [26, 162, 281, 198, 172, 171, 225, 103, 280, 16, 256, 214, 245, 197, 173]. Shi
et al.[231] has described many advantages that the waterjet cutting has over similar
approaches to tissue cutting. Waterjets have also been used to drill holes in bones
[56, 55, 117]. The mechanism of cutting in these applications is through delivering
the kinetic energy of the high-velocity waterjet coming out of a sub-millimeter nozzle
to the target tissue. In these applications, predicting the DOC of the waterjet in soft
tissue is a necessity for selective tissue cutting in order to avoid damage to deeper
layers.
Oertel et al. [172] used a waterjet device called Helix Hydro-Jet (Erbe, Tubingen,
Germany) to dissect the brain parenchyma. They showed that the waterjet allows for
accurate, precise and reliable dissection of the porcine cadaver brain while preserving
the vessels by controlling the waterjet pressure. They experimentally showed that
there is a linear relationship between the waterjet pressure and depth of dissection.
Therefore, their device provides manual control of the depth of cut by manually
adjusting the waterjet pressure.
Yamada et al. [281] used a pulsed waterjet to dissect swine livers. They have
evaluated the depth of dissection using the light microscopy and histology. They
experimentally concluded that the depth of dissection has a direct relationship with
the velocity of the waterjet and an inverse relationship with the breaking strength
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of the liver parenchyma. In their study, no predictive model for DOC is proposed.
Furthermore, the mechanical properties of the soft tissue were measured at a penetrathat is not comparable to the penetration rate of the high-velocity
tion rate of 1 mm
s
waterjet. Morad et al. [162] tried to control the cut depth of the waterjet surgical
device by controlling the pressure of the waterjet; however they stated that while
using the waterjet surgical device there is a risk of cutting unwanted tissue layers.
They proposed to experimentally tune DOC based on the applied pressure; however
they left this to a future study.
The Erbejet device [231, 245] is a waterjet device that allows for tissue-selective
cutting based on a pre-selected pressure. The pressure range with a 120 µm nozzle
for this device is 1 − 8 MPa with a volumetric flow rate of 1 − 55

ml
.
min

For this device,

also, the depth of cut is controlled by controlling the pressure and no closed-loop
control system is available to control the cut-depth.
Predicting the DOC of the liquid in soft tissue is also important from needle-free
drug injections point of view [160, 164]. In these devices, the desired drug is ejected
from a nozzle of diameter in the range of 30 to 560 µm at a velocity of ≈ 100 ms [209].
It is important to know how deep the drug has penetrated into the soft tissue using a
jet injector to ensure the efficacy of the treatment. In the literature, some researchers
studied the penetration characteristics of these devices [28, 217, 218]. These studies
experimentally showed that the jet penetration is a function of injected volume of the
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drug, jet velocity, nozzle diameter and stiffness of the penetrated soft solid.
Microjet injection devices inject small amounts of drug in a repetitive way [15,
209]. Romhens et al. [209] studied the effect of velocity of the microjet on its penetration capacity using a repetitive microjet injection device. They experimentally
concluded that microjects with over 90 ms velocity can penetrate epidermal skin sample and their study does not lead to a predictive model for depth of penetration of
microject into the skin. The diameter of the microjets are 50 µm each.
Morad et al. [163] developed a waterjet cutting probe for flexible surgical robot
to excise cancerous tissue from the spine. They experimentally studied the effect of
tissue and waterjet properties on cut depth. They concluded that the depth of cut has
a direct relationship with the waterjet pressure and the duration of the application
of the waterjet but has an inverse relationship with modulus of elasticity of the soft
tissue. They also mentioned that although waterjet cutting provides many advantages
compared to traditional methods, however there is a risk of jet cutting through the soft
tissue and going to underlying tissues and damaging them. Thus, this necessitates an
approach to predict the depth of cut based on the waterjet and soft tissue properties.
Schramm-Baxter et al. [218] developed a simple model based on fluid dynamics to
predict the penetration depth as a function of centerline velocity. In another study,
Schramm-Baxter et al. [217] proposed a lumped parameter called exit jet power Pjet
that collects all the jet parameters including diameter and velocity into one parameter
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to study the jet mechanics. They showed that the jet penetration depth increases with
increasing the jet power up to some point. Their proposed models are oversimplified
and are far from the real penetration situation. For instance, in their models, the
surrounding soft tissue is considered to be fluid and its effects are described by a
lumped parameter of critical stress.
Different empirical models are proposed in the literature for the penetration depth
of the liquid jet in soft solid. Baxter et al. [28] developed an empirical model based
on a critical stress and centerline velocity for turbulent jet flows. Tagawa et al. [241]
proposed a viscous stress model based on the stress at the wall of the hole formed
by the liquid jet. Thus resulting in a simple model for the depth of penetration as
a function of velocity and time. This model provides a reasonable prediction when
the duration of the penetration is small enough. For longer penetration times, the
interaction between the soft tissue and the liquid jet is significant. At the beginning,
the penetrating jet must be powerful enough to puncture the surface and then provide
enough inertial pressure to overcome both the elastic stress of the surrounding soft
tissue and the hydrodynamic stress to penetrate soft tissue. Thus for longer duration
penetration, the properties of the soft tissue should also be considered to accurately
describe the dynamics of liquid jet penetration into soft tissue.
From this overview of the literature, there is an explicit need for the development
of a mechanics, non-heuristic model that can predict the depth of cut as a function of
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the needle and tissue parameters. This work presented in this dissertation provides
the development and validation of such a model. We demonstrate the use of this model
for our lab’s research, waterjet-assisted steerable needles [23] in which the direction
of the tissue fracture is controlled by the waterjet and then the flexible needle follows.
Having a closed-form mathematical relation for depth of cut of the waterjet in soft
tissue is a necessity to accurately control the trajectory of these devices.
Initially, a finite element model of the waterjet soft-tissue interaction is developed.
However, finite element analysis require high computation time and is not suitable
from feedback control point of view. This raises the need to have a closed-form
mathematical solution to be embedded in the control software of the waterjet steerable
needles. Fig. 2.1 shows the definition of the DOC of the waterjet in soft tissue and
Fig. 2.2 depict the depth of cut experimentally for the waterjet needle. The depth
of cut of the waterjet in soft tissue is dependent on the tissue properties such as
shear modulus, strain hardening factor and fracture toughness as well as the waterjet
properties such as diameter and velocity.
In this chapter, initially, the Finite Element Modeling of the waterjet soft tissue
interaction is presented and then a physics-based model to predict the DOC of the
waterjet in soft-tissue is proposed for the waterjet-assisted medical applications. This
model is based on fracture mechanics and is a function of tissue properties such as
fracture toughness and shear modulus, as well as the waterjet properties such as
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Depth of cut

Figure 2.1: Definition of DOC of the waterjet in soft tissue. The waterjet cuts a
small path in front of the nozzle and the length of this path is dependent
on the tissue properties (constitutive response and fracture toughness)
as well as the waterjet properties (diameter and velocity).

Needle

Red dye

Cut depth

Needle tip

Figure 2.2: Definition of depth of cut shown experimentally for a water-jet needle
[23].© 2019 IEEE.
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diameter and velocity. The model is validated using the mechanical properties of
SEBS soft tissue simulants. Tissue properties are measured at the corresponding
strain rates associated with the waterjet cutting of the soft tissue. SEBS is chosen as
the main material for soft tissue simulants whose viscoelastic nature makes it a good
candidate as a substitute for real biological tissues [168]. On the other hand, these
soft tissue simulants are optically clear, have better durability due to non-aqueous
solvents and their mechanical properties are easily changed to study the wide range
of potential tissue properties. Characterization of the SEBS soft tissue simulants are
done using static compression tests, SHPB tests and fracture toughness tests. These
tests are modified from their traditional forms to fit the challenging tests on soft
materials.
The experimental data of this chapter along with codes to run the data are uploaded to Mendeley Data in order for other researchers to use them for their own
research purposes. The experimental data for depth of cut are available at (http:
//dx.doi.org/10.17632/zvdrpzmkcb.2), the data for Static compression tests are
available at (http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/gswfx544cs.3) and the data for SHPB
tests are available at (http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/msvjxfh7nh.1).
The results of this chapter are published in the Proceedings of 2019 International
Symposium on Medical Robotics (ISMR) and Medical & Biological Engineering &
Computing (MBEC) Journal [22, 21].
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2.2 Materials and Methods
In this section, the material and methodology used for soft tissue preparation,
tests to characterize tissue properties, experimental setup used for experiments, Finite
Element Modeling and mathematical description of the predictive mechanics-based
model for depth-of-cut (DOC) are described.

2.2.1 Finite Element Modeling of the Waterjet Soft Tissue Interaction
In order to have an understanding of the waterjet soft tissue interaction, a finite
element model was developed. Since a soft solid is interacting with the liquid water,
the case can be assumed to be a fluid-soft solid interaction. Therefore, a system to
analyze the fluid flow in the needle and a system to analyze the structural deformation
of the soft solid should be deployed. Since the data from both systems are interdependent, both systems are coupled together to form an FSI (fluid-solid interaction)
solver.
The flow regimes of water inside the needle can be either laminar or turbulent.
mL
) to achieve laminar flow in
The critical flow rate, which is the highest flow rate ( min

the specific section of the tube can be calculated by the Equation 2.1.

Qcritical =

Recritical πdtube u
4ρ × 1000 × 1000 × 60

(2.1)

In which, Recritical is the critical Reynolds number where flow transitions from
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laminar to turbulent and is considered to be Recritical = 2300, ρ, u and dtube are the
density

kg
m3

(for the water: ρ = 997), dynamic viscosity

kg
ms

(u = 0.891 × 10−3 ) and

diameter of the tube in meters, respectively. The above equation gives the critical
flow rate in
and 23.24

mL
.
min

mL
,
min

The critical flow rates for 0.32 mm and 0.24 mm needles are 30.99

respectively. Therefore, two different models for laminar and turbu-

lent cases have been applied to determine the pressure parameters in finite element
modeling.
In order to determine the depth of cut of water-jet in the finite element modeling,
the solution algorithm depicted in Fig. 2.3 is used for laminar and turbulent flow
3

regimes. Since the pump provides volumetric flow rate, Qpump ( ms ) and the inlet and
outlet of the software are mass flow rate, the following equation is used to calculate
):
the mass flow rate, ṁ ( kg
s

ṁ = ρQpump

(2.2)

kg
In this equation, ρ ( m
3 ) is the density of the liquid (in this case, water).

CFX solver and Transient Structural Solver in ANSYS will cater for the fluid flow
section and Structural domain of the above algorithm, respectively. Both solvers will
share the geometry and the solution data from CFX to the Transient Structural. The
tissue is modeled as a cube with the sides of length 40 mm. Fig. 2.4 depicts the
model of tissue and the needle.
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Fluid Flow Domain

Inlet - Mass Flow Rate
Outlet - Mass Flow Rate
Wall - Free Slip Wall for
Laminar, and No Slip
Wall for Turbulent

Structural Domain

Input:
Outlet Pressure from
Fluid Domain

Flow Model: Laminar Flow/
Turbulent Flow

Output:
Depth-of-Cut

Output: Pressure at Outlet

Figure 2.3: Finite element solution algorithm for laminar and turbulent flow
regimes.

Figure 2.4: Model of tissue and the needle in ANSYS. The tissue is modeled as a
cube with 40 mm sides and the needle is modeled to the shape and
diameter of each Nitinol tube. © 2019 IEEE.
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In the CFX solver, the first layer thickness is

r
38

for the mesh used in the laminar

case. The first layer thickness is added as inflation and the inner layers are meshed
using the Patch Conforming Tetra Mesh. For the boundary conditions, the water is
set as the working material. The wall is considered as the wall of the needle and is
assigned a free slip wall. The inlet and outlet are assumed to be mass flow rates since
the input and output flow rates are the same (the pump provides a constant flow
rate). The Turbulent flow simulation is the same as laminar flow except Shear Stress
Transport model is used and for the boundary condition, the wall is considered as
the wall of the needle and is assigned a no slip wall.
For the transient structural analysis, the pressure from the fluid flow analysis is
imported into the structural solver. The needle penetrating into the soft tissue is
meshed using a hex dominant mesh and the soft tissue is meshed using the patch
forming method. The quality obtained for hex dominant mesh is 0.85. In this mesh,
8792 nodes and 5947 elements are used. The mesh used for the tissue simulant has a
concentrated face mesh of size 1 × 10−3 near the pressure loaded area to capture the
deformation of the soft tissue. An average element quality of 0.82 was achieved which
is well within the permissible limits (0.8 − 1) for the solution convergence. 62660
nodes and 19451 elements are used. Fig. 2.5 shows the soft tissue simulant with the
Patch Conforming Tetra mesh and the needle with the Hex Dominant mesh.
The soft tissue simulant is assumed to be an isotropic material with the properties
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Figure 2.5: Meshes used for needle penetration into the soft tissue simulant. The
soft tissue and the needle are meshed with the Patch Conforming Tetra
mesh and the Hex Dominant mesh, respectively. © 2019 IEEE.
obtained in this chapter. The strain is considered to be small. The specimen is given
the boundary conditions of a fixed support on all 4 sides and bottom and the pressure
is automatically updated in the outlet region.

2.2.2 Predictive Mechanics-based Model for Depth Of Cut (DOC)
In this part, the predictive mechanics-based model of depth of cut of the waterjet
in soft tissue is presented. This model is based on fracture mechanics and is dependent
on the waterjet and tissue properties such as velocity, diameter, fracture toughness
and shear modulus.
The model developed for the penetration pressure is based on the fracture-mechanicsbased force model presented in Barnett et al. [27] and the principles presented in [13].
The advantage of using the methods based on fracture mechanics is that models based
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on this method have a better prediction especially when failure happens [27] and [13].
In waterjet cutting of the soft tissue, when the velocity of the waterjet is higher or
equal with respect to the minimum velocity that can cause failure in soft tissue, the
tissue will be cut and an initial crack will be formed. The crack is then widened to
accommodate the waterjet column.
Fig. 2.6 depicts a simplified schematic of the waterjet cutting the soft tissue.
First, a crack is initiated by the waterjet and then the crack opens to let the waterjet
with diameter of D through. The waterjet displaces the tissue during the penetration
as demonstrated. Upon waterjet removal, the crack closes and reaches to the steady
state diameter of d. Although several studies showed that the waterjet cuts soft
material with mode I crack propagation (similar to sharp needles) by wedging open
the soft tissue [44], [228] and [229], others [224] showed that in needle-free injections,
the waterjet penetrates the cheek of human cadavers by formation of a cylindershaped holes. In Schramm-Baxter et al. [217], they divide the jet penetration into
polyacryamide gels into three phases namely erosion, stagnation and dispersion. They
showed that during the erosion phase, the jet removed the gel and led to the formation
of a cylindrical hole. Tagawa et al. [241] also observed a cylindrical hole in the
penetration of microjects into the gelatin and artificial skin. To avoid complexity
of the model and steer clear of finite element methods associated with sharp needle
penetration models, the displacement of soft tissue with the waterjet is considered to
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be cylindrical like [224].
F
Crack left after
removal of
waterjet, d

Water Column, D

Displaced soft
material

Soft Tissue

Soft Tissue

Figure 2.6: Schematic of crack formed by the waterjet in soft tissue. (left) Waterjet
initiates a crack and then the crack opens to accommodate the waterjet with diameter D followed by the waterjet displacing the tissue and
(right) Crack left with diameter d after the waterjet removal.

The fracture-based mechanics model that will be described in the following paragraphs is focused on predicting the penetration pressure of the waterjet Pw and thus
predicting the depth of cut (DOC) defined by the following equations:

Pw = f (D, d, JIC , α, µ)

(2.3)

DOC = f (ρ, v, T, D, d, JIC , α, µ)

(2.4)

and,

In these equations, D, d, JIC , α, µ, ρ, v and T are the waterjet diameter, steadystate diameter after the waterjet removal, mode I fracture toughness, strain hardening
factor, shear modulus, water density, waterjet velocity and time, respectively.
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As waterjet advances in the soft tissue, it does work on the soft tissue that equals
to F δl2 , where F is the force exerted on soft tissue and δl2 is a differential insertion
length. Then, the waterjet forms a crack in the soft tissue and displaces the tissue to
accommodate the diameter of the waterjet. The work done in advancing the waterjet
is equal to the sum of crack work δWC and strain energy stored in soft tissue while
being displaced δES :

F δl2 = δWC + δES

(2.5)

The work associated with crack formation in the soft tissue δWC can be expressed
by the following equation:

δWC = JIC δAC

(2.6)

In which AC = 2π( d2 )l1 is the steady state area of the crack after the waterjet
removal. Thus, δAC = πdδl1 is the increment in crack area. Therefore equation (2.6)
can be re-written as:

δWC = JIC πdδl1

(2.7)

In which JIC is mode I fracture toughness ( mJ2 ) which is dependent on crack growth
rate already developed in (2.51).
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The strain energy stored in the soft solid can be defined by:

ES = Ed + Ee

(2.8)

In which, Ed and Ee are strain energy due to displacement of the soft tissue and
strain energy due to widening of the hole in the soft tissue while accommodating the
waterjet.
If we define δEd =
d
( ∂E
+
∂l1

∂Ee
)δl1
∂l1

∂Ed
δl1
∂l1

and δEe =

∂Ee
δl1 ,
∂l1

then δES =

∂Ed
δl1
∂l1

+

∂Ee
δl1
∂l1

=

and thus (2.5) can be re-written as:



∂Ed ∂Ee
F δl2 = JIC πd +
+
δl1
∂l1
∂l1

(2.9)

This equation relates the work done in advancing the waterjet to the fracture work
and strain energy stored in the soft solid due to displacement and expansion.
According to the conservation of volume, the volume of the displaced soft tissue
to accommodate to the waterjet of diameter D is the same as the volume of the crack
after the waterjet removal:


π

Thus, l1 =

D2
l
D2 −d2 2

→

δl1
δl2

=

D
2

2

 2
d
(l1 − l2 ) = π
l1
2

(2.10)

D2
.
D2 −d2

By dividing the sides of (2.9) by Aw δl2 , in which Aw =
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πD2
4

is the cross sectional

area of the waterjet, we can write:




F
4
d
1 ∂Ed ∂Ee
Pw =
=
JIC π +
+
Aw
D D ∂l1
∂l1
πD(1 − ( Dd )2 )

(2.11)

This equation provides a prediction of the penetration pressure of the waterjet into
soft tissue. In order to have a closed form equation for it, one should find equations
for

∂Ed
∂l1

and

∂Ee
.
∂l1

In order to find the

∂Ee
,
∂l1

suppose that d = 2r1 and D = 2r2 in which r1 and r2 are

radius of the crack in steady state and radius of the waterjet column, respectively.
When the waterjet penetrates into soft tissue, the ring of the crack expands from
initial radius s1 to final radius s2 . Suppose that these rings have thicknesses of ds1
and ds2 with unit heights. The concept of the expansion of the crack is depicted in
Fig. 2.7.

Crack expansion

Figure 2.7: Schematic of crack expansion from radius s1 to s2 in penetration of the
waterjet with radius r2 into a crack with steady state radius of r1 .
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Due to conservation of volume, the volume of the column is equal before and after
the expansion:

π(s1 2 − r1 2 )(1) = π(s2 2 − r2 2 )(1)

(2.12)

Another result that is deducted from volume conservation is that the multiplication of the stretch ratios are one. Considering the cylindrical coordinates (r, θ, z), one
can write: λr λθ λz = 1, in which λr , λθ and λz are principal stretch ratios. With the
assumption of plain strain expansion of the crack (i.e. expansion happens in plane),
one can conclude that λz = 1. Since λr =

s1
,
s2

it is easy to see that λθ =

1
λr

=

s2
.
s1

In order to model the constitutive response of the soft tissue, Ogden model [175]
and [174] is used in this chapter. This model is proved to be a good fit for materials
that go through strain hardening such as soft tissues [27]. The one-term Ogden model
for an isotropic, incompressible and hyperelastic material can be described as:

φ=

2µ α
(λ1 + λ2 α + λ3 α − 3)
α2

(2.13)

Where φ, µ, α and λi are strain energy density function ( mJ3 ), shear modulus,
strain hardening and the principal stretch ratios, respectively. Considering λ1 =
λ2 = 1/λ1 and λ3 = 1, one can re-write the equation (2.13) as:
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s1
,
s2



2µ
φ= 2
α

s1
s2

α


+

s2
s1

α


−2

(2.14)

With above definition of strain energy density function, one can write:

∂Ee
=
∂l1

Z

∞

Z

∞

φ dV1 =

φ dV2

r1

(2.15)

r2

In which, dV1 = 2πs1 ds1 and dV2 = 2πs2 ds2 , are the volume change elements in
crack expansion. Thus (2.15) can be written in the final form as:

πµD2
∂Ee
=
∂l1
2α2

Z

∞


f

1

d
,γ
D


dγ

(2.16)

In which, f ( Dd , γ) can be expressed in the closed form as:


f

d
,γ
D


=

γ+


d 2
D

−1

! α2

γ

!− α2

γ

+
γ+


d 2
D

−1

−2

(2.17)

Considering α = 2, this integral has an analytic solution but other than that it
needs to be solved numerically. Appendix A provides a procedure for derivation of
these equations.
Now that a closed form solution is found for
for

∂Ed
.
∂l1

∂Ee
,
∂l1

it is time to find a similar formula

From volume conservation, we already know that λr λθ λz = 1. If we take

λr = λθ , then we can write:
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D
1
λr = λθ = √ =
d
λz

(2.18)

Then, the strain energy density function can be re-written as:

φ=

2µ
(2λr α + λr −2α − 3)
2
α

(2.19)

Therefore:

∂Ed
=π
∂l1

 2
d
(1)φ =
2

πd2 2µ
(2λr α + λr −2α − 3) =
2
d α
 2
 2−α  2α+2
2
d
d
πD 2µ
d
+
−3
]
[2
2
4 α
D
D
D

(2.20)

Substituting (2.16) and (2.20) into (2.11), we can write the closed form mathematical solution for penetration pressure of the waterjet in soft tissue as:

4
Pw =
D(1 − ( Dd )2 )


 
Z ∞ 

d
D 2µ
d
JIC
+
f
, γ dγ +
D
4 α2 1
D
 2−α  2α+2
 2 #)
d
d
d
2
+
−3
D
D
D

(2.21)

Where, f ( Dd , γ) is already given in (3.5). This equation provides a closed form
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solution for penetration pressure of the waterjet in soft tissue in terms of diameter
of the waterjet and crack as well as tissue mechanical properties. Crack dimensions
should be such that the penetration pressure is minimized. It is assumed that the
penetration occurs in this minimum penetration pressure.
Now that the penetration pressure can be predicted, we should develop a predictive
model for depth of cut of the waterjet in soft tissue. For this, the simple model shown
in Fig. 2.8 is proposed, where v, D and h are the waterjet velocity ( ms ), waterjet
diameter (m) and cut-depth in soft tissue (m), respectively.

V

Water
Column,
D

h

Soft Tissue

Figure 2.8: Schematic of the simple model for depth of cut of the waterjet in soft
tissue. v, h and D are velocity of the waterjet ( ms ), cut-depth (m) and
waterjet diameter (m).

In order to find the depth of cut, the kinetic energy of the waterjet should be
equated to the energy expended during the waterjet penetration:
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KEw = EC

(2.22)

Where KEw is the kinetic energy of the waterjet and EC is the consumed energy
during the waterjet penetration. KEw can be calculated as follows:

Z

T

KEw =

Z

T

P dt =
0

0

1 2
ṁv dt
2

(2.23)

In which P is the power of the waterjet and mass flow rate of water jet ṁ can be
defined as:

ṁ = ρAw v = ρ

πD2
v
4

(2.24)

Thus, 2.23 can be re-written as:

Z
KEw =
0

T

1 πD2 3
ρ
v dt
2 4

(2.25)

For the consumed energy during the waterjet penetration, we can write:

EC = Pw

πD2
h
4

Now, equating (2.25) and (2.26), one can write:
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(2.26)

RT
1
ρ
2
0

h=

v 3 dt

Pw

(2.27)

Where, Pw can be calculated using (3.4). This equation gives a closed form
physics-based mathematical solution for depth of cut of the waterjet in soft tissue
as a function of the waterjet properties (diameter and velocity) as well as soft tissue
mechanical characteristics (constitutive response and fracture toughness).
Equation (2.27) will overpredict the depth of cut of the waterjet in soft tissue
since it does not consider the fact that a large proportion of the jet’s kinetic energy
is dissipated during the penetration into soft solid. In order to have a more accurate
description for DOC, we also need to take the effects of these parameters into consideration. Next section is going to deal with this and provide a more accurate model
to predict the depth of cut of the waterjet in soft tissue.
The volume of water coming out of the nozzle can be calculated by the following
equation:

Z
V = Aw

T

vdt = π
0

D2
vT
4

(2.28)

In which, Aw , T , v and D are cross sectional area of the waterjet (m2 ), time (s),
waterjet velocity ( ms ) and waterjet diameter (m), respectively.
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Lumped Parameters Fluid Model
The detailed shape of the surface of cut deeply influences the efficiency of the
cutting process. In particular, the geometry of the excavated channel determines the
amount of injected energy that actually reaches the soft tissue walls and the fraction
that is lost in the backflow. While the full process could be accurately simulated via
finite-element methods or through smooth particle hydrodynamics codes, we develop
a simple lumped parameters model, able to retrieve a realistic value for the depth
of cut in different tissues, with minimal computational cost. The model has a free
parameter, that can be fitted to retrieve best results for a given combination of tissue
and needle size.

Figure 2.9: Simplified view of the flow field inside the region of cut: injected water
impacts the surface of cut in the stagnation point and backflows from
the sides.

We assume that the fluid behavior can be well approximated by the scheme in
figure 2.9. Part of the injected energy flux Φinj
E acts on the soft tissue walls of area
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Asurf , partly backflows from the surface with area Aout and partly may be dissipated
by the viscous forces. Of the three, only the first one produces useful cutting work,
such that (2.27) should be detailed further.
As the energy is spread from the injection area Ainj = π(D/2)2 equal to the
needle internal cross section, towards the side and backflow surfaces, the energy flux
is to be scaled by a factor Ainj /(Asurf + Aout ). Of this energy, only the fraction
Asurf /(Asurf + Aout ) reaches the walls, the rest being lost in the backflow. Equation
2.27 becomes:

1
h=
Pw

Z
0

T

Φinj
E − Pvisc
Ainj

!

Ainj
Asurf + Aout



Asurf
Asurf + Aout


dt

(2.29)

where Pvisc accounts for the energy dissipated by the viscous forces. These terms
injected energy, the soft tissue cutting surface and backflow areas assuming a given
shape for the surface of cut and the power of viscous forces will be detailed in the
next paragraphs.
Injected energy The amount of energy injected per unit time by the needle, previously expressed as 12 ρv 3 Ainj , can be improved from an analysis of the flow inside the
needle. The velocity in the needle channel can be assumed to follow a Poiseuille profile [125], changing from a maximum value at the channel centerline to zero velocity
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at the needle walls:
v(r) =

2Q R2 − rp 2
π
R4

(2.30)

with Q the volumetric flow rate in [m3 /s], R = D/2 the needle inlet radius and rp
the considered radial position. The injected energy flux thus reads:

Φinj
E

Z
=
Ainj

ρv 2
~≡
~v · dS
2

Z
Ainj

ρv 3
ρQ3
dS = 2 4
2
π R

 
J
s

(2.31)

The term 12 ρv 3 appearing in Eq. (2.27) thus transforms into (except for the viscous
dissipation term, treated later on):

ρv 3
2

→

Φinj
E
Ainj



J
m2 s


(2.32)

Surface of cut model As an approximation, we assume the shape of the surface
of cut can be well described by an ellipsoid (see Fig. 2.10), with one axis equal to the
depth of cut h and the other two axis equal to b = ηh with eccentricity η. As the depth
of cut grows in time during the water-cut process, the ellipsoid is supposed to expand
keeping the same value for the eccentricity. This area growth progressively reduces
the energy deposited per unit surface and thus reduces the effect of the waterjet,
explaining experimental data.
As two semi-axes of the ellipsoid are the same, the surface area is that of half of
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Figure 2.10: Approximation of the surface of cut via ellipsoid. Left: superposition
with experiment. Right: growth in time with constant aspect ratio.
either an oblate (η > 1) or prolate (η < 1) spheroid, reading:

Asurf


i
h


−1
h2

2

tanh
(e)
, e2 = 1 −
πb
1
+

eb2




= πb2 1 + h sin−1 (e) , e2 = 1 − b22

eb
h







2πh2

h2
b2

if

η>1

if

η<1

if

η=1

(2.33)

And from the semi-axis b and the outer needle diameter dout , the backflow area is
found as:


Aout = π b2 − (dout /2)2

(2.34)

In general, the shape of the cutting surface can depend on the tissue stiffness
properties. Despite the crude simplicity of the fluid model developed here, taking η
as a free parameter fitted on experimental data, will allow to reproduce closely the
measured DOC. The procedure will be detailed in Section 2.3.4 and η will be treated
as a free parameter for the time being.
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Viscous dissipation of energy Viscous forces can dissipate part of the injected
energy into heat. However, preliminary analysis suggests that their effect is rather
small, amounting to roughly the 2.5% of the injected energy, depending on the operating conditions. For this reason, we model viscous losses using a simple lumpedparameters model.
We assume most of the energy is dissipated on a cylindrical surface, where water
backflows. This is equivalent to considering the power lost by the friction for a water
column moving inside a fixed medium. The scheme is shown in Fig. 2.11.

Figure 2.11: Effective area where the bulk of viscous dissipation happens.

The power dissipated by the viscous forces Pd can be written as:

Pd = τ Ad hU i

(2.35)

where τ is the viscous stress tensor; Ad the area along which the velocity reverses and
most of the dissipation is thus supposed to take place; hU i the average flow velocity
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across the considered section. We take the value of hU i equal to half of the average
inlet fluid velocity U , accounting for the fact that most dissipation likely happens
close to the nozzle exit and decreases moving towards the stagnation point. The
dissipation area is assumed to be defined by the outer needle diameter and a length
equal to the depth of cut: Ad = πdout h. The viscous stress term τ is evaluated by
estimating the radial derivative using the hU i velocity:

τ =µ

U/2
U
d hU i
=µ
=µ
dr
dout /2
dout

(2.36)

with µ the dynamic viscosity of water, which in standard conditions reads: µ ≈
8.9 × 10−4 [Pa s]. Therefore, the dissipated power reads:



π
U
U
(πdout h) = µU 2 h
Pd = τ Ad hU i = µ
dout
2
2

(2.37)

The small value assumed by this term justifies a posteriori its simplified treatment.
For the same reason, while this term should appear in (2.29), it will be directly
neglected.
Numerical integration The value of the depth of cut appearing in (2.29) can be
readily integrated numerically. By introducing the value for Φinj
E derived in (2.31) and
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differentiating both sides with respect to time, we obtain:

dh
1 ρQ3
Ainj Asurf
=
3
6
dt
Pw π R (Asurf + Aout )2

(2.38)

where the viscous power dissipation was neglected as discussed in previous paragraph.
This is an ordinary differential equation, where Asurf and Aout are function of h and
can be readily integrated using standard methods such as Runge-Kutta integrators.
We shall finally note that the model described here can be used for a dual purpose:
• It can allow to reproduce efficiently and accurately the evolution of depth of
cut in time, once a proper calibration of η is assigned for a certain tissue and
needle size, or
• It can be employed by assigning a given value of η (for example η = 1/3 or
following optical measurements of the surface of cut at different times) and used
to estimate the mechanical properties of the material, which better reconstruct
the measured depth of cut.
In any case, once η is known or assigned, the simplicity of the model allows for
real-time prediction of the depth of cut with minimal computational efforts.
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2.2.3 Experimental Setup and Measurement of Depth-Of-Cut (DOC)
The experimental setup used for all experiments is depicted in Fig. 3.8. A linear
approximately
actuator is used to drive the needle with the velocity of insertion of 1 mm
s
1cm into the soft tissue simulant. A high pressure pump (PR-class Dual Piston,
PR100PFT3D, Scientific Systems Inc., State College, PA, USA) provides a constant
mL
volumetric flow rate (up to 100 min
) and when run, water-jet needle will cut a channel

in front of it in the tissue. After about 30 seconds, the camera takes a photo and
the photo will be processed in image processing software to measure the depth of
cut of water-jet. The software is developed in Matlab to measure the DOC. The
software first loads the image and zooms in the area of interest. Then it asks to select
a real world measurement and enter the real value of it for calibration (this is done
using the rulers on the lightbox). Then the user will select the area of interest to
measure and the software associates the pixel distance to a real-world measurement.
Suction canister and a vacuum pump are used to collect the water sprayed back during
experiments.
For the water-jet needle, first a piece of Nitinol tube is cut to a length of 52.8
mm. Next, the Nitinol tube is soldered inside the copper tube of 45 mm length with
inner diameter of ID = 0.94 mm and outer diameter OD = 1.59 mm. Finally, the
copper tubing is attached to the ferruled reducer and then to the water pump via
PEEK tubing (ID = 1.58 mm and OD = 3.2 mm). Two needles were manufactured
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High-pressure
pump

Electronics
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Suction
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needle
SEBS tissue

PC with control software

Light box
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3D printed box
for suction
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Figure 2.12: Experimental setup to measure the depth of cut of the waterjet in
soft tissue. A linear actuator is used to drive the needle into the soft
tissue. Once the needle is in the tissue, the pump is run with a given
volumetric flow rate and after about 30 (s) the camera will take a photo
to be processed with a MATLAB program to measure the DOC.
with two different diameters to study the effect of diameter on depth of cut. The first
needle has Nitinol tube with ID = 0.32 mm and OD = 0.58 mm and the Nitinol
tube of the second needle has ID = 0.24 mm and OD = 0.33 mm. Fig. 2.13 shows
the first designed needle (the second needle is the same only with a different diameter
Nitinol tube).
To measure the depth of cut of water-jet in SEBS tissue, the pump is turned on
with the specific flow rate and the water-jet needle is inserted into soft tissue about 1
cm using the linear actuator and with velocity of insertion of 1 mm
. This will ensure
s
that the excess water will be sprayed back and will not be trapped in the channel to
cause ballooning in the tissue. When the needle is inserted 1 cm into the tissue, the
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PEEK Tubing

Nozzle

Copper tube

Nitinol tube

Figure 2.13: Custom-designed water-jet needle with a copper tubing (ID = 0.94
mm and OD = 1.59 mm) soldered to a superelastic material Nitinol
(first needle: ID = 0.32 mm and OD = 0.58 mm and second needle:
ID = 0.24 mm and OD = 0.33 mm). The copper tubing is attached
to a ferruled reducer and then standard PEEK tubing.
pump will be turned off and turned on again to ensure maximum depth of cut. After
30 seconds and using the overhead high-resolution camera and the control software, a
photo is taken and saved for further processing. For better visibility, edible food dye
was added to the water. To study the effects of tissue stiffness, needle diameter and
flow rate on cut depth, 6 different tissue stiffnesses (10 %, 15 % and 20 % G1650 and
G1652 SEBS), 2 different needle diameters (first needle: ID = 0.32 mm, OD = 0.58
mm and second needle: ID = 0.24 mm, OD = 0.33 mm) and different flow rates
mL
are tested. To make sure that the data are statistically significant, 5
up to 100 min

experiments are done for each flow rate and the average of them is taken as the cutdepth. The photos are processed using a customized Matlab program that measures
the depth of cut in front of the needle from the pixels of the photo based on the
calibrated measurement provided by the ruler on the light-box.
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2.2.4 Soft Tissue Simulant Preparation
Because of the challenges related to using, storing and imaging of real biological tissues, different substitute materials as soft tissue simulants are used by the
researchers around the world for experiments [168], [17], [159], [206] and [157]. These
tissue-mimicking phantoms give an average approximation of the soft tissue. Common materials used in tissue mimicking simulants are Gelatin, rubber, leather, silicone
elastomers, PVA and lard. The mechanical properties of water-based tissue mimicking simulants such as Gelatin and PVA are variable with respect to time, temperature
and humidity.
Because of the mentioned difficulties in common tissue mimicking simulants, we
have used Poly (styrene-b-ethylene-co-butylene-b-styrene) triblock copolymer (SEBS),
Kraton Polymers LLC (G1650 and G1652, Houston, TX, USA) as the main material
for our tissue-mimicking simulants [168], [68] and [69]. The solvent used for SEBS
is light mineral oil, which makes it a more environmentally stable substitute for the
water-based hydrogels. This increases its operational temperature ranges and storage
life. Soft tissue simulants that are made of SEBS are optically clear. This feature
is desirable from imaging point of view. So, optical cameras can be used instead of
pricey imaging devices to see what is going on inside the soft tissue during experiments. A wide range of tissue stiffnesses can be studied by the simply changing the
ratio of polymer content to mineral oil. In comparison to silicone rubbers, SEBS has
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also low friction due to its oil solvent.
To make the tissue simulants, SEBS material and mineral oil are weighed out to
produce mixtures with 10, 15 and 20 vol% SEBS. To calculate the necessary weight,
the densities of SEBS and mineral oil are considered to be ρSEBS = 0.91 cmg 3 and
ρoil = 0.85 cmg 3 , respectively. Then the mass of the required material can be calculated
using m = ρV , in which m, ρ and V are required mass of the material (either SEBS
or mineral oil), density (SEBS or mineral oil) and volume of the material (SEBS or
mineral oil).The mixture is then put in the oven at 150o C for about 2 to 8 hours based
on the percentage of SEBS and it was mixed from time to time to get a homogeneous
solution without any undissolved powder. After this time, the solution is degassed
using a vacuum pump with a chamber to put SEBS to eliminate any air bubbles
trapped in the solution. The solution is then poured into molds of desired dimensions
based on the experiment to be conducted and then let cool down to room temperature
and solidify before releasing from the molds.

2.2.5 Low Strain Rate Static Compression, High Strain Rate Split-Hopkinson-PressureBar (SHPB) and Fracture Toughness Tests on SEBS Soft Tissue Simulants
According to our compression tests at low rates of strain as well as tensile, compression and rheological tests conducted in [168] at lower rates of strain, the material
properties of SEBS is not dependent on low and medium rates of strain. Thus, in
order to find the shear modulus at higher rates of strain, the data from SHPB tests
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A

C

SEBS tissue simulant

Sample used for fracture
toughness tests

B
Acrylic mold

D

Custom-designed
3D printed and
Acrylic mold for
SHPB tests

E
SEBS tissue simulant

F
3D printed mold

Figure 2.14: Custom designed molds and resultant tissues used for cut-depth experiments, static compression tests, SHPB tests and fracture toughness
tests. (A and B) SEBS tissue simulant used for DOC experiments
and Acrylic mold of 100 × 100 × 30 mm dimensions. (C) Resultant
tissue used for fracture toughness tests. (D) Acrylic-3D printed mold
of thickness 2 mm to make tissues for SHPB tests. 10 mm punch is
used to cut cylindrical samples for SHPB tests. (E and F) SEBS tissue simulant and custom-designed 3D printed mold of diameter 25 mm
and height of 10 mm used for static compression tests. (images not to
scale)
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are extrapolated to higher rates of strain.
The quasi-static tests are performed with an Instron 600DX machine controlled
by the Bluehill 3 software (see Fig.2.15). The samples are compressed between metal
plates with constant strain rates of 0.001, 0.01 and 0.1 s−1 . The change of gauge
length is measured with the build-in function of the Instron machine and the force is
measured by a 25lb load cell. The engineering strain can be calculated by:

ε=

∆L
L0

(2.39)

where ∆L is the thickness and L0 is the initial length of the specimen. The
engineering stress can be calculated by:

σ=

where F is the force applied and A0 =

F
A0
πD0 2
,
4

(2.40)

with D0 being the initial diameter,

is the initial cross sectional area of the sample.
The high strain rate tests were conducted with Split-Hopkinson-Pressure-Bar
(SHPB) adapted for soft materials (See Fig. 2.16 for the experimental setup). Fig.
2.17 is a schematic of the SHPB setup, which consists of a striker, an incident bar,
a transmitted bar and a buffer. The specimen is sandwiched between the incident
bar and transmitted bar. When the striker impacts the free end of incident bar, a
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Figure 2.15: Instron 600DX machine used to perform quasi-static tests on soft tissue
simulants.
compressive stress pulse is generated at the impact surface and propagate along the
incident bar. When the incident wave reaches the specimen, part of the wave transmits through the specimen and propagates into the transmitted bar and the other
part is reflected to the incident bar. The strains generated by the passing waves are
recorded by the strain gauges attached to the bars as εI , εT and εR for incident,
transmitted and reflected waves, respectively. The strain rate of the specimen can be
calculated by:

ε̇s (t) = −

where cb =

2cb
εR (t)
L0

(2.41)

p
Eb /ρb is the longitudinal sound speed of the bar material, with Eb
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and ρb being the elastic modulus and density of the bar material, respectively. The
engineering strain of the specimen can be calculated by:

t

Z

ε̇s (t)dt

εs (t) =

(2.42)

0

and the engineering stress is calculated by:

σs (t) =

Eb Ab
εT (t)
A0

(2.43)

where Ab is the cross-sectional area of the bar and A0 is the original area of the
specimen [94], [40].
In the tests, the striker velocity is adjusted to achieve strain rates in the specimen
of 3000, 4500 and 6000 s−1 .
Fracture toughness is measured with trouser tear test. An initial notch is cut
on the centerline of the specimen, then the two arms are fixed with two 3D printed
holders that connect to the Instron machine as shown in Fig. 2.18. During the tests,
the specimen is pulled vertically at constant speeds of 0.1, 0.5 and 1

mm
.
s

The load is

measured with a 1 kg load cell. The fracture toughness can be calculated by:

J=

Fave
2w

(2.44)

Where Fave is the average force during the crack growth and w is the width of the
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Figure 2.16: Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) Experimental setup.

Strain gauges

Figure 2.17: Schematic of the SHPB test setup. The SHPB consist of a striker and
incident bar, a transmitted bar and a buffer. The bars are adjusted for
soft tissue experiments and the material used for the bars is PEEK.
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specimen [285].

Figure 2.18: Schematic of the experimental setup to measure the fracture toughness
of the SEBS soft tissue simulants. Trouser tear test is used to measure
the fracture toughness of the SEBS soft tissue simulants to mode I
crack propagation.

In order to predict the constitutive response of the tissue in static compression
and SHPB tests, Ogden model [175] presented in 2.13 is used. This strain energy per
undeformed unit volume function describes the constitutive response of an incompressible, isotropic and hyperelastic solid. Research showed that strain hardening
factor α is constant with strain rate and only the shear modulus changes with strain
rate [230]. Therefore we adopted α from fitting stress strain data at strain rate of
ε̇ = 0.01/s with Ogden model. When α is found at this strain rate, it is held constant
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for other strain rates so that only shear modulus µ varies with strain rate. In order
to fit the data with Ogden model and evaluate constants µ (shear modulus) and α
(strain hardening factor), the following procedure is adopted.
In short, the nominal stress in the direction of the applied load is predicted using
Ogden model and then it is compared to the measured nominal stress during tests.
By definition, one can write:

σi =

dφ
dλi

(2.45)

Where, σi are principal stresses associated with principal stretch ratios λi (i =
1, 2, 3). With the assumption that the tissue sample is at the state of plane stress during the compression tests, σx = σy = 0 holds (suppose a Cartesian coordinate system
where the z-axis is aligned with the direction of load applied during the test). In this
chapter, soft solid is considered to be incompressible. Therefore, from conservation
of volume, one can conclude λx λy λz = 1 for the principal stretch ratios. Therefore
λx = λy =

√1 .
λz

From (2.13), (2.45) and the relationship between principal stretch

ratios, it is easy to deduct a relationship for σz as follows:

σz =

α
dφ
2µ α−1
=
[λz
− λz −1− 2 ]
dλz
α

(2.46)

Therefore the optimization problem is finding values for µ and α such that the
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error between the measured (from compression tests) and calculated stress (or nominal stress) is minimized. In order to solve this problem, lsqcurvefit function from
the Optimization Toolbox of MATLAB is used which solves nonlinear data-fitting
problems in least-squares sense. Trust-region-reflective method is used as the option
for the descent algorithm.
As mentioned before, α is not strain rate dependent, however, shear modulus µ
varies with strain rate. In waterjet cutting of soft tissue, the velocity of the waterjet
determines the strain rate. To find the strain rate ε̇ relevant to the waterjet penetration into soft tissue, it is assumed that the tissue is strained perpendicular to the
penetration direction. Thus the value of strain can be calculated by the following
equation:

π
πD − 2d
=
|ε| =
2d
2



d
D

−1
−1

(2.47)

Where, D and d are the waterjet diameter and steady state diameter of the crack
(that opens to accommodate a waterjet of diameter D). Therefore strain rate can be
defined as:

"  
#
−1
|ε|
|ε|
v π d
= D =
−1
|ε̇| =
t
D 2 D
v

(2.48)

In this equation, v is the velocity of the waterjet. For simplicity we assume that
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d ≈ D. Therefore strain rate equation can be re-written as:

|ε̇| ≈ 0.57

v
D

(2.49)
3

Since the pump provides volumetric flow rate Q ( ms ), it is more convenient to
re-write the velocity of the waterjet in terms of Q. Velocity of the waterjet at the
nozzle depends on volumetric flow rate of water, as well as diameter of the nozzle and
it can be calculated with the following equation:

v=

4Q
Q
=
A
πD2

(2.50)

In which A is the area of jet coming out of a nozzle of inner diameter D.
The crack growth rate related to the waterjet penetration into soft solid (formation
and advancement of the crack) can be predicted as follows:

ṙ =

d v
( )
D 2

(2.51)

In which 2r = d. For simplicity as experiments in literature [229] have already
shown, one can take d ≈ D, so that (2.51) can be written as ṙ ≈ 0.5v. In which, v
is the average velocity of the waterjet coming out of a nozzle of diameter D and d is
the steady state crack length after the waterjet is turned off. Thus the crack growth
rate is approximated to be half of the waterjet velocity.
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Table 2.1: Strain rates (ε̇) and crack growth rates (ṙ) associated with the waterjet
diameters (D) and velocities (v) used in this chapter. The values of this
table are calculated using (2.49) and (2.51). In order to accurately validate the depth of cut model, the tissue properties should be measured
at the strain rates and crack growth rates related to the waterjet penetration into soft tissue. Note: the waterjet diameters are taken to be the
inner diameters of the Nitinol tubes.

Q

mL
( min
)

20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

D = 0.32mm
v( ms )
ε̇(s−1 )
4.15 7.40 × 103
6.22 1.11 × 104
8.30 1.48 × 104
10.37 1.85 × 104
12.44 2.22 × 104
14.51 2.59 × 104
16.59 2.96 × 104
18.66 3.33 × 104
20.73 3.7 × 104

ṙ( ms )

Q

2.07
3.11
4.15
5.18
6.22
7.26
8.29
9.33
10.37

mL
( min
)

20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

D = 0.24mm
v( ms )
ε̇(s−1 )
7.37 1.75 × 104
11.06 2.63 × 104
14.74 3.51 × 104
18.43 4.38 × 104
22.12 5.26 × 104
25.80 6.14 × 104
29.49 7.01 × 104
33.17 7.89 × 104
36.86 8.77 × 104

ṙ( ms )
3.69
5.53
7.37
9.21
11.06
12.90
14.74
16.59
18.43

For the two nozzle diameters and different volumetric flow rates used in this chapter, the corresponding strain rates and crack growth rates associated with the waterjet
penetration into soft tissue is reported in Table 2.1.

2.3 Results
In this section, the proposed model is validated with experimental data. In order
to do so, the results of characterization of the SEBS soft tissue simulants using static
compression tests, SHPB tests and fracture toughness tests are presented.
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2.3.1 Mechanical Properties of SEBS Soft Tissue Simulants (constitutive response
and fracture toughness)
Fig. 2.19 shows an example of the results of the static compressive stress vs.
stretch ratio response of SEBS soft tissue simulants at uniaxial nominal strain rates
of 0.001, 0.01 and 0.1 s−1 . Ogden strain energy density function is calibrated to
represent the constitutive response of each soft tissue simulant at the specified strain
rate. The results of the static compressive strain vs. stretch ratio of the SEBS soft
tissue simulants showed that the constitutive response is not sensitive to low rates of
strain and that Ogden model can describe the behavior of these soft tissue simulants
with a reasonable agreement.
Fig. 2.20 shows example results of the high strain rate compressive stress vs.
stretch ratio response of SEBS soft tissue simulants. From this figure, one can see
that the SEBS soft tissue simulants go through strain hardening at high strains and
that the response is strain rate dependent. In order to capture the shape of the
strain hardening response, uniaxial compressive strains in excess of 0.3 are required
(note that the figures show compressive stress vs. stretch ratio responses; however
for compressive tests relation λ = 1 − ε holds between strain (ε) and stretch ratio
(λ)). Comparing these results to results of low strain rate (0.001 to 0.1 s−1 ) static
compression tests on SEBS reveal that the response of these soft tissue simulants is
sensitive to increasing rates of strain as shown for real biological tissues [230]. The
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Figure 2.19: Example static compression test results (stress vs. stretch ratio) on
20% SEBS G1650 soft tissue simulants with the corresponding Ogden
fit. Tissue properties are measured at three strain rates of 0.001s−1 ,
0.01s−1 and 0.1s−1 . The same J-shaped stress vs. stretch ratio with
the same trend is also observed for other tissue simulants. For each
strain rate, two tests are conducted and the averages of these tests are
shown in this figure.
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strain rate sensitivity of the soft tissue simulants is described by increasing shear
modulus with strain rate. This shows that strain rate sensitivity is related to the
viscous properties of the soft tissue simulants.
12
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Figure 2.20: Example SHPB compression test results on 15% SEBS G1650 soft
tissue simulants. Tissue properties are measured at three strain rates
of 3000s−1 , 4500s−1 and 6000s−1 . The same J-shaped stress vs. stretch
ratio with the same trend is also observed for other tissue simulants.
For each strain rate, three tests are conducted and the averages of
three tests are shown in these figures.

Table 2.2 and 2.3 represents the Constants of one-term Ogden strain energy density function, that are shear modulus and strain hardening factor of the soft solid
that characterize the constitutive response of the G1650 and G1652 SEBS soft tissue
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Table 2.2: Mechanical properties of G1650 SEBS tissue simulants obtained from
Ogden fit to data. µ (kPa), α and R2 are shear modulus, strain hardening
factor and goodness of the Ogden fit, respectively.
−1

ε̇(s )
0.001
0.01
0.1
3000
4500
6000

G1650 10%
µ(kP a)
α
7.01
1.25
7.28
1.25
8.82
1.25
193.85 1.25
511.40 1.25
761.50 1.25

2

R
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.92
0.96
0.97

G1650 15%
ε̇(s ) µ(kP a) α
0.001
16.65
1.7
0.01
16.75
1.7
0.1
19.54
1.7
3000
249.25 1.7
4500
554.58 1.7
6000
967.93 1.7
−1

2

R
1
0.99
0.99
0.93
0.97
0.98

−1

ε̇(s )
0.001
0.01
0.1
3000
4500
6000

G1650 20%
µ(kP a)
α
22.68
1.08
26.89
1.08
28.88
1.08
278.03 1.08
605.60 1.08
993.87 1.08

R2
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.93
0.97
0.98

Table 2.3: Mechanical properties of G1652 SEBS tissue simulants obtained from
Ogden fit to data. µ (kPa), α and R2 are shear modulus, strain hardening
factor and goodness of the Ogden fit, respectively.
ε̇(s−1 )
0.001
0.01
0.1
3000
4500
6000

G1652 10%
µ(kP a)
α
2.77
1.26
2.92
1.26
4.18
1.26
229.93 1.26
429.22 1.26
808.46 1.26

R2
0.99
0.99
1
0.94
0.96
0.98

ε̇(s−1 )
0.001
0.01
0.1
3000
4500
6000

G1652 15%
µ(kP a)
α
7.34
1.41
8.12
1.41
13.76
1.41
307.83 1.41
537.95 1.41
952.07 1.41

R2
1
0.99
0.99
0.93
0.97
0.98

ε̇(s−1 )
0.001
0.01
0.1
3000
4500
6000

G1652 20%
µ(kP a)
α
11.60
1.16
15.96
1.16
22.76
1.16
334.69 1.16
559.89 1.16
961.11 1.16

R2
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.95
0.97
0.98

simulants. The strain rate sensitivity of the constitutive response is described by an
increase in shear modulus with increasing strain rate, while strain hardening factor
is kept constant. α is calculated by fitting the Ogden model to experimental data at
0.001 s−1 and this α is used as the strain hardening factor for the rest of strain rates.
Thus the optimization problem only had one constant to calculate, which is the shear
modulus.
Fig. 2.21 depicts the shear modulus vs. strain rate data with a linear fit. As it is
evident from this figure, the shear modulus is a linear function of the strain rate at
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Table 2.4: Linear fit to shear modulus vs. strain rate data. Shear modulus can be
extrapolated to higher strain rates based on these fits according to the
intended application. µ (MPa), ε̇(s−1 ) and R2 are shear modulus, strain
rate and goodness of the linear fit, respectively.
tissue type
G1650 10%
G1650 15%
G1650 20%
G1652 10%
G1652 15%
G1652 20%

linear fit
µ = 1.89 × 10−4 ε̇ − 0.36
µ = 2.4 × 10−4 ε̇ − 0.49
µ = 2.39 × 10−4 ε̇ − 0.45
µ = 1.93 × 10−4 ε̇ − 0.38
µ = 2.15 × 10−4 ε̇ − 0.37
µ = 2.09 × 10−4 ε̇ − 0.32

R2
0.99
0.99
1
0.97
0.97
0.97

high rates of strain. Thus it is proposed that shear modulus can be extrapolated to
higher rates of strain based on the intended application (please see Table 2.4). For
example, for the waterjet fracture-directed steerable needles [22], the shear modulus
of the soft tissue at strain rates in the order of 104 is required. Thus, extrapolating
data to higher strain rates will give us the strain rate required for these applications.
Comparison of the results of static compressive tests and SHPB tests reveal that
the constitutive response of SEBS soft tissue simulants are sensitive to high rates of
strain and does not change much at low strain rates.
Table 2.5 and 2.6 represent the results of fracture toughness tests on SEBS soft
tissue simulants. At least two tests are done for each test rate and the average of the
results are provided here.
Measuring the fracture toughness data in crack growth rates associated with the
waterjet penetration is found to be the out of scope of this research. Therefore in
order to have an approximation of the fracture toughness data at higher crack growth
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Figure 2.21: Shear modulus vs. strain rate and linear fit to data to extrapolate to
higher strain rates. (up) G1650 SEBS soft tissue simulants and (down)
G1652 SEBS soft tissue simulants. Due to the linear pattern in high
strain rates, the shear modulus can be extrapolated to the desired
strain rate depending on the application.
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Table 2.5: Fracture toughness (JIC ) of G1650 SEBS soft tissue simulants at three
. Crack growth rate (ṙ) is assumed to be
test rates of 0.1, 0.5 and 1 mm
s
half of the rate at which the test is performed.

G1650 15%
Test Velocity ( mm
) ṙ ( mm
)
s
s
0.1
0.05
0.5
0.25
1
0.5

JIC ( mJ2 )
7.44
10.81
14.43

G1650 20%
Test Velocity ( mm
) ṙ ( mm
)
s
s
0.1
0.05
0.5
0.25
1
0.5

JIC ( mJ2 )
26.14
26.55
49.51

Table 2.6: Fracture toughness (JIC ) of G1652 SEBS soft tissue simulants at three
test rates of 0.1, 0.5 and 1 mm
. Crack growth rate (ṙ) is assumed to be
s
half of the rate at which the test is performed.

G1652 15%
Test Velocity ( mm
) ṙ ( mm
)
s
s
0.1
0.05
0.5
0.25
1
0.5

JIC ( mJ2 )
4.43
7.61
9.24

G1652 20%
Test Velocity ( mm
) ṙ ( mm
)
s
s
0.1
0.05
0.5
0.25
1
0.5

JIC ( mJ2 )
8.62
11.85
18.01

rates, data at low rates are extrapolated to higher crack growth rates to approximate
the fracture toughness of the SEBS soft tissue simulants at high crack growth rates.

2.3.2 Experimental Results: DOC of the waterjet in Soft Tissue is a Function of the
waterjet as well as Soft Tissue Properties
Fig. 2.22 shows the average measurements of depth of cut as a function of fluid
velocity with different percentages of SEBS tissues and needles with inner diameters
of 0.24 mm and 0.32 mm. Fig. 2.23 and Fig. 2.24 show the depth of cut of water-jet
as a function of needle diameter and tissue stiffness, respectively.
From these experimental data, one can derive the following conclusions:
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Figure 2.22: Experimental DOC of the waterjet in SEBS soft tissue simulants vs.
volumetric flow rate. (up) DOC vs. Flow Rate for the Needle with
0.32 mm inner diameter (ID) in SEBS Tissue Simulants and (down)
DOC vs. Flow Rate for the Needle with 0.24 mm ID in SEBS Tissue
Simulants. The data show the average of 5 tests for each volumetric
flow rate and error bars show the standard deviation of the data.
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Figure 2.23: DOC of the waterjet as a Function of Needle Diameter for two needle
inner diameters tested in this study (D = 0.32mm and D = 0.24mm).
The volumetric flow rate and tissue stiffness are held constants. The
result is shown as an example for 15% G1650 SEBS soft tissue simulants. The data are the average of 5 experiments and the error bars
are standard deviation of the data.
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Figure 2.24: DOC as a Function of percentage of G1650 SEBS soft tissue simulants. The volumetric flow rate and inner diameter of the needle (D
= 0.32 mm) are held constants. The data shown are the average of 5
experiments and the error bars are the standard deviation of the data.
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• Depth of cut is almost a linear function of flow rate (Q) when the width of the
water-jet nozzle is sufficiently small.
• The depth of cut is a function of the waterjet velocity v (and thus volumetric
flow rate Q), stiffness of the tissue and diameter of the needle (D). It has a
direct relationship with flow rate and inverse relationship with tissue stiffness
and needle diameter.
• There is a minimum flow rate that the fracture in the tissue actually begins and
this flow rate is dependent on the stiffness of the tissue. As the tissue becomes
stiffer, larger flow rate is required to cause fracture in the tissue.
• For smaller diameter needle, the minimum flow rate needed to cut is lower. This
is likely due to the higher contact stress which leads to the earlier fracture of the
tissue. The higher residual jet velocity associated with smaller needle diameter
after the initial penetration also leads to larger DOC.
• For higher flow rates, water cuts more of the surrounding tissue, which is undesirable. For fracture-directed steerable needles [23], larger depth of cut is not
necessary and it is important that a small amount is cut and then the needle
follows the path.
• Observation that the depth of cut of a smaller diameter needle is larger explains
the reason of tissue fracture by the water-jet. According to the equation 2.50,
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as the diameter of the needle decreases the velocity of water-jet increases and
thus the kinetic energy of water-jet increases. The increased kinetic energy is
the reason that the depth of cut of water-jet needle with smaller diameter is
larger than that of with bigger diameter.

2.3.3 Finite Element Model of the Waterjet Soft Tissue Interaction Result
The solution is solved for a time-step size of 30s with a minimum step size of 0.5s.
The obtained deformation is visualized using the total deformation tool to evaluate
the depth of cut as required. Fig. 2.25 is an example of the output that shows that
the deformation is interpreted as 3.5mm from the outlet of the needle.

2.3.4 Validation of the Predictive Model with Experimental Results and Tissue Properties
In order to validate the proposed model for DOC of the waterjet in soft tissue,
experimental DOC and tissue properties are obtained in the previous sections. It is
assumed that the penetration occurs at the minimum of the Pw vs.

d
D

given in (3.4).

fmincon function in MATLAB is used to solve this optimization problem and find a

d
D

that minimizes Pw given in (3.4) based on the given tissue properties. The calculated
values for Pw for G1652 SEBS soft tissues at different waterjet velocities used in the
validation of the model are given in Table 2.7. The values for other tissues can be
calculated in a similar fashion and are not included for brevity.
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Figure 2.25: Example output of the finite element modeling for depth of cut of
water-jet. In this example, maximum depth of cut is interpreted from
the outlet of the needle.

Table 2.7: Calculated values of Pw from (3.4) at different waterjet velocities for
15% and 20% G1652 SEBS soft tissue simulants for the needle with
D = 0.32mm.
G1652 15%, D = 0.32mm
v( ms )
Pw (M P a)
6.22
5.41
8.29
7.55
10.36
9.68
12.44
11.81
14.51
13.94
16.59
16.08

G1652 20%, D = 0.32mm
v( ms )
Pw (M P a)
9.33
6.89
10.37
7.73
12.44
9.42
13.47
10.27
14.51
11.11
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In Figure 2.26 we compare the outcome of the model to the experimental values
of the depth of cut vs time for the tissue obtained from the G1652-15% and 20%,
with the 0.32 mm inner diameter needle and with flow velocities of 10.37 and 14.51
m
,
s

respectively. The value of η has been chosen ad hoc to match the experimental

results, equal to the value of 0.75 for the first and 1.8 for the latter. A more detailed
discussion on the choice of the ellipsoid aspect ratio η is provided in Section 2.3.4.

Figure 2.26: DOC vs. time for 15% and 20% G1652 tissues; Experimental results
(symbols) vs fluid model (lines) with best-fitting η. Needle diameter
D = 0.32mm and waterjet velocities (for G1652 15% v = 10.36 ms and
for G1652 20% v = 14.51 ms ) are remained constant.
The Integration is performed with a starting condition of h = 0. To help the first
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integration steps, we assume that for values of h < dout /2, at the very beginning of
the cutting process, the surface of cut is not an ellipsoid, but a simple cone with dout
as base. This has no visible impact on the solution, but avoids the initial singularity
in the ellipsoid for h = 0, which may crash the integration.

Ellipsoid aspect ratio
We are interested here to prove the flexibility of the fluid model and check how
accurately we are able to reproduce experimental values for the DOC by fitting the
value of the free parameter η. As mentioned previously, writing the aspect ratio η of
the ellipsoid as a function of the penetration pressure gives us the freedom necessary
to fit closely to the experimental data.
Considering the results reported in Table 2.7, we run the fluid model for every
velocity-Pw condition, finding the value of η which reproduces best DOC value at 30
seconds. This value is shown in Figure 2.27-Up, for different tissues and needles. A
parabolic least-squares fit shows to reproduce fairly well the relation η − Pw . The
values of the coefficients are reported in Table 2.8, following the relation (with Pw in
Pascal):
η = aPw2 + bPw + c

(2.52)

The fitted expression for η(Pw ) was then inserted into the model, to reproduce the
value of the DOC at 30 seconds. A good agreement is shown in Figure 2.27. While a
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Strain gauges

Figure 2.27: Up: values of η that match the DOC at 30 seconds (symbols) and
parabolic fit (dashed lines). Down: DOC prediction from the fitted η
(solid lines) and experimental values (symbols).
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Table 2.8: Coefficients from parabolic least-squares fitting of η as a function of Pw
(equation 2.52), for different tissues and needles; N1: D = 0.32 mm, N2:
D = 0.24 mm.
a
b
c

G1650 15% N1
5.11e-15
-3.31e-07
6.53e+00

G1650 20% N1
8.22e-14
-2.52e-06
2.27e+01

G1652 15% N1
1.81e-14
-5.21e-07
4.18e+00

G1652 20% N1
1.65e-14
-4.86e-07
4.91e+00

G1650 15% N2
6.49e-16
-8.90e-08
4.54e+00

G1650 20% N2
7.12e-15
-5.44e-07
1.39e+01

physically sound procedure would be desirable for future modeling, the present results
fully confirm the flexibility of the present model, which is able to retrieve the DOC
to a good approximation, once η is tuned on the proper tissue-needle configuration.

2.4 Discussion
In this chapter, first a finite element model is proposed to understand the Waterjet soft tissue interaction. It is a preliminary study and finite element modeling is
computationally expensive and each run takes a long time and is not suitable for realtime applications. Based on the complexity of the finite element modeling and the
fact that it is highly time-consuming, developing a predictive mechanics-based model
for depth of cut as a function of tissue and needle properties seems to be necessary.
Therefore, a mechanics-based model is proposed for DOC of the waterjet in soft
tissue that only needs the properties of the tissue and the waterjet to predict the
DOC. Unlike other models discussed in the introduction section that their parameters are tuned based on the experiments, the proposed model is independent of the
experiments and is only dependent on the mechanical properties of the tissue being
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cut and the operating properties of the waterjet.
The model developed for penetration pressure in this chapter is based on the fracture mechanics-based force model developed in [27] and [145]. The process of crack
formation in the soft solid show that both fracture toughness and constitutive response are important parameters in determining the penetration pressure. The solid
goes through deformation before cracking starts. The advantage of using methods
based on fracture mechanics is that models based on this method can predict better
especially when failure happens [27] and [13]. This is specifically important for the
waterjet cutting of the soft tissue since the tissue goes through failure when fracture happens. Traditionally, researchers utilized fracture mechanics-based models for
cutting of industrial materials [18], [138] and [179]. This method has recently been
used to model the needle penetration into soft materials [20] and [145]. By equating
the work done in advancing the waterjet to the sum of the energy for tissue fracture
and stored strain energy in soft tissue, the penetration pressure of the waterjet is
modeled in this chapter. The developed penetration pressure model is a function of
tissue mechanical characteristics such as fracture toughness and shear modulus as
well as the waterjet properties such as diameter. Since soft tissue is viscoelastic, its
properties such as shear modulus and fracture toughness are strain rate dependent.
Therefore, in order to have a better validation of the model, these properties should
be measured in strain rates corresponding to the waterjet cutting of soft tissue.
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The work done in this chapter characterized the response of the soft material
while going through failure with the waterjet and provided a mechanics-based model
to predict the DOC of the waterjet in soft material. This work will be the foundation
for research in the waterjet-assisted surgery and waterjet steerable needles. The
penetration mechanism of the waterjet in soft tissue can be determined by the failure
mechanics of the soft tissue being penetrated. Criteria that can be used for soft tissue
failure include: comparison of the local stress induced by the waterjet impact to a
critical stress and comparison of the energy density input to the tissue to a critical
energy density or work of fracture. The latter is the used method in this chapter.
There are many advantages that are reported in literature for use of the waterjet
in medical applications. For instance it is proved that when using high-pressure
waterjet for surgical wound debridement for abrasion of necrotic tissue, the treatment
is performed in one session [26], [38] lowered the risk of infection [83] and less cost
in comparison to the usual surgical debridement [139]. Other advantages are less
intraoperative hemorrhage [26] and no thermal damage [26] in comparison to the
common approaches. Because of the mentioned advantages and promising results
with the waterjet, it was worth that the efficacy of the operations performed by the
waterjet was increased by providing closed-form mathematical equations to predict
the DOC of the waterjet as we did in this chapter.
From, the DOC vs. time response of the waterjet cutting soft tissue presented
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in Fig. 2.26, one can see that the depth of cut of the waterjet increases with higher
slope at the beginning of cutting and this slope decreases by increasing time that
imply the dependence of the energy of the waterjet on depth of penetration. This
result is consistent with other studies such as [26] where the authors mentioned that
the highest impact of the waterjet can be achieved at the very beginning when the
waterjet hits soft tissue and after that the water starts to flow radially that results
in decrease of the impact of the jet. This result is also consistent with the result of
the DOC vs. time presented by Morad et al. [163] in which the slope of the DOC vs.
time decreased after about 30 (s) and also with the results of depth of cut vs. time
presented in [164], [225] and [241]. In other words, the effective velocity of the waterjet
in soft medium is less than the velocity of the waterjet coming out of the nozzle. This
result is consistent with the result presented in [168] that the effective velocity of the
projectile in the viscoelastic medium is lower than the velocity measured before the
impact happens.
Several studies also confirm our results that the depth of the waterjet penetration
depends on the material properties of the penetrated soft tissue and characteristics of
the waterjet [224], [162], [163], [26] and [28]. Seok et al. [224] argued that the depth
of jet penetration into cadaveric cheeks increases as the velocity and pressure of the
jet increases. Baxter et al. [28] showed that skin parameters such as Young’s modulus
play an important role in the skin penetration depth. They concluded that depth of
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penetration increases as the Young’s modulus of skin decreases considering that the
jet velocity and nozzle diameter are kept constant. Our finding that DOC is almost
linear with increasing the waterjet velocity is in line with the results of Bahls et al.
[26] that confirm that there is a linear relationship between the waterjet pressure and
DOC. This result is also consistent with the results of the depth of penetration of the
high velocity projectile into soft tissue presented in [168] and the DOC of microject
into gelatin vs. velocity of the microject presented in [241]. The effect of the modulus
of elasticity on depth of penetration of the projectile is consistent with our results
that as the modulus of elasticity increases, the depth of penetration decreases. Bahls
et al. [26] also conducted some experiments with different combinations of gelatin
and water and found that the higher the ratio of the gelatin to water, the smaller the
DOC. This is consistent with our finding that the DOC has an inverse relationship
with the stiffness of the SEBS soft tissue simulants.
Equation (3.4) shows that the penetration pressure of the waterjet increases as the
diameter of the waterjet decreases, therefore there is an inverse relationship between
penetration pressure and diameter of the waterjet. It also shows that penetration
pressure has a direct relationship with fracture toughness, shear modulus and strain
hardening factor of the soft solid. (2.27) shows that depth of cut of the waterjet in soft
solid has a direct relationship with the waterjet velocity and an inverse relationship
with penetration pressure. These are in agreement with the experimental results
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depicted in [162] stating that DOC has a direct relationship with volumetric flow rate
of the waterjet (thus the velocity of the waterjet) and an inverse relationship with
diameter of the waterjet and stiffness of the soft solid. Although decreasing diameter
increases the penetration pressure, however, according to (2.50) as diameter of the
waterjet decreases the velocity of the waterjet increases and this increase is more than
the increase in penetration pressure. Thus, the overall impact of decreasing diameter
is the increase of DOC.
The shape of the stress-strain curve presented in Fig. 2.19 and 2.20 is consistent
with the findings of the Shergold et al. [230] who measured the uniaxial stress vs.
strain response of pig skin and silicone rubber at low and high strain rates (in the
range of 0.004 to 4000 s−1 ). It is also demonstrated that the common Mooney-Rivlin
model is not suitable to describe the constitutive behavior of rubber-like solids and
Ogden strain energy density function is a better option to describe the constitutive
response of the soft solids with strong strain hardening capacity. According to their
results, the constitutive response of pig skin is sensitive over the range of 0.004 to
4000 s−1 , but the silicone rubber stiffens and strengthens at strain rates over 40
s−1 . A similar trend is observed between the results of Shergold et al. [230] and our
results. The stress level is increased by increasing the strain rate, but the shape of
the constitutive response is unchanged. Similarly to this research, our results also
consider that the strain hardening factor α does not change with strain rate, however
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increasing strain rates increase the shear modulus µ of the soft solid. The stiffening
of the soft tissue while applying the waterjet is also observed in the researches like
[280]. In this research, authors observed that the colon wall was thickened by more
than three times after application of the waterjet device.
The strain rate dependency of human tissues are explored in different studies.
For instance Comley et al. [45] argued that adipose tissue has a Young’s modulus of
approximately E = 1kPa at low rates of strain on the order of 0.001 s−1 and goes
through a considerable stiffening with Young’s modulus of E = 3 MPa at high rates
of strain on the order of 1000 s−1 . This is in line with our results presented in Fig.
2.20.
According to several studies [27] and [230], the stress-strain curve of the soft
tissue response is J-shaped and that it is also strain rate dependent. The Ogden fit
[175] is proved to be a good model to describe the constitutive response of materials
that go through strain hardening like soft tissues. The Ogden model is good for
incompressible, isotropic and hyperelastic materials. The selected model for soft
tissue assumed nonlinear elastic behavior whereas viscoelastic effects can also be
present. The fact that the mechanical properties of the SEBS soft tissue simulants
are strain rate sensitive implies the presence of viscoelastic effects over high rates
of strain. SEBS is chosen as the main material for soft tissue simulants for model
verification because of its viscoelastic nature that could mimic the response of real
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biological tissues while going through failure [168].
This research is done in line with developing motion models for a new class of
steerable needles called Fracture-directed waterjet steerable needles [22], [284] and
[23], in which the direction of tissue fracture is controlled by the waterjet and then
the flexible needle follows the path. Fig. 2.28 depicts the idea of the fracture-directed
waterjet steerable needles. Predicting the DOC of the waterjet in soft tissue is the
first step towards developing control-friendly motion models for this class of steerable
needles.
Rotating
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Tissue

Tissue

Tissue

Tissue

Tissue

Tissue

Tissue

Flexible
Needle

Jet of water
fractures tissue

Needle follows the
fracture

Nozzle direction control
the direction of tissue
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Needle
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Figure 2.28: New class of needle steering techniques namely fracture-directed waterjet needle steering. In this method, the direction of the tissue fracture
is controlled by the controllable waterjet nozzle and then the flexible
needle made of Nitinol follows the cut path by the waterjet. This
process continues until the needle reaches to the desired location in
the soft tissue to perform the designated task either surgical or drug
delivery. The direction of the needle can be controlled by rotating the
nozzle inside the tissue and cutting a new path in another direction
by the waterjet.
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2.5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter, a mechanics-based model is proposed to predict the depth of cut
of the waterjet in soft tissue. The model can predict the DOC of the waterjet in soft
tissue based on the tissue properties (constitutive response and fracture toughness)
and waterjet properties (velocity and diameter). The model is verified with experiments in SEBS soft tissue simulants. This research sets foundation to predict the
depth-of-cut of the waterjet in soft tissue for the waterjet-assisted medical applications including waterjet surgery and waterjet steerable needles. Future work include
verifying the model with experiments in real biological tissues.

Appendix A: Procedure for Derivation of (2.16) and (3.5)
In this appendix, the procedure for derivation of the (2.16) and (3.5) is explained.
Equation (2.15) can be re-written using the volume change elements as:
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In order to make this integral neater, we can define: γ = ( sr22 )2 and thus dγ =
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can be re-written as:
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Using the same procedure, ( ss21 )α =

(2.56)
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From volume conservation we already know that s1 2 − r1 2 = s2 2 − r2 2 . Dividing
the sides of this equation by r2 2 , we can write:
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And thus:
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From here, the following equation can be deduced:
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And thus (2.16) and (3.5) can be derived.
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CHAPTER THREE
FRACTURE-DIRECTED WATERJET NEEDLE STEERING

In this chapter, a new class of the steerable needles that we name Fracture-directed
Waterjet Steerable Needles is presented. In this type of the steerable needles, the
direction of the tissue fracture is controlled by the high velocity waterjet coming
out of a sub-millimeter angled nozzle and then flexible needle follows. This process
continues until the needle is steered to the target point (Refer to Fig. 2.28).
First off, the insertion forces of the waterjet needle are measured and compared to
that of the needle with no waterjet. It is shown that waterjet reduces the tip forces
reflected back to the base of the needle (the cutting is done by the waterjet thus
cutting forces are eliminated). Then, the effect of the varying cut-depth is presented
to control the curvature of the waterjet steerable needles. A kinematic model is
proposed for the waterjet steerable needles and a path planning scheme based on
Genetic Algorithm is explored. Finally, the effect of the duty cycling of the waterjet
on curvature of the needle is explored and shown that duty cycling of the waterjet can
control the curvature from zero (no Waterjet ON) to maximum curvature (Waterjet
ON for all steps).
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3.1 Waterjet Needle Insertion Forces
Water-jet technology has been used extensively for decades industrially for many
applications including mining, plastic, metal, stone, wood and produce cutting. The
use of the water-jet in medical applications has been developed more recently and it
is used for different applications such as soft tissue resection, bone cutting, wound
debridement and surgery. We have proposed a new application of the water-jet technology in the medical field is proposed, namely water-jet steerable needles.
In order to show the efficacy of the proposed waterjet steerable needles in comparison to traditional steerable needles, we have measured the insertion forces of the
waterjet needle and compared it to the traditional needle. To accomplish this, we have
designed and built a needle insertion system which has a custom-designed water-jet
nozzle attached to a Nitinol needle as its ”needle” (refer to Fig. 2.13). Insertions with
and without water-jet into 10%, 15% and 20% Poly (styrene-b-ethylene-co-butyleneb-styrene) triblock copolymer (SEBS) tissue-mimicking simulants are performed and
the associated force data is measured using a force sensor at the base of the needle.
The results of the force vs. displacement show that the water-jet reduces the insertion
force associated with traditional needles by eliminating cutting forces.
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3.1.1 Introduction
The use of the high-pressure water in industry dates back over a century. In the
mid-1880s, water-jets were first used in hydraulic mining to flush out coal from the
working surface of a mine [233]. The development of high-pressure pumps makes the
cutting of the harder materials a possibility. To date, water-jet cutting has been used
for cutting plastic, high-strength alloys, metals, stone, wood and food products.
Cutting occurs when energy is introduced into the material to overcome its chemical bindings in the structure of the material. For instance, thermal cutting methods
use the energy of chemical reactions, electricity, or light to create high temperatures
to melt or ablate the material at the point of the cutting. Mechanical methods use the
kinetic energy of the moving tool or create ductile materials by using pressure [233].
Water-jet cutting can be considered as a mechanical method in which energy of the
high speed jet is applied to the work-piece. The water acts as a cooling agent also
and leads to a very high quality cut–low kerf with low surface roughness.
Water-jet cutting has more recently been applied in medical applications. In
surgery, Waterjet is used to dissect organs. Water-jet techniques have also been used
to resect liver [181], where a saline jet of 965.27 kPa was created using a standard
agricultural electrically-driven spray system. Waterjets have also been used for dissections of the liver [192, 246, 24, 25]. The efficiency of the water jet for hepatic
resections are examined in [256]. They came into conclusion that water jet dissection
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reduces large blood volume loss. The water jet system called the Helix Hydro-jet was
introduced for dissection of the Glioma and normal brain tissue. It has a hand-piece
with nozzle of 100 µm in diameter [194]. In [171], the authors performed water-jet
dissection of 50 porcine brains. They used different nozzle types (80– − 150) µm and
different levels of the water-jet pressure (96.57– − 3, 999) kPa. They concluded that
water-jet can dissect the brain parenchyma precisely with vessel preservation and
that there is a linear relationship between water-jet pressure and depth of dissection.
Water-jet is also used in renal surgery [95, 191]. They successfully removed the tumor
of the lower pole of the left kidney and cleaned the renal parenchyma. Other medical
applications of the water-jet technology include wound debridement [85], orthopedic
surgery [219] and bone cutting [92].
Water-jet cutting has several advantages compared to conventional cutting methods. One advantage of the water-jet cutting is that because the water acts as a
coolant, there are not temperature-related damages to the surrounding tissues, as
seen with thermal ablation, grinding, or sawing. Second, water-jet cutting is precise,
fast and removes minimal material, where the water washes out the debris and leaves
low-roughness surfaces. Using water-jet during surgery also decreases bleeding [256].
These advantages made water-jet to be appealing for medical applications.
Percutaneous therapies constitute a large fraction of the medical procedures, including blood and tissue sampling, injecting drugs and anesthetics, implanting ra-
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dioactive seeds, etc. In brachytherapy cancer treatment and tissue biopsy, needles
are used to reach precise locations in the body. High insertion forces can complicate
reaching the intended target with high accuracy. Research shows that lower insertion force can reduce needle bending and tissue deflection [253]. Therefore, researchers
have actively researched ways to reduce the insertion forces. Methods proposed in the
literature to reduce the insertion forces include changing needle geometry [195, 264],
using smaller needles [49] and inserting the needle with different insertion speeds
and/or vibration [91].
Figure 3.1 depicts forces acting on the needle in traditional needle insertion and
in the proposed water-jet method. Felastic is the elastic force that fractures the tissue
and forms a crack. This force exists before puncturing the tissue and acts on the
needle from point at which the needle comes in contact with the undeformed surface
of the tissue to when tissue is maximally deformed, just prior to puncture. Our
experimental results do not show this force because we started to collect data after
puncture. Fcutting is the cutting force and Ff riction is the friction force acting along
the shaft of the needle. The red line depicts the forces acting on the needle in the
case of the traditional needles and the blue diagram is the force acting on the needle
in the case of the water-jet needle, which is only friction. Our experimental results
showed that the frictional force with the waterjet is even lower than a traditional
needle, likely due to lubrication provided by the water during insertion.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the forces acting on the needle passing through the tissue
for: (a) the no water-jet case with a traditional needle and (b) using
water-jet cutting. Felastic is the elastic force that fractures the tissue and
forms a crack (this force only exists before puncture and from the surface of the undeformed tissue to the maximally deformed one), Fcutting
is the cutting force and Ff riction is the friction force acting along the
shaft of the needle (these two forces act on the needle from puncture
to maximally inserting the needle and before exiting the tissue). (c) In
the case of the waterjet (blue schematic), the tip forces are eliminated
and only friction along the shaft of the needle exists (it is even expected
to be lower than friction due to lubrication provided by water). For
traditional needles (red schematic), insertion force can be defined as
Finsertion = Felastic + Fcutting + Ff riction and in the case of the needle with
water-jet, relationship Finsertion = Ff riction holds. Experimental results
also verified these relationships (Our results do not show Felastic because
we started after puncture.)
In this section, it is shown that using water-jet, the tip forces are eliminated
and only the friction force remains. To explain it more precisely, the insertion force
experienced by a physician (or robot) at the base of the needle has been reduced.
This force experienced at the base of the needle is the combination of the elastic,
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friction and cutting force at the tip.The proposed method reduces the forces that
build up at the tip and are transmitted along the shaft of the needle back to the user
at the base of the needle. Much of the force that is experienced by the user at the
base of the needle is due to the elastic buildup at the tip that is necessary to cause
sufficient pressure at the very tip of the needle to start fracture. With the water
jet, this elastic buildup is not necessary because the 300µm waterjet is only putting
pressure on the tiny amount of the tissue it is trying to fracture. The second reason
is looking forward to needles that are curving in tissue that experience buckling and
using waterjet, this effect will be eliminated.
The experimental force data along with codes to run the data are uploaded to
Mendeley Data in order for other researchers to use them for their own research
purposes is available at http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/dzhg3d69mb.1.

3.1.2 Materials and Methods
Tissue Preparation
Common materials for tissue-mimicking simulants are gelatin, rubbers, leather,
silicon elastomers, soap, lard and clay [14]. These materials can provide an average
representation of the soft tissue. In the case of the gelatin, the ratio of the solid
content to water can be changed to alter the mechanical properties. Most common
combinations of the gelatin are 10% and 20% solid with the remaining water. The
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amount of the solid determines the softness of the gel. Water-based nature of the
gelatin causes time, temperature and humidity-dependent issues. Properties can be
changed due to excessive heating during production or storage. The advantage of
using SEBS as the tissue simulant material is containing non-aqueous solvents, which
makes it more environmentally stable substitute for water-based hydrogels (such as
gelatin) in terms of increased operational temperature ranges and lifetime. Additionally, SEBS tissues are optically clear, their Young’s modulus can easily be altered
by changing the polymer content, they have low Young’s modulus but high fracture
toughness, which is similar to bio-tissues and lower friction than many other materials
with low Young’s modulus like silicone rubbers.
Poly (styrene-b-ethylene-co-butylene-b-styrene) triblock copolymer (SEBS), Kraton Polymers LLC (G1652, Houston, TX, USA) is used as the main ingredient of the
tissue-mimicking phantoms. Light mineral oil is used as the solvent. SEBS material
and mineral oil are weighed out to produce mixtures containing 10, 15 and 20 vol%
SEBS. The mixture was then put into the oven at 120o C for 6 hours (for mixtures
containing a lower amount of the SEBS this time is lower) and was mixed occasionally
to produce a homogeneous solution without any visible undissolved powder. It was
degassed afterwards using a vacuum chamber to eliminate any air bubble trapped
in the solution. The solution is then poured into rectangular molds of dimensions
100 × 100 × 50 mm, then let to cool down in room temperature before removing
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from the molds. The Young’s modulus of these tissue simulants can be found from
(3.1), which we derived from the log-log plot of the Young’s modulus versus polymer
fraction figure presented in [168].

Y oung 0 s modulus = c(P olymer f raction)m

(3.1)

Where c = 4.6018 × 106 and m = 2.2234. Therefore, the Young’s modulus of
10%, 15% and 20% SEBS are 27, 68 and 128 kPa, respectively, which are relevant to
stiffnesses of the real biological tissues [274]. In particular, Young’s moduli of 10%,
15% and 20% are similar to uterus and cervix tissues, the Young’s moduli of which
are in the range of 30 − 90 kPa [112], prostate in the range of 62 − 69 kPa [123],
thrombus in the range of 8 − 38 kPa [278], breast with modulus of 29 kPa [89] and
muscle in the range of 7 − 57 kPa [185, 131].

Experimental Setup
The experimental setup used for all experiments is shown in Fig. 3.2. A linear
actuator is used to drive the needle into the tissue simulant with the velocity of
insertions 1, 5 and 10

mm
.
s

These insertion velocities are known to be relevant to

insertions in real medical applications [4]. These velocities can be adjusted in the
designed graphical user interface (GUI) by setting the depth of insertion and time.
This multi-threaded application developed using Microsoft Visual C++ is not only
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capable of communicating with and controlling the needle experiment but also reading
the force sensor and control the pump system through serial communications. This
user interface records data to a .CSV file and is capable of the feedback control.

Camera

High-pressure
Pump

Custom-designed
Needle with Force
Sensor at the Base of
Tissue Phantom
the Needle

Light Box

Electronics

Distilled
Water
PC with Control
Software

Linear Slide with
Stepper Motors

To Vacuum Pump

Figure 3.2: Experimental setup of the water-jet system to measure the forces at
the base of the needle. A linear actuator drives the needle into tissue
with a given velocity of insertion adjusted in the customized software.
A high-pressure pump with changeable flow rate is used to create highpressure water for experiments with water-jet. A load cell at the base
of the needle measures insertion forces and the data are gathered in the
control software.

To allow high-fidelity control of the volumetric flow rate and the ability to measure
pressure at the pump, an off-the-shelf pump traditionally used for high-performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC) named PR-class Dual Piston is used (PR100PFT3D,
Scientific Systems Inc., State College, PA, USA). This system can provide pressures
up to 27.58 MPa and flow rates up to 100

mL
min

at the maximum pressure. Pure distilled

water is used in this Pure Waterjet cutting system and a suction system attached near
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the base of the needle avoids the water from splashing while inserting and cutting.
The suction tube is attached to a suction canister and a vacuum pump.
One major concern here may be the volume of the water that needs to be cleared
from the cutting area. It seems that if the water is not cleared fast enough, the
remaining pressure near the needle tip causes potential problems with the surrounding
tissue and diminish the effectiveness of the water cutting. However, the reality is
that in waterjet insertions while the water hits and cuts the tissue the majority of
it splashes back and is suctioned through the suction tube and gathered in suction
canister that is attached to a vacuum pump and this does not let water to be trapped
in the cutting path.
For the water-jet needle, first, a piece of 1.59 mm copper tubing is cut to about 45
mm of length. Then, a piece of the Nitinol is cut and sanded to remove the oxide layer,
so that the solder would adhere. Next, the Nitinol wire was soldered inside the 1.59
mm copper tubing. Finally, the copper tubing is attached to the ferruled reducer and
then to the water pump via standard tubing. The Nitinol tube acts as a needle with
inner diameter of 0.32 mm and outer diameter of 0.58 mm. Superelastic properties of
the Nitinol makes it a good candidate to be used as a material for steerable needles
[60]. Fig. 3.3 represents the custom-designed needle used in needle insertions with
and without water-jet.
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Nozzle
Copper Tubing
Nitinol with 0.32
mm inner
diameter

Water Tubing

Figure 3.3: Custom-designed needle for insertions. The needle consists of a copper
tubing soldered to a superelastic material named Nitinol as its ”needle”.
The copper tubing is attached to a ferruled reducer and then standard
tubing.

Force measurement using insertions with and without water-jet
Three distinct experiments are conducted to compare the insertion forces of the
traditional needles and waterjet needles. These include: (a) insertion of a needle
without the waterjet to give a baseline for a traditional needle’s insertion forces, (b)
reinserting a needle without waterjet in the existing channel from (a) to determine
the frictional component of (a) and (c) a new insertion with the waterjet enabled (in
a fresh channel) to compare the insertion forces against both the traditional needle
insertion and the friction-only component of a traditional insertion.
These three different tests are done on 10%, 15% and 20% SEBS tissues, with
each test sample of size 100 × 100 × 50 mm. First, the needle is inserted into the
tissue with velocities of insertion of 1, 5 and 10

mm
s

using the linear slide and without

running the water-jet. These insertion velocities are relevant to insertion velocities
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during clinical percutaneous needle insertion procedures [4]. The needle is inserted
50 mm through the tissue and force data is recorded at the rate of 5 data per second
using the customized GUI. The data is recorded until the needle reaches the maximum
insertion depth. The needle is then retracted and reinserted into the same channel
using the same velocity of insertion and without water running and the force data for
the second insertion in the same channel is also recorded. This second insertion in the
same channel is intended to disambiguate the frictional forces from the cutting forces
at the tip for the non-waterjet scenario. To insure that the needle will follow the same
path, the setup was remained unchanged between the two sets of the experiments.
Then, another insertion is conducted when the pump is turned on with volumetric
flow rates of 10, 20 and 30

mL
min

for 10%, 15% and 20% SEBS tissues, respectively. In

these trials, the needle is inserted with the same velocities of insertion along with the
jet of water that cuts a small distance in front of the needle to let the needle pass
the tissue. 10 experiments are done for each stage, with total of 90 experiments for
each tissue so 3 (tissues) × 3 (velocities of insertion) × 3 (number of different tests)
× 10 (number of the experiments in each stage) = 270 experiments are done and the
average of 10 experiments and the standard deviation of the data are calculated for
each stage, so that the results are statistically meaningful.
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3.1.3 Results and Discussion
In this part, results of the tests with insertions with and without water-jet are
provided. Results of the force measurements with and without water-jet are presented
and demonstrate how using the water-jet for cutting can decrease the insertion force
by eliminating tip forces.

Waterjet Needles Result in a Reduction in Insertion Force of Over 50 %
The average force from 3 different experiments on each tissue is plotted against
the needle displacement. Fig. 3.4 shows the force vs. displacement for insertions with
no water, no water reinsertion through the same channel and with water-jet for 10%,
15% and 20% SEBS tissues with 3 different velocities of insertion. The bars on the
figure represent one standard deviation above and one standard deviation below the
data. The following results can be observed from these figures:
• Comparing the forces in the case of the insertions with no waterjet and insertions with water-jet, it is apparent that water-jet reduces the insertion force
by eliminating the tip forces and only friction force exists. The total insertion
force by water jet is even lower and the authors propose that this is due to the
lubrication effect of the water in the channel.
• The needle passing through the tissue (in traditional needle insertion methods)
experiences different phases of cutting. In phase 1, the tissue deflects and the
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Figure 3.4: Force vs. displacement measurement for ten trials each in: (A - C)
10% SEBS tissue simulant with 3 different velocities of insertion (D F) 15% SEBS tissue simulant with 3 different velocities of insertion and
(G - I) 20% SEBS tissue simulant with 3 different velocities of insertion.
The black plot (the one with circles) shows the total insertion force in
the case of the traditional needle insertion after puncture. This force
is equal to Fcutting + Ff riction . The red plot (the one with asterisks)
depicts only friction force (Ff riction ) (acquired with inserting the needle
into the previously cut channel). The last plot (blue one with squares)
represents the total insertion force with water-jet needle. As is evident
from all figures, total insertion force using water-jet is even lower than
the friction force since water-jet eliminates tip forces and lubricates the
channel while insertion.
force gradually rises due to elastic forces. This occurs from the surface of the
undeformed tissue to when the tissue is maximally deformed (before puncture).
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This is represented in Fig. 3.1 as Felastic . The results shown in Fig. 3.4 do not
include this stage since we started to gather the data after puncture. In phase
2, the tissue is cut and initial crack is formed (puncture). Needle geometry
widens the crack and the needle passes through with friction acting between
the needle and the tissue. This is from when puncture occurs till the needle is
inserted maximally into the tissue. This is expressed as Fcutting + Ff riction in the
top panel of the Fig. 3.1 - c. This stage is obvious in our results with traditional
needle insertion. There is also phase 3 that the needle exits the tissue and only
the frictional force is present. This stage is not relevant to our data since we
went 50 mm into the tissue and did not pass all the way through it. These
3 stages are consistent with previous research on traditional needle insertions
[99].
• The 20% SEBS tissue has a higher frictional force. This is in agreement with
standard sliding friction models where the friction is a function of a coefficient
and the normal force (or normal pressure across the surface area). In the case
of the 20%, even though the needle is the same size and displacing the same
amount of the tissue, because it has a higher elastic modulus then the normal
force/pressure will be higher for the same volume of the tissue displaced by the
needle.
• The insertion forces in both the traditional needle insertions and in water-jet
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needle insertions show a rate-dependent behavior. The forces are higher for
higher velocities of insertions. This observation is consistent with previous
research in needle insertions [47]. Webster et al. [267] also observed that
the force data are variable at different velocities and some of the plots are
smoother than others. Mechanical resonance of the linear stage-stepper motor
combination is the reason for this. At velocities near to its resonances, it will
vibrate more that this causes the vibrations in the force readings.
• The frictional force is dependent on the depth of insertion and increases as the
insertion depth increases. It also depends on the stiffness of the tissue. These
observations are in line with previous research on traditional needle insertions
[207]. This will lead to overall increased insertion force in stiffer tissues.
• The purpose of using needles in the first place is to reduce the tear in the tissue
while accessing a target. It may seem that waterjet increases tear surrounding
the needle, but considering that the diameter of the water jet is smaller than
the needle and the time that the water jet is in contact with the tissue is so
small, only a small cutting in front of the needle will be achieved and there
is not enough time for the water-jet to tear the surrounding tissue. This can
be achieved by calculating an optimum velocity of insertion that ensures small
cutting and avoids the tear and damage to the tissue.
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3.1.4 Conclusions
In this section, a linear actuator was utilized to drive the needle into tissue with
known insertion velocity. Force data were collected in the experiments with and
without water-jet. The results with the force data showed that this method can be
used as a promising method to decrease the insertion force, which is very important
in medical applications.

3.2 Fracture-directed Waterjet Steerable Needles
Steerable needles are a type of medical devices that can steer around obstacles
to reach to a target location and thus can improve the accuracy of the medical procedures. Radius-of-Curvature (ROC) is of paramount importance while designing
steerable needles and achieving smaller radius and being able to control it is very
important in evaluating the efficacy of the steerable needles.
In this section, we present a new class of the steerable needles, which we call
waterjet-directed steerable needles, where the underlying principle is to first control
the direction of the tissue fracture with waterjet, after which the needle will follow
during subsequent insertion. Here, the direction of the tissue fracture is controlled
by an angled waterjet nozzle and control of the water velocity and then the flexible
Nitinol needle follows.
It is shown that changing the velocity of the waterjet and thus depth of cut,
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radius of curvature can be controlled. It is found out that fixed waterjet tip angle
and varying water exit velocity to control the depth of cut is one way of controlling
the curvature of the waterjet needle. The other way to control the radius of curvature
is by duty cycling of the waterjet and it is shown that it can be controlled from about
0 (when waterjet is OFF at all steps) to maximum curvature (when waterjet is ON for
all steps). It is also found that the curvature is a linear function of the duty cycling
and that the smallest ROC of the waterjet steerable needle (when waterjet is ON at
all steps) is improved in comparison to the smallest ROC of the traditional steerable
needles in the same tissue medium.
A discrete-step kinematic model is used to model the motion of the waterjet
steerable needle. This model consist of two parts: (1) the mechanics-based model that
predicts the cut-depth of the waterjet in soft tissue based on soft tissue properties,
waterjet diameter and water exit velocity which explained in detail in Chapter 2
and (2) a discrete-step kinematic bicycle model of the steerable needle travel. Path
planning is accomplished through a genetic algorithm and the efficacy of the waterjet
steerable needle is tested for different paths.

3.2.1 Introduction
Steerable needles technology is relatively a new endeavor by several research
groups around the world that is developed with the promise of improving the efficacy of the medical procedures and biopsies [93, 167, 238, 2, 284]. Steerable needles
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came into existence to correct unwanted needle bending and tissue motion in addition
to steering around obstacles to avoid anatomical constraints and reach to targets in
the anatomy with greater accuracy [53, 46].
There are several steering techniques developed in the literature that an extensive
review is provided in [250] and in Chapter 1 of this dissertation. These techniques
include base manipulation [57], bevel tip with and without curve [267, 9], precurved
stylet [178] and active cannula [220, 268] among others. Among these methods,
Flexure-Based Steerable Needles achieved the best radius-of-curvature to date [235].
These methods mostly rely on creating an asymmetric force at the tip of the needle to
change the direction of the tissue fracture as the needle is inserted [6, 235]. Furthermore, these methods rely on the complex elastic interaction between the tip of the
needle and the surrounding tissue to achieve an angled fracture direction. A complete
discussion on the current limitations of the steerable needles is provided in Chapter
1. Therefore, introducing new methods for needle steering that promise smaller ROC
is necessary.
In traditional steerable needles, rotational duty cycling (periods of continual spinning) is used to adjust the curvature [235, 75, 155, 148]. However, rotational dutycycle methods must account for the inherent torsional windup associated with twisting
a long, super-elastic needle about the insertion axis[203, 239]. Therefore, introducing
new and more efficient ways to adjust the radius of curvature in steerable needles
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seems to be lacking too.
In this section, a new class of the steerable needles namely fracture-directed waterjet steerable needles is used to achieve a significantly greater control over the
direction of the tissue fracture. In waterjet needle steering, first the direction of the
tissue is controlled by the waterjet with sub-millimeter diameter and then the flexible
tube made of Nitinol follows the fractured path. The depth of the tissue fracture
is controlled by adjusting the volumetric flow rate of the pump since our previous
research [22] showed that considering all other variables constant, the depth-of-cut
of the waterjet in soft tissue is a linear function of the waterjet velocity exiting the
needle.
Furthermore, the angle of the tissue fracture is achieved using a fixed-angle nozzle
that shoots the waterjet in an angle relative to the needle tip. Although this is
one possible way of implementing fracture-directed steerable needles, this promises
the potential of the radius of curvature and steerablility that are unattainable with
current tip steerable needles.
First off, the effect of the waterjet velocity and thus length of the cut channel
is explored on achievable radius of curvature of the needle in two tissue stiffnesses.
However, a better approach to control the curvature would be by duty cycling of
the waterjet. Thus, as a better approach, duty cycling of the waterjet is used to
control the curvature of the waterjet needle. By duty cycling of the waterjet, the
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curvature can be controlled from approximately 0 (insertion without waterjet) to
maximum curvature (insertion with waterjet ON for all steps) and it is shown that
the curvature of the needle is a linear function of the duty cycling. The minimum
radius of curvature achieved with this method in 10% by Weight Knox Gelatin soft
tissue simulants is compared to the best ROCs obtained in the steerable needles
literature in the same medium. It is shown that waterjet steerable needles can reach
a smaller ROC in comparison to the conventional steerable needles in the same soft
tissue simulants. A kinematic model relating the depth of cut and the base rotation
to the motion of the needle is also presented.
Fig. 3.5 shows the underlying principle of the waterjet steerable needles, in which
the direction of the tissue fracture is controlled by angled waterjet and then the
flexible Nitinol tube follows. This process continues until the waterjet needle reaches
to a target location avoiding obstacles. This photo shows the general form of the
waterjet steerable needles in which the the nozzle angle can be controlled, however in
the experiments in this section, a fixed angle nozzle shown in Fig. 3.7 is used.

3.2.2 Materials and Methods
In this section, the materials and methodology used for soft tissue preparation, the
experimental setup used for experiments, the curvature measurements of the waterjet
steerable needle, the modeling of the needle motions and the path planning algorithm
are described.
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Figure 3.5: Underlying Principle of the Waterjet Steerable Needles. First, the direction of the tissue fracture is controlled by angled sub-millimeter waterjet
and then the flexible Nitinol tube follows the cut path. This process
continuous till the needle avoids the obstacles and reaches to a target
location. Direction of the curvature can be changed by rotating the
base of the needle. Note that this figure shows the general principle
of the waterjet needle steering and the experiments in this chapter are
conducted using a fixed-angle nozzle shown in Fig. 3.7.

Tissue Simulants Preparation
Because of the difficulties associated with using real biological tissues (some of
these are mentioned in previous section), we have used Poly (styrene-b-ethylene-cobutylene-b-styrene) triblock copolymer (SEBS) by Kraton Polymers LLC (G1650,
Houston, TX, USA) as the main material for our tissue-mimicking simulants. The
solvent used for SEBS is light mineral oil, which makes it a more environmentally
stable substitute for water-based hydrogels [22, 284]. To make the tissue simulants,
SEBS material and mineral oil are weighed out to produce mixtures with 10 and
15 vol% SEBS. The mixture is then put in the oven at 150◦ C for about 2 to 6
hours based on the percentage of the SEBS and it was mixed from time to time to
get a homogeneous solution without any undissolved powder. After this time, the
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solution is degassed in a vacuum chamber to eliminate any air bubbles trapped in the
solution. The solution is then poured into molds of 100 × 100 × 30 mm and then let
cool down to room temperature and solidify before releasing from the molds. One
of the most attractive features of the SEBS is the ability to accurately control the
elastic properties of the materials through control of the volume fractions of the SEBS
powder and mineral oil solvent [168].
10% by Weight Knox Gelatin (Kraft Foods Global Inc., IL) soft tissue simulants
are also used as the main tissue substitutes in experiments to compare the waterjet
needle with traditional steerable needles since 10% by weight Knox Gelatin is the
common tissue used in the literature for experiments with traditional steerable needles. Knox Gelatin is mixed with hot water until completely dissolved. Then the
mixture is put in the vacuum chamber so that all the air bubbles trapped in the
solution are disappeared. The solution is then poured into molds of 100 × 100 × 30
mm and then put in the refrigerator at 4o C for 8 hours before removing from the
molds. Because of the water-based nature of the samples and to avoid the samples
from drying, all the experiments are done in the same day.
As described fully in Chapter 2, low strain rate static compression, high strain rate
split-Hopkinson-pressure-bar (SHPB) and fracture toughness tests were conducted
on SEBS soft tissue simulants to characterize the tissue phantoms. The high strain
rate tests are conducted to have the tissue properties at strain rates associated with
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waterjet velocities. An Ogden model was used to find the shear modulus and strain
hardening factor of the soft tissues at different waterjet velocities by fitting the stressstrain curve of the tissues. These results are used to predict the cut depth of the
waterjet in soft tissue based on tissue and waterjet properties (refer to Chapter 2 for
detailed explanations).

Waterjet Steerable Needle Design and Experimental Setup
The insertion unit consists of two components, a 85mm long nickel-titanium tube
(GoodFellow Corporation, Coraopolis, PA) and a 6.85 mm long 3D-printed polycaprolactone (PCL) nozzle. The nickel-titanium tube has 0.33 mm outer diameter
with 0.24 mm inner diameter and the PCL nozzle has 1.6mm outer diameter with
0.33mm inner diameter at the base and 0.24mm diameter at the tip. The PCL nozzle was 3D-printed by FDM printer then attached to the nickel-titanium tube using
cyanocrylate glue. Fig. 3.6 shows the CAD model of the designed needle without the
tip (refer to Fig.2.13 for the built needle without the tip) and Fig. 3.7-Left and and
Fig. 3.7-Right show the schematic of the fixed-angle nozzle and the angle at which
the designed needle cuts the tissue, respectively.
Fig.3.8 shows the experimental setup in which a high pressure pump (PR-class
Dual Piston, PR100PFT3D, Scientific Systems Inc., State College, PA, USA) provides
mL
). When the water velocity
a computer-controlled volumetric flow rate (up to 100 min

exceeds the threshold necessary to fracture the tissue, a channel will be cut at an
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Figure 3.6: CAD model of the Waterjet Needle that consist of a Nitinol tube with
sub-millimeter diameter soldered to a copper tubing which is connected
to the waterjet nozzle and then PEEK tubing. Two custom-designed
gears along with the motor provide the rotation at base of the needle
to change the direction of the steering.
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Figure 3.7: Waterjet fixed-angle tip used in the experiments in this section. (Left)
Schematic of the fixed-angle nozzle principle and (Right) Waterjet needle tip with 38o angle.
angle (equal to the tip angle) relative to tangent to the needle tip, due to the nozzle
design. For the experiments to study the effect of varying depth of cut on needle
curvature, a 30o tip is used and for duty cycling experiments, the tip angle is 38o .
Manufacturing of the nozzle at the exact intended angle is challenging and further
research should be conducted to have repetitive manufacturing process at that small
scale. Suction canister and a vacuum pump, are used to collect the water that sprays
back out along the shaft of the needle during experiments. Telescopic sheath made of
two concentric copper tubes is used to prevent buckling of the needle during insertions
without waterjet (buckling is not an issue when inserting with waterjet). Rotation
motor and gear are used to rotate the needle to change the direction of the steering.
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Figure 3.8: Setup for waterjet needle steering tests. For curvature control by varying
cut-depth tests: First, high-pressure pump is set to the desired flow rate
based on the desired depth-of-cut and then waterjet cuts a channel in
tissue at 30◦ , the pump is turned off and the needle follows the channel
. This process continues until the
with the velocity of insertion of 1 mm
s
needle is steered in the tissue. For curvature control using waterjet duty
cycling tests: First, high-pressure pump is set to the desired flow rate
based on the stiffness of the tissue (for 10% SEBS, 15% SEBS and Knox
mL
) and then waterjet
Gelatin, the flow rates are set to 40, 70 and 10 min
◦
cuts a channel in tissue at 38 angle. The pump is turned off and then
.
the needle follows the channel with the velocity of insertion of 1 mm
s
For insertions without waterjet, the pump is turned off and the needle
is inserted with velocity of insertion of 0.5 mm
. Telescopic sheath made
s
of two copper tubes is used to prevent buckling of the needle during
insertions without waterjet. The needle has inner diameter (ID) of 0.24
mm and outer diameter (OD) of 0.33 mm and the tip has ID = 0.24
mm.
For the experiments to study the effect of varying depth of cut on needle curvature,
the desired depth of cut is controlled by the time and duration of the waterjet at a
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specific water velocity. After a channel is cut by the waterjet, the pump is turned
off and the needle is advanced to follow the cut channel with a velocity of insertion
of 1

mm
.
s

This insertion velocity is known to be relevant to insertions in real medical

applications [4]. Through varying the waterjet velocity to control the cut-depth,
subsequent insertion of the needle to follow the fractions and reorientation of the
needle tip through whole-needle rotation, the waterjet needle can be steered in the
soft tissue. Two velocities of the waterjet are tested for each soft tissue simulant in
order to study the effect of the waterjet velocity and thus depth-of-cut, on the radius
of curvature. Three tests are done for each velocity of the waterjet and the average
radii for the tests are presented.
For duty cycling experiments, the curvature is controlled by changing the number
of steps that waterjet is ON with highest curvature is for when all of the steps are
traveled by the waterjet. Fig. 3.9 shows the concept of duty cycling of the waterjet
to control the radius of curvature. 0% duty cycling means that waterjet is turned off
for the entire length of insertion and 100% duty cycling means that waterjet is ON
in the whole length of insertion. 3 tests are performed for each duty cycling rate and
the average radius of curvature and standard deviation are calculated.

Curvature measurement of the waterjet steerable needle
The radius of curvature is measured by fitting a circle to the path of the needle
using image processing software. The curvature (κ) of the needle can simply be
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waterjet off

0%

waterjet on

20%

waterjet off

40%
60%
80%

waterjet on

100%

Figure 3.9: Schematic of the duty cycling of the waterjet in order to control the
radius of curvature of the needle. For 0% duty cycling, the waterjet is off
through the length of insertion and needle is inserted without waterjet
and 100% duty cycling means that waterjet is ON for the entire length
of insertion.
calculated by inverting the radius of curvature (r):

κ=

1
r

(3.2)

Kinematic Model of the Waterjet Steerable Needle
In this part, the kinematic model of the needle motion is described that consist
of a mechanics-based model for the prediction of the depth of cut of the waterjet in
soft tissue (that is developed in Chapter 2) and a kinematics model to describe the
needle path using this computed depth of cut.
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Depth-Of-Cut Model
We have developed a mechanics-based model for depth of cut of the waterjet in
soft tissue that predicts the depth of cut based on tissue mechanical properties (constitutive response and fracture toughness), as well as waterjet properties (diameter
and velocity) in Chapter 2. To summarize: the cut-depth of the waterjet in soft tissue
can be expressed by the following ordinary differential equation, where Asurf and Aout
are functions of h and their equations are given in Chapter 2. This equation can be
readily integrated using standard methods such as Runge-Kutta integrators:

1 ρQ3
dh
Ainj Asurf
=
3
6
dt
Pw π R (Asurf + Aout )2

(3.3)

Here, h is the depth of cut and Pw , ρ, Q, R, Ainj , Asurf and Aout are penetration
kg
pressure of the waterjet (P a), density of the water ( m
3 ), volumetric flow rate of the
3

waterjet ( ms ), needle inner radius (in our case: 2R = 0.24mm) and injection, surface
and backflow areas (m2 ), respectively. The penetration pressure of the waterjet in
soft tissue can be expressed by the following equation:

Z
4
d
D 2µ ∞ d
Pw =
[
f ( , γ)dγ+
{JIC ( ) +
D
4 α2 1
D
D(1 − ( Dd )2 )
2(

(3.4)

d 2−α
d
d
)
+ ( )2α+2 − 3( )2 ]},
D
D
D

in which, D, d, JIC , α, µ, ρ, v and T are waterjet diameter, steady-state diameter
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after waterjet removal, mode I fracture toughness, strain hardening factor, shear
modulus, water density, waterjet velocity and time, respectively. Function f ( Dd , γ)
can be expressed in the closed form as:

f(

γ + ( Dd )2 − 1 α
d
γ
−α
2 − 2
)
, γ) = (
)2 + (
D
γ
γ + ( Dd )2 − 1

(3.5)

Both the function f and the parameter γ are sub-computations that facilitate the
derivation and computations of the integral and do not have any significant physical
meaning (for detailed explanations please refer to Chapter 2).
Nonlinear Kinematic Model of the Waterjet Needle Steering
The kinematic model of the waterjet needle steering presented in this chapter
is a discrete adaptation of the Bicycle model presented in [270]. Fig. 3.10 depicts
the nonlinear kinematic model of needle steering. In this case, δθ, δ` and r are
the incremental needle rotation angle, incremental insertion distance and radius of
curvature. δ` is equal to the the depth of cut (h) of the waterjet in each step and if the
number of steps is n, then the whole insertion length is ` = δ` × n. In order to change
the direction of the needle to re-orient the x-y plane in any given step δθ should be
applied to rotate the needle at its base and thus reorient the nozzle at the tip. In this
model, the pose of the needle is described by the pose of the needle tip frame with
respect to a reference frame. The needle has a position of pk and rotation Rk at time
k. Rotation of δθ about the z-axis gives the rotated tip frame R0k = Rk Rz (δθ). The
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position of the needle tip after insertion of δ` can be calculated from the geometry of
the circular path as:

0

pkk+1

where Φ =

δ`
.
r



0







= r(1 − cos(Φ))
,




rsin(Φ)

(3.6)

The position of the needle tip at time k + 1, can be found by

transforming this vector into the world frame:

0

pk+1 = Rk Rz (δθ)pkk+1 + pk

(3.7)

Tip orientation at time k + 1 can be calculated by:

Rk+1 = Rk Rz (δθ)Rx (−Φ)

(3.8)

Note that:




0
0 
1





R0 = Rx (−β) = 0 cos(β) sin(β)
,




0 −sin(β) cos(β)

(3.9)

Where R0 is the rotation matrix around x-axis by a deflection angle of −β. β is
defined as shown in Fig. 3.11:
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Figure 3.10: The kinematic model of the waterjet needle steering. The z-axis is
assumed to be tangent to the needle at the tip and the y-axis is towards
the center of the curvature. The needle follows a path in y-z plane
with radius r and arc length `. The frame advances as the needle
tip progresses during waterjet needle steering. δθ, δ` and r are the
incremental needle rotation angle, incremental insertion distance and
radius of curvature, respectively. Note that, δ` equals h (depth-of-cut).
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z

y

x
Figure 3.11: Definition of β in (3.9). β is defined as the deflection of the needle
around x-axis.
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Simple 2D Path Planning Using a Genetic Algorithm
The optimal path planning is designed using a genetic algorithm (GA) in the
environment map. The environment in the current study is a soft tissue. The tissue
is discretized into parts divided into longitudinal and transverse directions. A value
has been assigned to every point in this set of discrete parts, which is defined by
a softness function. The softness function helps to penalize the desired distance
from any obstacle. The softness value is minimal for normal points and is large for
obstacles:

softness(y, z) =




 1

normal points
(3.10)



 1010 obstacle points
The genetic algorithm is used to make an optimized path. Every path can be
constructed from some δ`, δθ and r, which are the incremental path length (in our case
depth of cut), incremental needle base rotation and radius of curvature, respectively. r
is a function of δ` and tissue type and in this chapter we measured r experimentally,
so there are just two parameters that need to be optimized, that are δ` and δθ.
Therefore, a path can be displayed in the following form:
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δ`

δθ

value1 value1
value2 value2
.

.

.

.

.

.

↓ steps

(3.11)

For the first step of the genetic algorithm (initial population), some paths are
randomly created with constant step size and evaluated by the cost function explained
below.
The cost function consists of 3 terms. The first term includes the length of the
path, the second term is related to the softness value of the environment and the
third one is about the distance of the needle tip from the target point. As mentioned
before, the tissue is discretized into some points in y and z coordinates. Every point
of these coordinates of tissue has a value. This value is minimal for normal points
and a big amount (here 1010 ) for obstacle points. Therefore, when a path crosses an
obstacle, the cost function would be so large and large amounts of the cost function
cause the path to be excluded from optimization process in subsequent iterations.
Also, because the distance of the target point is very important, this distance will be
multiplied in a large number (here 1010 ) to bring out the paths with large distances of
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the target from the optimization process in subsequent iterations. The cost is defined
as follows:

cost = c1 + c2 + c3

(3.12)

Where c1 , c2 and c3 are the costs related to the path, the environment and the
distance from the target:

c1 =

n
X

δ`i

(3.13)

softness(yr , zr )

(3.14)

i=1

c2 =

m
X
r=1

q
c3 = 10
(X − xf )2 + (Y − yf )2 + (Z − zf )2
10

(3.15)

Where, n and m are the number of steps of the needle following the cut path
by the waterjet and the number of points (cells) that the paths cross them in the

T

T
environment, respectively. X Y Z
and xf yf zf
are the coordinates of
the ending point of the path (needle tip) and the desired target point, respectively.
The needle tip position can be obtained using kinematic model of the needle in (3.7)
and (3.8). (yr , zr ) are the cells’ coordinates that the needle crosses them. These cells
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can be obtained using kinematic model of the needle.
The initial population is evaluated by cost function and the better ones are selected by the selection operator. The pair paths selected by the selection operator
are combined by the single-point crossover operator. After applying the crossover
operator on the population, the mutation occurs on some of the new paths. When
mutation occurs, some bits of the paths are randomly selected and their contents
are changed randomly. After the operators are applied on the paths, the new paths
need to be evaluated and the cost of each one to be calculated. Then, the previous
steps must be repeated until the stop condition is met. The explained algorithm is
represented in Fig. 3.12.

Figure 3.12: The flow chart of the algorithm used for path planning.
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3.2.3 Results
In this section, the results of the curvature control of the waterjet with changing
depth-of-cut, along with a comparison to the modeling, the results of the path planning and results of the duty cycling of the waterjet in order to control the curvature
of the needle are presented in SEBS and Knox Gelatin soft tissue simulants. The
smallest ROC in Knox Gelatin tissues is compared to the best ROC for conventional
steerable needles in literature conducted in the same tissue medium.

Curvature of the waterjet needle is a function of depth-of-cut of the waterjet
In this part, it is shown that the waterjet curvature is a function of depth-of-cut of
the waterjet in soft tissue which in turn is dependent on tissue and waterjet properties.
Table 3.1 shows the soft tissue phantoms used, their properties from mechanical tests
(at associated waterjet velocities), waterjet velocities and the associated depths-ofcut. µ (MPa) and α are shear modulus and strain hardening factor of soft tissue
phantoms that are derived by fitting Ogden model [175] to experimental stress-strain
data of the tissues. The duration of time used for the depth-of-cut measurements
and predictions is 30 seconds. The depth of cut is experimentally measured and
also predicted from the mechanics-based model shown in 3.3. Tissue properties are
measured from Split-Hopkinson-Pressure-Bar tests (described in detail in Chapter
2) to be relevant to waterjet velocities (note that soft tissue goes through strain
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Table 3.1: Soft tissue phantoms, their properties and corresponding waterjet velocities and Depths-of-cut. These data are derived from tests described in
Chapter 2.

ml
)
Q( min
20
40

v( ms )
7.37
14.74

ml
)
Q( min
30
50

v( ms )
11.05
18.43

Tissue 1 (G1650 10%)
α = 1.2472
µ(M P a)
h (mm)
2.954
2.49
6.27
3.75
Tissue 2 (G1650 15%)
α = 1.7008
kJ
µ(M P a) h (mm) Fracture Toughness ( m
2)
5.82
1.31
85.58
10.02
2.16
114.11

hardening at higher velocities).
Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.14 show the results of the waterjet needle steering in the z-y
plane and the corresponding model of the steering in two soft tissue simulants. As
can be seen from these figures, the needle curvature can be controlled by changing
the velocity of the waterjet and thus depth-of-cut and that the radius of curvature is
smaller in the harder soft tissue simulant. The needle base has no rotation in either
of these figures.
Fig. 3.15 shows an example of the waterjet needle steering with a base rotation
midway through the insertion. In this example, δ` = 2.2 mm with 10 steps for the first
ml
bend, δθ = 0 180◦ and then 20 steps for the second bend of the insertion. Q = 50 min

is selected for both bends (to give cut-depth of 2.2mm). An overlay of the model with
the experimental results shows that the model can precisely predict the experiments.
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20 ml/min

40 ml/min

Figure 3.13: An example of the waterjet needle steering in the z-y plane in SEBS
G1650 10% tissue simulant. (up) Experimental results of the needle
steering using two different waterjet velocities (two figures are overlaid
on top of each other). (bottom) Experimental results (derived with
image processing on successive photos of the needle path to determine
the tip position) along with the kinematic model. Average radii of
ml
curvature for three experiments are: For 20 min
: rave = 97.25mm (total
ml
insertion length ` = 65 mm) and for 40 min : rave = 81.79mm (total
insertion length ` = 57 mm).
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30 ml/min

50 ml/min

Figure 3.14: An example of the waterjet needle steering on z-y plane in SEBS G1650
15% tissue simulant. (up) Experimental results of the needle steering
using two different waterjet velocities (the figures are overlaid on top
of each other). (bottom) Experimental results along with the kinematic model. Average radii of curvature for three experiments are:
ml
For 30 min
: rave = 66.49mm (total insertion length ` = 56 mm) and
ml
for 50 min : rave = 58.42mm (total insertion length ` = 52 mm).
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Figure 3.15: An example of the waterjet needle steering with a base rotation during
the insertion. In this example, δ` = 2.2 2.2 mm with 10 steps for the
first bend, δθ = 0 180◦ to flip the nozzle direction and 20 steps for the
ml
second bend. Q = 50 min
for both bends. The figure shows an overlap
of the experimental result with the kinematic model.
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Path planning results
In this part, several 2D needle paths are made to show the effectiveness of the
proposed path planning method. For the first path, δθ is always zero (no rotation at

T

T
the base). 0 5 0 mm and 0 30 40 mm are beginning and target points,
respectively. The path has been constructed by 20 optimized steps. Fig. 3.16 shows
this path with a high degree of the overlap between the simulated and experimental
results.
In the second example path, δθ is always zero except one 180◦ rotation. Begin
T

T
ning and target points are 0 20 0 mm and 0 20 44 mm, respectively. 20
optimized steps are used. Fig. 3.17 shows this path, again with agreement between
the simulated trajectory and the experimental results.
In the third example, there is not any limitation on the rotation at the base of
the needle, θ. The initial point and the target point are chosen differently for three
different needle paths. The paths have been constructed by 40 optimized steps. The

T

T
mm and 0 90 90
mm,
initial points and the target points are: 0 20 0

T

T

T

T
0 20 0 mm and 0 90 20 mm and 0 90 0 mm and 0 5 90 mm,
respectively.
Fig. 3.18 shows the optimized paths. As can be seen from the figure, the direction
of the needle curvature can be controlled by varying waterjet velocity and controlling
the depth-of-cut by changing the volumetric flow rate of the pump. It is also evident
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Experimental

Target
×
Simulation

Figure 3.16: 2D path planning of the waterjet steerable needle with no base rotation. The Figure shows an overlap of the simulated path and experimental results.
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Figure 3.17: 2D path planning of the waterjet steerable needle with one 180◦ base
rotation. The Figure shows an overlap of the simulated path and
experimental result.
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from this figure that the needle can reach multiple targets by one insertion into the
tissue.

Duty Cycling of the Waterjet for Waterjet Steerable Needles Can Improve Steerablity
and Radius-of-Curvature
Another more better way to control the curvature of the waterjet steerable needles
is by duty cycling of the waterjet. Fig. 3.19-Left and Middle show the results of the
radius of curvature control using duty cycling of the waterjet in 10% (Tissue A) and
15% (Tissue B) SEBS in mineral oil soft tissue simulants. Fig. 3.19-Right shows
the insertion of the needle with no tip while the waterjet cuts a straight channel in
the tissue and then the needle follows the channel. Fig. 3.20-UP(Left) represents
the results of radius of curvature control using duty cycling of the waterjet in 10%
by Weight Knox Gelatin soft tissue simulants (Tissue C). As can be seen from these
figures, duty cycling of the waterjet can be used to control the curvature of the
needle from almost 0 (insertion without waterjet) to maximum curvature (insertion
with waterjet ON for all steps). For Tissue A and Tissue B, volumetric flow rates of
ml
ml
and 70 min
are used, respectively (these flow rates give the same depths of cut
40 min
ml
in a given time in both tissues). For Tissue C, volumetric flow rate of 10 min
is used

to cause the same cut-depth in each step. Fig. 3.20-UP(Right) shows the Bicycle
model [270, 8] of the needle motion and Fig. 3.20-Bottom depicts the overlay of the
Bicycle model with needle path. As it is evident, there is a high agreement between
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Figure 3.18: 2D path planning of the waterjet steerable needle with different base
rotations. As can be seen from this figure, the curvature of the waterjet
steerable needle can be controlled by changing the depths-of-cut of the
waterjet that can be controlled by changing the velocity of the waterjet.
It can also be seen from this figure that the waterjet steerable needle
can reach different targets from one insertion in the soft tissue.
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the experiments and the model.

Figure 3.19: Waterjet duty cycling to control the radius of curvature of the waterjet
steerable needle. (Left) 10% SEBS in mineral oil soft tissue simulants
(Tissue A) and (Middle) 15% SEBS in mineral oil soft tissue simulants
(Tissue B). The figures are obtained by overlaying 6 different experiml
and
ments. The total insertion length is 70 mm. Flow rates of 40 min
ml
70 min are used to get the same cut-depths in the same amount of time
for Tissue A and Tissue B, respectively. The best ROC for Tissue A
and Tissue B are 75 and 49 mm. (Right) obtaining straight insertion
using waterjet needle with no tip. The needle follows the cut path by
the waterjet.

Table 3.2 presents a comparison of the Smallest Radius of Curvature obtained with
Waterjet Steerable needle and some of the conventional steerable needles in literature
in the same soft tissue medium. Flexture-based and bent-tip steerable needles are
known to have the smallest radius of curvature in the literature [235]. Comparing
our result to the results of the smallest radius of curvature in the literature we can
see that the smallest radius of curvature of the waterjet steerable needle system is
comparable to the bent-tip steerable needles without the tissue damage due to bent-
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Figure 3.20: UP(Left) Controlling the curvature of the needle in 10% by weight
Knox Gelatin soft tissue phantoms (Tissue C) by duty cycling of the
ml
waterjet. The total insertion length is 60 mm. Flow rate of 10 min
is
used to get the depth of cut of 3mm in each insertion step. UP(Right)
Bicycle model of the needle motion and (Bottom) Overlay of the needle
path with model.
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tip and continuous rotation associated with these needles. Waterjet steerable needles
can provide variable curvatures without resorting to rotational duty cycling.

Curvature of the needle is a Linear Function of the Waterjet Duty Cycling in a Range
of the Tissue Stiffnesses
Fig. 3.21 and 3.22 depict the Curvature (cm−1 ) vs., duty cycling for Tissues A, B
and C, respectively. Curvature is calculated by averaging the 3 trials and the error
bars are one standard deviation above and one standard deviation below the data
points. As can be seen from these figures, curvature of the waterjet steerable needle
is a linear function of the duty cycling of the waterjet for the range of the tissue
stiffnesses tested here. Curvature (κ) can be easily calculated by inverting the radius
of curvature.

3.2.4 Discussion
In this section, a new class of the steerable needles that we call fracture-directed
waterjet steerable needles is presented in which the direction of the tissue fracture
is controlled by sub-millimeter waterjet that is subsequently followed by the flexible
Nititnol needle.
The effect of the cut-depth on needle curvature is studied using two different tissue
stiffnesses and 4 different waterjet velocities. The results showed that by varying the
velocity of the waterjet and thus cut-depth of the waterjet in soft tissue, the curvature
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Table 3.2: Comparison of the Smallest Radius of Curvature (ROC) of the waterjet Steerable Needle with Conventional Steerable Needles in the Same
Medium.
Reference

Needle
Design/Material

Our Proposed Method

Custom-designed/ Nitinol

Needle
Diameter
(mm)
ID = 0.24,
OD = 0.33

Insertion
Velocity
(mm/s)

Soft
Tissue

Best
ROC
(mm)

1

Gelatin 10%

78

OD = 0.91
ID = 0.6

5

Gelatin 10 wt%

121

0.91

-

Knox Gelatin 10 wt%

91.4

12

1

Gelatin 6 wt%
(E = 7 kPa)

178.6

Needle (1)
Cannula (2)

5

Gelatin 14.9 wt%
(E = 35 kPa)
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Stylet (0.5)
Cannula (0.9)
OD = 1

5

Gelatin 15 wt%
(E = 10 kPa)
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0.15

-

Knox Gelatin 6 wt%

100

8

1

Gelatin 6 wt%

100

0.46 (cannula)
0.24 (stylet)

3

Gelatin 6%
Gelatin 10%

125
72

1.27 (tip)
0.28 (body)

-

Gelatin 6.5 wt%
(Brain Phantom)

52

4

0.5

Gelatin 6 wt%
(E = 7 kPa)

70

o

[235]

[273]

[113]

[206]

[247]

[67]

[36]
[34]
[155]

[114]

Bevel-tip (10 )
Flexure max. angle
(22o )/ SS (body)
Nitinol (flexture)
Flexture needle tip
Bevel (10o )
Notched wall/ Nitinol
4-Segment
Programmable bevel/
Rubber-like
Tendon-driven actuated tip
(conical shape, ` = 5mm)/
Nitinol (needle)
PEEK (cannula)
Cable Actuated
(4 cables)/ SS Stylet
PEEK Plastic Cannula
”Airfoil”
Prebent (16o , 6.3 mm)
Bevel tip (20o )/ Nitinol
4 Actuated Shafts/
Special Flexible
and Rigid materials
”Airfoil”
Bevel-tip (12o )/ Nitinol
Prebent (15o )
/ Nitinol (body)
SS (bevel-tip)
2-Segment
Programmable bevel/
VeroWhite
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Tissue 1 experiments
Tissue 1 linear fit
Tissue 2 experiments
Tissue 2 linear fit

Curvature (cm-1 )
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Duty cycling of Waterjet (%)
Figure 3.21: Curvature of the waterjet steerable needle vs. duty cycling of the
waterjet for two different tissue stiffnesses. The values reported for
Curvature are the average of the 3 trials. The error bars are one
standard deviation above and one standard deviation below the data
points. For Tissue A, the goodness of the fit is R2 = 0.9839 and for
Tissue B, R2 = 0.98.
can be controlled.
Then, duty cycling of the waterjet is used to control the curvature of the waterjet
steerable needles. The results showed that duty cycling of the waterjet can lead
to Radii of curvature as low as 75, 49 and 78 mm in soft tissue phantoms made
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Tissue 3 linear fit
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Figure 3.22: Curvature of the waterjet steerable needle vs. duty cycling of the
waterjet in Tissue C. The values reported for Curvature are the average
of the 3 trials. The error bars are one standard deviation above and
one standard deviation below the data points. The goodness of the fit
is R2 = 0.9973.
of 10% SEBS in mineral oil (Tissue A), 15% SEBS in mineral oil (Tissue B) and
10% by weight Knox Gelatin (Tissue C), respectively. The results are compared to
the traditional steerable needles and it is shown that waterjet steerable needle can
reach to a ROC of 78 mm in Tissue C. The smallest radius of curvature obtained from
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waterjet needle steering is comparable to bent-tip steerable needles [235, 75, 155, 148]
where duty cycling is used to control the curvature without the considerable tissue
damage of the bent tip and rotational duty cycling (continual spinning of the needle).
This promises a better method for curvature control in comparison to the steerable
needle literature. Duty-cycle methods must account for the inherent torsional windup
associated with twisting a long, super-elastic needle about the insertion axis[203, 239].
Thus, waterjet steerable needles promise a better control over the tissue fracture and
needle curvature that was unattainable with traditional steerable needles.
In Fig. 3.19, the needle curves in SEBS soft tissue simulants even when duty
cycling is at 0%, whereas this is not the case in Fig. 3.20 for Tissue C. The reason
for this is that the stiffnesses of Tissue A and Tissue B are higher than Tissue C
and the tiny bevel angle of the tip of the waterjet steerable needle interacts with
Tissues A and B causing it to bend. Fan et al. [284] showed that the curvature of
the needle is a function of the bending stiffness of the tissue and the needle and in
the case of Tissue C, the bending stiffness is lower in comparison to the Tissue A and
B. On the other hand, the needle used in our study has a sub-millimeter tip (0.24
mm) which is much thinner and more flexible in comparison to the needles used in
the literature therefore having a lower bending stiffness. The combined effect of the
low bending stiffness of the needle and high bending stiffness of the Tissues A and B
lead to bending of the needle even when the duty cycling is at 0%. This issue can be
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solved by manufacturing better tips without this tiny bevel effect.
Insertion velocity of 1 mm
is chosen to insert the needle in the fractured path. This
s
insertion velocity is known to be relevant to insertions in real medical applications
[4]. Flow rates are set to 40, 70 and 10

mL
)
min

for Tissues A, B and C, respectively.

Experimental results showed that these flow rates cause the same depth of fracture
of 3 mm in these soft tissues in a given time thus keeping the step lengths the same
throughout the experiments.
In this section, nozzles with fixed angles are used to cause angled fracture in tissue.
Understanding the relationship between fixed angle nozzle and minimum achievable
radius of curvature is important. It seems that minimum radius of curvature will
be improved with increased nozzle angle. However, there might be some critical
angle near 90 degrees after which the minimum radius of curvature does not improve
anymore. Therefore, it is also necessary to study the effect of the nozzle angle on
achievable radius of curvature of the waterjet steerable needle.
Young’s moduli of Tissues A and B are 27 and 68, respectively, which are relevant
to stiffnesses of the real biological tissues [274]. In particular, they are similar to
uterus and cervix tissues, the Young’s moduli of which are in the range of 30 − 90
kPa [112], prostate in the range of 62 − 69 kPa [123], thrombus in the range of 8 − 38
kPa [278], breast with modulus of 29 kPa [89] and muscle in the range of 7 − 57 kPa
[185, 131]. Tissue C is also used because this tissue is widely used in literature as the
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main soft tissue phantom [235, 113]. This made it possible to compare the results of
the waterjet steerable needle to conventional steerable needles. It’s Young’s modulus
is around 17 kPa which is well within the Young’s modulus of the skeletal muscle
tissue (10-32 kPa) [122], healthy liver (10-20 kPa) [190] and breast glandular tissue
(7.5-66 kPa) [76].
Duty cycling of the waterjet is used to control the curvature of the waterjet steerable needle. The reason that increasing duty cycling of the waterjet improved the
radius of curvature is that during the times that waterjet is ON, an angled path is cut
in the tissue that causes the needle to curve in contrast to insertions with no waterjet
that needle almost travels straight. Therefore, the radius of curvature is smaller for
experiments where waterjet is ON during the steps and the more steps the waterjet is
ON the smaller the radius. This is comparable to the effect of the bent-tip on needle
steering.
Different insertion speeds are reported in literature for different medical procedures
[252]. Insertions speeds of 0.4 - 10
500

mm
s

mm
s

are reported for epidural procedures [275] and

is reported for brachytherapy interventions [196]. Frictional force between the

needle and tissue increases with the insertion speed. Kaboyashi et al. [116] reported
that frictional force increased with speeds up to 2

mm
s

and reached a constant value

for higher speeds when inserting a 17 G needle into porcine liver at different speeds.
Insertion of the needle at high speed has the risk of imprecise movements.
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Experimental results showed that the radius of curvature is smaller in stiffer tissues. Yang et al. [284] demonstrated that the curvature of the needle is a function
of the bending stiffness of the needle as well as the bending stiffness of the tissue.
For harder tissues, the bending stiffness of the tissue is larger thus making the needle
to curve more while following the cut path by the waterjet. Future research involves
tissue-agnostic waterjet needle steering by adding a sort of control on the tip of the
waterjet steerable needle so that the needle follows exactly the cut path and not the
path that is a function of the bending stiffness of the fractured path and the bending
stiffness of the needle. With a control on the tip of the waterjet steerable needle, the
needle can follow tightest curves with radii as low as 1 mm in softest tissues making
this a promising method for tissue-agnostic needle steering in the future.

3.2.5 Conclusions
In this section, a new class of the steerable needles, namely waterjet steerable
needles (in which the direction of the tissue fracture is controlled by the waterjet and
then the flexible needle follows) is presented. Because of the needle tip design which
has an angle from horizontal, a path can be cut at an angle in the tissue that helps
the needle to steer by following the path. The effect of the cut-depth on radii of
curvature of the needle for two tissue stiffnesses and 4 different waterjet velocities are
investigated. The results showed that the curvature of the needle can be controlled by
varying waterjet velocity and thus controlling the depth of cut. A mechanics-based
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model for depth-of-cut as the main input to the system is presented and a bicycle
model with the depth of cut as the main parameter defines a model of the kinematic
motion of the needle. A genetic algorithm used to achieve path planning in 2D is also
presented.
As another approach to control the curvature of the waterjet steerable needle,
it is shown that curvature of the waterjet needle can be controlled by duty cycling
of the waterjet (that means the duration of the whole insertion that the waterjet is
ON) from 0% to 100% rates and the best radii of curvature can be obtained by 100%
waterjet duty cycling which are 74 mm, 49 mm and 78 mm for Tissues A, B and C,
respectively. It is found that the curvature is a linear function of the duty cycling
for the range of tissue stiffnesses tested here and that the best radius of curvature
obtained by the waterjet is improved in comparison to the conventional steerable
needles.
Curvature of the needle is also dependent on the waterjet tip angle and in this section a constant angle nozzle is used. Future research involves developing controllable
nozzles to further control the curvature as depicted in Fig. 3.5. The current limitation of the system is developing sub-millimeter waterjet tips with accurate angle with
current machining techniques on the current materials. Future research also involves
extending the current study to animal studies to see how the needle performs in real
living tissues.
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CHAPTER FOUR
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This dissertation has presented the design, implementation and experimental validation of the fracture-directed waterjet steering for percutaneous and surgical applications including (1) a waterjet soft tissue interaction model, (2) a waterjet steerable
needle design with slanted tip that achieves small radii of curvature in soft tissues, (3)
waterjet steerable needle kinematic model which is a discrete adaptation of the ”Bicycle” model and (4) two methods to control the curvature of the waterjet steerable
needle system.
In the remainder of this chapter, we briefly summarize the results and contributions in each of these areas and describe ideas for future work. Finally, we conclude
with possible extensions of the work to other areas of the medical robotics.

4.1 Waterjet Soft-Tissue Interaction
In Chapter 2, waterjet - soft tissue interaction problem is studied. A Finite Element Analysis of the waterjet interacting with soft tissue is provided. This model
could accurately predict the depth of cut of the waterjet in soft tissue and provided
an insight in penetration pressure of the waterjet but it is computationally timeconsuming. Thus, a mechanics-based model is provided to solve the physics of the
waterjet - soft tissue interaction. This model provides a prediction for penetration
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pressure and depth of cut of the waterjet in soft tissue based on the mechanical
properties of the soft tissue (constitutive response and fracture toughness) as well
as the waterjet needle properties (diameter and waterjet velocity). The mechanics
based model is validated using penetration experiments in soft tissue simulants and
soft tissue characterization tests using static compression tests and Split Hopkinson
Pressure Bar tests and fitting the data with Ogden model.
There are several potential directions for this chapter. First off, we have validated
the model using soft tissue mimicking simulants. Future research can involve validating this model in ex vivo animal tissues for correct characterization and design
of the waterjet-assisted medical devices. Second, a high speed camera with a high
frame per second rate to capture the behavior of the waterjet penetration and cutting
over time is required. This will facilitate the design of the waterjet-assisted medical
devices that speed is important.

4.2 Fracture-directed Waterjet Needle Steering
In Chapter 3, we have shown that waterjet can get rid of the cutting force and
thus decreases the forces applied to the base of the needle. This can drastically
decrease buckling of the needle while inserting into the soft tissue since the needle
will not do the cutting and it is the waterjet that does the actual cutting. Then,
design, modeling and path planning for fracture directed waterjet steerable needles
are discussed. A kinematic model that is a discrete adaptation of the famous ”Bicycle”
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model is proposed for waterjet in which the length of the steps is predicted with the
mathematical description of the depth of cut of the waterjet. The feasibility of the
waterjet steerable needle to reach different targets is shown and the effect of the step
length (= depth of cut) on radius of curvature is studied. Then, it is shown that the
curvature of the waterjet steerable needle can also be controlled by the duty cycling
of the waterjet (alternate ON and OFF of the waterjet) and that the curvature is a
linear function of the duty cycling rate. It is shown that the radii of curvature for
tissues with Young’s moduli of 112 and 25 kPa are 49mm and 78 mm, respectively.
In this dissertation, a fixed angle needle tip is used for waterjet steerable needle,
where future research direction is to develop controllable nozzles that can shoot water
in any direction and curvature control can be done by varying tip angle instead of
the duty cycling of the waterjet. By choosing low bending stiffness materials for
needle and tip and having some sort of control at the tip of the needle, tissue agnostic
steering can be achieved in which the radius of curvature is not dependent on the
stiffness of the tissue. Having controllable tip also makes the rotation-free direction
change a possibility since rotating a long flexible needle around its access increase the
torsional friction which in turn makes the base rotation angle and the tip angle to be
out of sync.
Clinical environment remained to be a challenge in this dissertation. Future research can involve testing the waterjet steerable needle system in ex vivo and in vivo
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tissues for realistic surgical applications.

4.3 Extensions
Although this dissertation has focused narrowly on steerable needles, several of
the described methods are relevant to other areas of the medical robotics. The
FE and mechanics-based models developed in Chapter 2 can be used for designing
other waterjet-assisted surgical procedures to predict the penetration pressure and
cut depth of the waterjet in soft tissue.
Waterjet-assisted cutting can also be embedded in for example surgical tools along
with a suction to perform different surgical operations such as liver dissection and
tumor removal. The discrete kinematic model can also serve as a framework in a
variety of the robotic interventions.
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